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GLOSSARY 

FMCG's: " Fast Consumer '-.I""'uu"" 

"Emerging rnl'lr.~~t":. In context of the P11"1,pr1tT1n to 

consumer ....... ':> .. L'''''1" growing in '-H.Cl"'J.U~ power. 

market CO][lSllS the opportunity of 

more have 

..... ""unJu. These consumers are 

still in the LSM's and U".VJU'- brackets, as a mass 

A full discussion of emergent 

market". 

"Townshi.p consumer": The township consumer referred to 

in . household is 

shopping .. 

urban area, 

virtue of 

Black JYU'U.'-LL<;;; 

in a township, which 

W.lJ''''.LUU consumers must live 

context 

a 

buying 

the 

study, . 

an 

of 

uu ..... "."" (not a 

this an indication of a relatively higher income amenities that 

at least LSM 4. (LSM 1 2 live 

traditional 

townships) 

LSM 3 are also 

rural areas, 

rural LLW\Jll'GJ but some live in 

House brand: A house brand in the context of this will refer to the most 

private such as the hn,,,..,1r.,. "yellow "No Name . While 

it is noted from previous research that the house brand is approaching status as 

it into more sophisticated labels, to 

a unbranded product will 

loyalty "'6"' ......... "" 

that 

are fJa .... AClL~,C;U very at low 

than manufacturers. 
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TOPIC SOURCE 

My marketing honours thesis on house brands identified a number of research 

opportunities in related topics. The following quotes from the report show areas that 

were identified for further research: 

"Stanton maintains that more sophisticated people are more self-assured and will buy 

no-name brands for low involvement purchases, however in the less sophisticated 

market the reassurance of brands is important across all products. This is an 

interesting concept for further reading and testing, and can perhaps be explored in a 

further study." 

"Recommendation 6.8: THE AWARENESS AND USAGE OF PRIVATE LABELS IN THE 

EMERGING MARKET NEEDS TO BE INVESTIGATED. 

vyh~e:_~P:l~~~g __ ~.a:r:ke! __ c.2~s:t!~~!'~ __ C3.PP_~crr .. tc) __ 1i4<?~ .. Cl.. preference. fC)T 1:>raI!~s, they 

. represent an ideal market for private labels with low prices and a value proposition. The 

encouragement of and targeted promotion to this market could prove to be very 

profitable, especially in the future." 

"More depth investigation is possibly needed into the low income groups, specifically the 

Black market to evaluate which brands they buy and why. The sample of Black 

consumers was too small to run any detailed tests." 

The topic of Brand Loyalty in the Emergent Market, with the Township consumer as a 

base was identified as an area of interest for further research. 
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A 

. thorough problem 

hypotheses to 

the 

The 

consumers who are 

the A 

given, ill objectives 

The scope 

methodology n1""'''''."T'I 

limitations for investigation 

1. INTRODUCTION 

at present one of the buzzwords marketing 

term to 

the lower income brackets but are slowly.u. .. ,"' ..... , ...... .u. .. F<, consumer 

power, for two reasons. 

total population belongs to group, 

power 

"Not ago, Blacks who are 75% accounted about 10% of the 

power. Today it is eSllrntalea Dtl2CII:S account for more 50% 

and the tum of c;:entury, it is estimated they will account for more than 75%". 

(Mzozoyana: 

.............. '-.... consumers' expenditure as a proportion of the total expenditure has grown from 

to 500/0 the 1990's. It is that by 2000, 60-700/0 of 

consumers their expenditure will :in the region R2 

786 ppc)sea to the R190 billion White consumers. It 

1 
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about 41% of this "~'''''''~A''''''' is on items, as beer, 

meat, coffee, cooldrink branded goods. (Morris, R: 1997) 

of Africa, of 

the same consumer rights as citizens 

with 

Apartheid era now 

theoretically have opportunity of better employment, and 

access to of consumers, have 

disposable income, therefore represent a m~lSSlve growth the 

power of group in the South African economy. 

new segment that was formerly unheard of in this country is now emerging a 

reality that to contend The middle 

consumer " IlVlZO:Z;Oira 

of sector 

individuall' and realised 
.I' 

one area phenomenal growth and development which can 

the while tradltional , more affluent 

With new att.entlOn on low uJ..\..VJ..u. .... it 

is the new 

terms 

profitability 

matures and 

the market country 

that 

been 

and focused on South Africa's 

sector. 

" .. it nonna that today's Onl'D .... n1?'j',... middle IS and in a constant 

state of flux. like shooting a moving 1997). 

buying ""''',n11r of consumers this 

sel::tor; their making buying FMCG's and particular propensity for 

In testing brand this the lack 

is the support <YP1np· .... r or the most . house 

2 
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Low income consumers have been 

cohsumer appears to 

a fora 

popular are 

names and therefore seem to be 

The converse, as a seems to 

research 

consumer ill the 

of house brand to 

to establish whether the needs 

good which are not 

stock brand " .... c>.u,\J ... 

as being one most brand 

one of the behind a 

to be able to it at a premium price. 

at the 

choice 

true by many marketing field. 

therefore centre on ........ <;u...u.A..L.L .... 5 brand 

terms of FMCG's 

informal 

or against 

consumer can 

Q.u,u. ........ and 

environment. 

ntJrO<lU'Cllon of some 

motivation 

met by products of 

offered at a 

at present to 

3 
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The paragraphs J..lJ..,vu ..... to 

research. 

a brief overview kinds of issues 

be explored 

Brand &A.#Y ..... .. 

.. An G.'-"'u ..... .Ll .... ~'- n"<;>f'1nnt1 essence brand be 

on 

in particular terms quantifying, 

the concept.in a 'i. ..... "'ULA study. on brand loyalty, VV A'e........... low 

will be 

consumer 

.. 

and then tested empirically within the 

FMCG's. 

for low .LlA.'~V'..lA.'-' consumers will 

The Township Consumer 

.. 

.. 

decision 

consumers will be UJ.,> .... l.l"""'o;;; ..... 

processes, 

townships 

un.de:rsltaruling the consumer, 

hawkers and 

terms of the brands 

Uo;;;,LllClL.U\.JL;:) and buying 1"'L<>1rT ... ~-n 

Generics/House brands: 

.. and previous 

.. goods 

consumers. 

.. viability of brands entering 

suppliers of stock Macro etc) or 

to market will 

influences of 

serve as a 

buying PTH11rn 

particular will be 

carry in terms 

to test the 

township market-

players ego 

stores in the 

to 

consumer 

Brand 

the 

as an 

will be 

4 
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PROBLEM DEFINITION 

"Emergent 

with 

market been .. ,;.;"aLLY 

to consumer ........ " .. <AY .. ~ 

Brand Loyalty '-LO,LllJ'1S. to FMCG's this market have 

compared to research conducted by marketing co:mIJaIlie:s 

of 

was 

most 

environment. 

and more affluent 

the "''-'UHUll",,,,,, .. 

market, is crucial to future success of South African marketers as their 

Knowledge about brand __ 'C..-~'- behaviour, tool 

targeting and to 

Lll';'O'LJ.' ......... about corisumer- brand relationships valuable. 

The of this 

consumer and 

groups in 

IS to quantitative data, analysed from consumer 

township 

t!s.t!<:a1 J.llJ, ........ ulS.", about J.JJ.<"-.......... Loyalty in low income consumer 

5 
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research to develop a of consumer, in terms decision

, The habits, making processes, 

resultant information to be utilised to evaluate WJ.JJ<:;LJ .. u:a 

or township 

consumer, as well as FMCG 

• To derme and investigate contributing to 

• To investigate brand loyalty FMCG's 

~ To quantify brand for FMCG's within 

CU.'-G1.L,"" brand motivations amongst 

the introduction of a 

in fact and 

income consumers 

consumers • 'To 

• To U"'~J."J,V1.1. making w.r. t. FMCG's c:uJ.. .. VJ.,LI<.'" township consumers 

consumer, w.r.t both • investigate shopping 1.1.0.."".1.<," the 

• To hn'n ... "' ........ and uc; ..... J.~>J.v,lJ. 

consumers ",,,,,-,,uvJ.~ an informal versus and environment 

41! To investigate acceptance 

• To the J. ..... "',,,,.. •• JJ.J.J. the retail sector of 

markets 

6 
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2.4.1. Primary Hypothesis 

township consumer a level 

important part of purchase 

targeted at emer~g 

Loyalty, 

introduction 

would 

Motivations for brand loyalty differ between people between product 

types, reasons brand are; 

b) Low J.J.A'_V ............ consumers show a 

brands. 

process. 

propensity brand to FMCG 

c) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

g) 

h) 

i) 

j) 

Township consumers a high brand loyalty specific 

ofFMCG's 

the primary behind loyal behaviour 

consumers 

Perceived influence on brand choice 

Consumers' u."" .... ~".~V.L~ making processes are different 

to retail 

Township consumers utilise the informal 

stores 

shopping for FMCG's in formal retail outlets 

is constrained lack of ..,..,..1'''''("1, .... 

Township consumers 

outlets 

Township consumers 

the townships, 

retailer 

.... u..,,, ..... '" depends on 

the 

brand 

of the township 

retail 

Jk:) Consumers FMCG out of "habit" a retail 

environment, but undergo a lengthier making process when 

a wider formal outlets 

7 
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1) 

n) 

House brands are to be of 

label would not 

It would not be A" ..... "., .. "'" to introduce a 

the 

quality 

accepted and successful the 

brand into outlets 

8 
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3.. SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS 

3 .. 1 .. GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE 

• study was ",1"T'1£'t'",11 to a survey one township area in Western 

the Cross area to map (Appendix 18.1). 

, The is 1"1"'1,,.,1",,,,11 to the Western primarily of and 

limitations. It was 

cost effective 

that a comprehensive study of one township would be most 

• This a relatively as only 2,3% the national 

population, who make up the 

(AMPS 1997). area 

<>l£"1"'1T"{' of township populations, lives 

a 

Western 

of the 

township population. Ideally a countrywide survey involving as many 

different provinces, would have preferable. It is 

quoanltltcltlv'e data not to 

"township '-vU"' ..... "' ...... A South Mrica. The data will however 

give a general indication of behaviour siniilar of consumers. 

• Language '-VLULU ..... J.L.l'-ClLLLU'U ha..., ..... ·'" posed 

was necessary. Fieldworkers fluent 

previous and "' ..... "' ..... 1<, 

training students at 

workers, overcame 

• Focus' 

Cape 

problems. 

guides and 

La"LUJ..,,,, on the study 

were more 

who in the 

as well as 

able to 

the use of 

cu.J.H ..... U to 

in 

area, as 

were 

~A"fi~~U to back which presented the of 

9 
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• 

miscommunication or loss This was the use of 

expenenc:ed. translators, back checking of questionnaire translation and the limited 

to 

level 

strongly" or 

",,,,=,-,,.. proved 

....~L~'_L of statements with which 

strongly". There was in 

The 

re~iP()n(leIlts had to llH.Ll\.-,ClU:; a 

Discussion Xhosa 

it was not to 

a statement 

no way such a 

scale into .fUJ'V>:>,Cl, as ruzre«~men 

A numeric was also not feasible, low levels education in the area of 

a to 

on literature regarding other measuring brand loyalty, it was 

that a in 

While scale would it was decided 

data. To ensure adequate 

methodologies uggelsted. the use of of to test 

would have to and 

within group to be classified with respect to theme 

by group. 

As a result the questionnaire was .I.C;'J.""~.I.5.1..I.<:; point 

"Do not I,~~ .. .,..· 

10 
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4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

4 .. 1 .. QUALITATIVE RESEARCH 

Exploratory research was conducted to an understanding of township consumers, 

buying behaviour which 

of a fmai of 

element of the study involved a number of infonnation sources: 

III Literature Search: The was to 

research,. theories, and industry order to a basis from 

which to conduct defmitions, and views on the 

of house low consumers were 

using sources as the academic journals, text books and 

III Experience Interviews: First hand infonnation was .... VjLL'-"_~'-''-L through interviews 

owners. 

.. Focus Groups: 4 focus groups with township consumers were held to uncover 

w.r.t. 

shopping primarily a role of women in the township households, therefore women 

were as It the more 

more comfortable respondents would feel in discussions, as such groups were 

younger consumers consumers Two were held 

with women aged 22-34 and two with women 35+. 

Each focus group consisted of 6-8 by m 

area. The focus were held at Peace and Development Centre 

Offices, a central location m the township. The 

11 
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sessions were """"~I''''''rl A translator transcribed 

Appendix 18.2 Discussion Appendix 18.3 

the 

12 
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The quantitative phase research was conducted via personal 

<>T.',..",rt to consumers to 

CTr,",""'·""" shopping 

a 

covered 

at 

house 

homes. It 

aeIC1Slorl-lllcuang, brand 

loyalty and behaviour in both the formal and informal retail markets. 
~ . 

A pilot preceded the survey to ensure that there were no problems, 

sc:reIJaJ:lClleS or v.u.U<>,:>J.VJ.J...:> ill study the form 

19 administered in 

randomly selected. The questionnaires were then captured and analysed to check 

the to uncover 

The study revealed no practical with or 

were to the 

questionnaire was then sent into field. 

13 
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will chosen with an attempt 

to sample as ~~;~~"~V~A~ on 10c:atloIl, 

exact were within restrictions. 

a) Sample Population 

The population ~V!.l~.L'~L~ of .,,,,1\ .... :;.1.1 t,., of New Cross L,"U'C1U,;::' 

and areas, are responsible for the majority grocery shopping 

for household. The were to screen to 

ensure they were responsible the majority of household grocery 

shopping, before with 

b) Sample Size 

aeoena.ea on a to be 

against one Methods for determining sample rest on considerations 

of: of sample; homogeneity of the population, of su bgrou ps to 

little accurate m:torm.atlon population 

number of households, elements and "'"CGU .... LGU 

for populations. It must be noted that the population not an 

and are not 

necessary for populations. Adjustments do however have to be made if 

5% of population. was not 

necessary study. 

This study used a cluster sample technique, which more COmlJleX 

would have to than a probability 

Determining the size. statistically is u..uu ..... ' .... n and at 

UC;'~C1L4;::,C; no population n~rJ'l1n are 

14 
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c) 

The study 

because of this 

the <Tr('\"" ....... , shopping, 

same township means 

and the fact that re~;ponoeOlCS 

the group is fairly homogenous 

subgroups will 

study was 

the sample size could be <).I..L"::1.1"''':;''' 

subgroup needs to 

will need to be at 

should have a """.U.L.Lu.u. 

Given 

it was expe,ete:o 

question 

grocery ..:>UVpp.,..L.!'). 

According to sampling 

1 00 respondents in 

1 00 males and 1 00 females. Less 

20-50 respondents. (Churchill, 1995: 

subject matter and the culture 

would be very few male re:::iDu,na.en 

rC:Hll)U(J.CIIL to be the person 

that 

completed, 

constraint .. 

the number 

efforts were made to error 

subgroups 

groups, 

of the 

be 

this 

...y. .... ~............. suggests that for a regional 

are relatively few subgroup 

h~1:Wf~~n 200 and 500, is used as a 

households such as 

this, where to a sample 

this study was 250 .L.LV\.4.",'C;UI,.nu.",. This is based primarily on 

eVlaC;~n(:e and the as well as 

252 questionnaires 

form the ___ .... _ 

was used, which 

elements and therefore an 

the objective selection 

1->,,,.,.,1"',,,,,, assessment of the reliability of 

For probability" population of the 

15 
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1S each household an chance of being 

results of can therefore to the population as a 

with most probability 1S that a list of population 

Many less 

no accurate lists population. 

The use a cluster in. the 

overcome difficulties, by use of a map of 

Appendices for area map) 

survey a two-stage area sample was 

points were randomly each one a 

4 were completed at sampling 

as well as 

house opposite 3 rd houses to the 

were also selected. In 4 interviews 

was IJA .... .LU.'vU" .......... if the respondent at 

after three 

u.v'u.;::"c;:) to the right or 

respondent was 

sam pling point. 

like a 

area can 

areas in the 

Utilising a map, 63 

or location. 

interviewing at the 

at 

in a systematic 

of the sam pIe 

household was 

from the 

edit followed 

questionnaires 

I r",lTr"~Ir"'T"C! were of the survey, 

completion and consistency. A 

to 

check ensured 

correct sampling pr,occ~mlI was followed a edit 

VllU"""' ..... 'u"'" or 

were returned to 

A more comprehensive 

consistent and accurate 

the questionnaires. Incomplete questionnaires 

for or sam pling of a new 

edit followed to information was 

that all instructions ur~' .. '1'·'" followed. A back \.o,lJ,,,,\.oJ:\. 

16 
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10% of the questionnaires was conducted for control purposes. Respondents were 

required to give an address and telephone number for checking purposes. 

4.2.4. Data Analysis 

The data was analysed using the software package Statistica. 

Techniques such as Discriminant, Factor, Cluster and Correspondence analyses 

have been used. Full results and details of the data analysis are presented in. 

Section C. 
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1.>"" ..... "',"'" serves to v-"-'<.U..L ....... v to 

information gained from interviews with topic of brand 

'-'!-J'cu;.a Shop owners and the Focus qualitative 

seeks to core of ...... ,:>..I.J.'\..I. 

purchase decisions, this particular market. It is intended that it will provide a 
; 

for empirical of the 

aided the formulation of fmal research hypotheses, which are presented at the 

of this ........... '~.., ......... the are also 
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5. LITERATURE REVIEW 

5.1. INTRODUCTION 

In markets of today, the consumer is bombarded with an increasing number of products 

and choices, making the competition between products extremely fierce and the 

consumer's decisions more difficult. The marketing principle of branding has thus 

become a cornerstone for the perceptual differentiation of products, giving the consumer 

a motive for repeatedly buying one inherently similar brand over another. Because of its 

power to develop consumer loyalty, the brand has become an invisible but most valuable 

asset to the corporation of today. Brand loyal consumers are a guarantee of future 

brand sales and profit. By establishing the extent to which consumers in the growing 

"middle class" are brand loyal marketers can better strategise for the future success of 

their brands within this market. The literature review will discuss the issues 

surrounding brands and brand loyalty, with particular focus on township consumers in 

South Africa. 
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K""Uw'" the of brands and consumer behaviour can discussed, it is essential to 

an der'standmg of consumers are who the of study. 

Township consumers are subjects of to 

defme particular context. It IS important to 

and an 

and environment in which these consumers live. 

fIrst step will be to a of the consumer" the 

"emerging market". second will history in terms of 

~~~._~ .... to market. third 

will be to the of to South 

Africa, motivating why it forms an important topic for marketing research. 

In terms, "emerging market" to a consumer which 

as powerful, pr;otltat)le " ... <>'1'1""" for and marketers 

It 

to poorer countries 

are . towards a more 

structure and penClrTIHlll1C4e. 

significant, but their economy is 

m 

world economic concept of 

are developing eClonoIIncau and 

and perhaps fIrst economic 

the global 

significant and 

The the context of this study a consumer 

market, which 

brands. 

forming 

who are developing in terms 

of groups. 

target market for increasing numbers of companies 

ll.L'_U,.u<.e consumers, but those 

earning potential and aspiring to the behaviours 

20 
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political changes in Africa within decade to large 

and changes economic, social business environments. Many 

..... "'.u ... " ...... the rise of "emerging market" a change 

consumer arJ..i::e,[llI1~ p<"-" "''-''''5'.u. of 

of the 

marketers to 

era, leading to 

the 

her Africa, 

Black consumers who now have 

Lc.;()'lIt1::;. South consumer 

rrn.&J?lT layer a substantial 

African companies." (Financial Mail, 

consumers, better income 

are becoming more_ ill 

niche", the 

paid jobs 

previously 

Joubert 

".r"·tn,-,,. more 

of products 

and 

to Michelle 

market 

real disposable 

relatively 

most 

that 

are able to 

use. For consumers are targeted with appliances for 

In the san;re article, 

middle class. A 

care 

recognised as growing ................. ... 

was described as showing ", "that 

of the middle class in terms 

serviced, 

be explosive as 

of household housing 

climb fast. " 

The article 

with 

'The buying 

more stable 

1998) 

discussed how young 

aimed at a new market HH-Ln,,

of a growing middle class-

are targeting mass 

burgeoning in 

beco;mlina so rrn·'P"n.r<M' investors are into the new venture." 

(Financial 1998) 

Finance (1995, March), 

consumers. article 

consumer 

paradigm 

described 

because 

employment 

Lcu ..... .u.5 a 

growth of group of 

Black 

........ '_VA.LL.... the 

fl •• ,the growth nnTo",,'u'ff seen 
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to 

shopper 

the ends market the is on 

"-u" ......... " Week 

In Joubert's (Financial success of company Afribrand 

was Weir 

income consumers sellillg his 

products was, 

m understanding kind of these consumers in 

kind outlets. ' 

The recognition of this market IS not new, however "race" to the 

with speC1LIlc:atLV y<, ....... ""y"" """'"'<7"'''''' seems to be up". 

South 

manufacturers as consumers. "The market, because of 

importance to 

lack of buying 

lruiel)eTld~m.t market this power, was never 

no longer case is in the fact that Black consumers have either 

process overtaking the 

rnl'ln1nnfrom food to sets." The spend on 

emerging 

consumers are 

spending power of the individual I,J"''''''' .... '''''' these 

in the low LSM's and ll ....... ,VllJl>,;; in 

consumer power the group, which forms a 

percc:!nlta~:e of the population. 

At one time consumers were merely as an .... "".,..., ...... "' ... VH of White 

Q..,,, .. ..,.cU.vu. that that were orc:!ferre:d consumers 

would be bought by Back consumers who could afford them. 

a slowly gap between and South 

political the population and 

the revolution, from "the Black 

standards and the emergence of a powerful new class among Black South 

most of of new class 

was the of Black workers in jobs. 

education relatively 

......... ,,, ...... ,,... incomes, become <::!T'#"1'l1I'1"" motivators Black wage earners who not 
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... 
yet achieved the standards of some of those with whom they come into daily 

contact. If. This reinforces the idea of the growing Black middle class who, with 

increased wages became a target for marketers recognising a need for specific 

products. The implementation of affirmative action has also influenced the types 

of jobs these consumers have. Increasing numbers of Black consumers are 

working in more Westernised and formal environments and therefore have 

changing reference groups, influences and needs. 

From the literature is appears that a number of elements characterise South 

Africa's emerging market, and it be in the context of this definition that that the 

"emerging market" will be referred to in this research. 

The emerging market consists of a group of economically important but still 

relatively poor consumers. Due to the demise of Apartheid, many Black 

consumers now have the opportunity of better education, access to better paying 

and more professional jobs. With this arrives a general increase in income and in 

standard of living but consumers, particularly urban, are still in the lower LSM's, 

4-6. While many, if not most consumers have not yet experienced a dramatic 

increase in income or standard of living, there remain the potential and promise 

of income "playing fields to be levelled". As a result, for marketers, these are the 

consumers who represent potential growth, who are a massive percentage of 

consumers, at present in numbers and in the future in spending power and the 

need to understand the needs and motivations of such a group is overwhelmingly 

apparent. 

The emerging market consists then; of the consumers who are in the "Black 

middle class". They are not the affluent Black consumers who live very 

sophisticated and Westernised lives, neither are they the poorest rural or 

unemployed households who are living from hand to mouth. The emerging 

market consumer has a steadily improving lifestyle and is becoming more 

sophisticated in terms of needs and behaviour as a result of more disposable 

income or the need to match the standards and lifestyles of colleagues or higher 

social classes, but is still constrained by a very limited budget and the concerns 

of a low income consumer. 
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it is to discussed what 

where and 

meant by the 

consumers could researched. It is ~nn~,¥~n 

the it a predominantly 

p .. ' ........ LVLU-....UVU amongst population. 

the I",."""",·" of the 

township. A formally out area on the 

ill 

towns, which was 

live. The areas "' ... , .... , ... .-1 

as areas for Black DeIODJle 

The difference "squatter townships 

is an official with planned streets and community areas, in 

properties on. Informal 

camps are on unused tracts land, people build 

are available and right to or 

Township are therefore 

a permanent however simple, 

in the household. These consumers into L8M's 4-6, 

is likely to and and falls 

groups. 

Black consumers, 

percentage of "middle class". own, and are 

homes and have better as electricity, 

sanitation. residents are most likely to 

consumers better jobs better 

The Townships are 

it is these people 

p.r"'.tr\1· ... the ideal J.v .... Q.LJeVU to study the 

are developing, in terms 

consumer spending power. 

of 

to 

lower 

a 

their 

water 

the group of 

a slowly 

, as 
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The other 

many different 

within the 

research is to 

informal retail 

the Township consumer is that are to 

environment, in terms of the outlets 

the the 

consumer behaviour and 

township consumer IS 

5.2.3. Marketing History In the Townships 

The history of 

and 

Advertising 

fascinating ll.l" • .l&.lL 

and helps 

consumer. 

The 

an 

in the townships sheds light on 

to Township consumers. 

consumer's pocket: An 

Black Urban Townships" 

of the legislation of 

Lc,u, ...... U ..... " of the 

consumer was 

titled 

of 

1994), gives 

the townships 

township 

by 

industry commerce as early as the 1930·s. began 

ill a national weekly, Bantu World, was promoted as 

the means and mining the "Black gold". It was a.uuo;:;;'u at the urban 

o..n ......... v ...... the need tp abou t their 

From ensured 

consumer the White 

standard 

pO'llerlstLmcent of the Black South 

consum ption which 

was'in 

however, set the conditions 

of a range of sophisticated 

White 

mamtaining the 

majority 

emergence of a "mass 

consumers, was <:l1'1rr<:>r-n,,,,,,, to marketers. The 

number of township dwellers; increasing disposable incomes; 
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education and literacy and; rrrr'''71n 

to the of a "mass market". 

new class of consumers who were not employed 

and ill commerce, education, 

ideal "'T~'nT~'n middle class was 

status in marketing 

markets for their 

consumption 

goods. The u"" .... "'''''''''J, .. 

sanctioned 

market. 

or state 

The 

t1P'...t,·"P'·'" to exploit 

of 

need for 

for manufacturers to 

forced the eX1Pa.J:lSIOn of 

two factors provided the 

to to township consumers as a target 

markets. 

to consumers off in the Post war years 

1945 and of this market was roused. "One marketing 

guide in 1945 noted native customer rapidly a buying factor' and 

'Native of rapidly importance in 

the course of the nextfew . (Roge~son. 

In 1950's of activity cu..L.ll"""'" at the "mass 

market" was increased. Advertisers the consumers to buy 

products White role .L.l.1 ..... u.'C<J.<> to a need status. They no 

"Blacks were too poor or too ways to 

a market for the products of White If (Rogerson, 1994:29) A ill 

attitude came towards end of the the J. 

Thomson, international agency began 

consumers' habits. 

towards 

steps were 

to tap the "mass market" of consumers, 

Conditions 1950's were as follows: "'Manufacturers 

are sparing no efforts to enter the African townships all 

Tnl'1l1J'nn South were to 'a miniature LUU:.;:)UJ'H of African salesmen '''. 

1994:29) 
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this onslaught was soon 

regarding and influencing 

. The following restrictions on 

II The trading 

that 

II There was a on most 

fIlm shows travelling 

methods) 

." Only inside 

had to ill 

II Between to 1960 

allowed townships" 

policy in 1960 by 

blatant 

rn.pnn labour for reservoirs 

the Bantu consumer had a 

were 

allowed in were 

as bread, milk meat 

vans with loud (some 

trading for products 

were allowed 

were not 

Bantu and 

of as 

industry and commerce". The UV.UCLl'C' was 

be, 

as low as !-IV''''''J.,",J.'':; without ..... u ......... <:- influence to LU' .... U<.u. 

spending beyond his/her means. 

This 

consumers 

advertising 

late 1980's. 

could 

growth of consumerism in the townships. 

and to the Township 

restrictions, a of 

little to 

advertising at railway 

stations 

continue. 

use of the press and radio C;H.ClUJ,C;U. I-""""F. ....... to 

irony in fact was severely restricted, 

township consumers purchased 

city areas, exposure. to au,,-..... ·u, products could not be 

controlled. While it remains ::In·n.';:l,~,,,,, that the J.<:-~"""'J.aLJ.UJ.J. "was as it 

of consumerism urban ... The 

restrictions on advertising serve to reinforce. 'non-commercial' character of 

urban lU ... "lO·'" .. " (Rogerson, 1994:31) 
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In context of advertising a long of which 

were merely or the / 

. targeted at White consumers, it is particularly interesting that one of core 

of this IS these low consumers. are 

brand loyal. issue of how effective the 

has has 

image and brand a 

it suggests that the influences on loyalty and brand image may 

... " ..... u,p:, in more UJ.J.J. .... ",u. 

The influences on brand loyalty will be discussed at length this rp1T1P"U 

the of have a direct 0 shows 

marketing, advertising retail environments the An important 

the value was 

it is not a new 

and social environments in the have had an accelerating 

on the these 

consumers expenditure opportunities, 

the. 

attainable 

a new 

viable to many 

of consumers, which now 

The legacy of 

has an influence on behaviour and 

As forms an 

in the of 

from this 

consumer. 

is approached. 
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As a population is researched, it 

nn'rt",nt to 

rest of South 

are discussed 

Amps 97. 

76% total 

population 

The 

African 

importance because due to 

fall lower LSM groups and 

"low income '-VJLA<>' ..... UJ.<VJ. who live 

is 

consumers are, to 

lifestyle. 

the census 1 

as IS 

regime, 

Further will 

Black consumers make up the majority the lowest LSM groups. 

the total 23% live 

townships. A percentage (36%) therefore, 

formal ou tIets a 

usually (if employed) 

grocery stores, shopping before or after 

like u.< ,,,,, .. ,, • .1.£ ........ 

and 13% 

exposed to both informal and 

ex!:>m,ea to and are 

They are exposed to , 

etc. in the actual township 

nelmenL This group people ",r"'fn,"", represents an interesting into 

low income consumers as well as the difference between consumer ill 

The trends for to 1995., 

II proportion Black people in an area increased from 

300/0 to 50%. 

" The population grew 18648000 to 31 531 000. 

.. The Black Africans a matric 

increased to 13% and, 

.. monthly income rose from R97 to R1230. 

the development of 

market 

n<>Y.£'<> clearly 

terms of income and education. increasing urbanisation 

growing means two things to the 
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.. 
and ...... '!"!r"."" .. ,.., an enormous 1!"In,rr,nn of consumer population 

South Africa. Two, urbanisation, better 

western way of living "" ..... ,F.F.'~ ... 

exposure to a more 

consumers also becoming more 

higher LSM's and more 

population are 

products are <>-I-'I-"-"I:UJ.J'J.~. 

are faced with a crrr'Ul"1n market to 

Lr",t-",?·", are realising 

value of market 

a country-wide pnDOJlenl. In 1995, 32% of the population 

was and in 4 

unemployed. This unemployment problems in the 

the 

rest on the 

of 

population ran 72% of home business 

un ........ " ....... '" that 

2 900 hawkers and 56 200 spazajtuckshops recorded. This 

a very apparently rrrr'Ul1n sector 

On the other side of the coin, Black consumers 

25% 5% from ...... "",eu:,Q. 

of of 

A large 

were 

other retailers 

FMCG ":>J."'ppJ.J.J.~ 

indicates a percentage of the 

or OK. Again, the importance of 

of 

changing as formal 

a large pe]~CentclR:e 

focus 

the 

Spazas remain successful and popular, 

a C01:lV~~ntloIlaJ. 

results however, 

in the context of a 

, store rather a grocery store. The 

at where and for products the township consumer 

as a 

to 

this 

centres are 

and if 

there are consumer behaviour different 
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5.3. BRANDS AND BRANDING 

u.L;:: ........ "''''JLUJ.J. begins with a on what and brand are, 

they mean to both consumers. 

and in great m the the 

literature review will and ...... <,;;.",cu.<,;; these 

environment 

tJ.u.·U.VJ.J.<>, drawing out 

most relevant to particular 

5.3.1. Defining Brands and Branding 

a. What is a brand? 

The 

recognised as 

"A 

a en(~Onlpa.sst:~S a of have be'COlrne 

the 

(what 

associates 

and wants product meets) and values the customer 

product). A to a 

OrlJalJ.Cls ... " (Pearson, 1996) 

"The process of branding associates with the name of a product or 

company, and customers ",,,,.J .... O< a brand Ue:;,r.;ULt;::;e:; relate to or associate 

values. JJ 1996) 

profit of an ...,.",·/-<.,.i ... , or Pearson 

values are U"'JL.l"'!.;::' about, perceptions of and aSSOC:la.t10!ns b:rand. 

A 

offers .... "", ... "' ..... '-'" 

eX1De(:taltlOlns. A 

products. 

and quality" 1992:25) and it 

a product, terms of '-v.U""~"""'.n,. 

has a set 

two most attribu tes 

defme it from 

brand appear to be 
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differentiation and the 

quality and uniqueness. 

De Chernatony and 

brands and their 

marketers' defmitions of a 

understanding of 

brand emerged as: 

Symbolic 

brands 

benefits, 

the 

is a functional 

features, on an 

to VLJ,J'A ..... 'CU because 

two studies looking at 

the examined number 

studies give a broad ~J.'~A5U 

The two most universal 

(tangible, product 

personality). Consumers 

as a multidimensional construct the 

brand, listing all the 

of 

the Defming 

various 

incorporate into of a brand. Twelve thjemleS were to show 

the most important T'lr,nr>,""" in defming the brand: 

1. Brand as a 

2. asa 

3. Brand as a 

4. asa 

asa 

6. Brand as an 

7. consumers' Jeu.'.UUl'" 

8. asa 

9. asa 

v •• .".""-........ as a ... "" ...... LV ...... .., ... U ... 

1 as ","U''-L.I.J'''';F, 

12 entity 

The rests in the context 

most brands all 12 

for the consumer. A 

combination of appropriate 

forming a complex 

is the bundle of 
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associations, emotional attachments and functional guarantees a consumer 

perceives when confronted with a brand name. The brand represents a complex 

package of information that the consumer uses in the purchasing decision 

process. 

The objective of the quantitative side of this research will be to evaluate just how 

township consumers view brands and what value they derive from them. 

b. What is branding? 

According~o Murphy(1987:3) "Branding consists, then, of the development and 

maintenance of sets of product attributes and values which are coherent, 

appropriate, distinctive, protectable and appealing to consumers.". Branding 

involves using elements of the marketing mix as well as intangible benefits to 

offer the consumer a distinguished product. 

Given that brands are a collection of attributes influencing the perceptions and 

decisions of the consumer, branding is the process of giving a ,product 

personality, image and value. The branding process starts with the development 

of a product which meets the consumers needs. Associations are developed which 

convey a personality with which the target audience can identify and the unique 

benefits of the brand to the consumer are defmed. A communications mix 

conveys the brand and its "message" to the consumers, giving them a reason to 

purchase. 

c. Products are not brands ... 

According to Marks (Marketing Mix, 1990) it is important to defme the brand in 

the framework of the consumer needs it addresses, distinguishing it from the 

defmition of a product. A brand should fulfil functional, symbolic and experiential 

needs. In fulftlling all three of these concepts a product goes beyond merely 

performing a function in the consumer's life, but adds positively to the usage 

experience and consumers associations and perceptions. 
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A product is merely an 

the other hand COI'lst:ltU1tes 

additional elements 

advertising and 

aesthetic and 

brand is a product 

or merely the np'r("pnTlf1,n 

physical level, a 

rational 

and based on whlch 

brands over UUUl .... ~.,. , if 

d. Brands are ' ... 11# ............ '" 

a presence and role. A 

elements of a product, 

like P""vn.:<"6.LLJ.5, 

brand however goes 

of difference, be it 

consumer. While a product appeals on a 

to the consumer's intuition, 

will seek to 

consumers seek to buy 

the case at all. 

consumer is faced a VU',",J.'-'V h,.,.t"xrp,.,.,.., so 

on 

A 

In the llJ.''''''''''' 

products 

continually ",t~"'T1"" 

the same 

to dJj:telrerltlCa.te their products from one 

are 

As a result, 

consumers have more fickle and more 

the similarities of 

producers 

create a 

consumers benefits over and above so 

a company, product, brand, store or "''''Tln',.", as different 

r.r,,,n:f1/'ln associations that are unique to that and salient." 

It particularly in FMCG 

a "senseless proliferation 

only be created when they a ___ '-. __ _ brands 

of U,llJ.llJ.U5 a consumer need. 

The of brands is perhaps beginning to 

role of the brand is to 

Consumer Goods) 

that 

consumer while 

The 
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concept of value to brand of today. Rather an 

opposing concept, value 

consumers are demanding 

element in brand choice 

strongly in the focus group 

a complementary attribute 

brands. The concept of a core 

consumers, a 

, the concept of value for In relation to the 

f'mandal risk, m 

becomes key 

,",,,,vV"""",1<, how to spend an often limited household 

appears, paraaOX1(:a!!V 

propensity to 

basis of their 

can 

particularly to those 

a brand 

product one rec~enJf~S 

value to the consumer 

Brands have 

they fulfll both 

the 

As will be 

disposable ll"'~V"ll<:; 

to spend more on 

that a 

bu t at a far lower 

a more limited grocery budget appears 

than mere purchase 

concept of what a 

an important theme in 

they appeal to "'1-""","''''''''' 

emotional needs. The marketer's 

it 

on the 

terms 

and 

behind 

this 

and 

to create a 

meet 

to which its consumers are loyal; to so specifically 

the consumer that they look 

U""'"""",,,. The importance in 

value is therefore 

. marketers. As a it is re~:ol~llsed. 

massive consumer been 

brands knowledge of the value 

consumers their purchases particularly 

consumers 

vu."'-v, ..... ,,"'- success of 

and 

few 
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Stanton( 1992:235) identifies 

franchise; satisfying consumers u'"" .... ""',.;:o, 

branding as: establishing a 

marketing consistency for 

brand strategies and 

Should these 

consumers, 

a merely profitable product into an asset. 

branding offers numerous benefits to 

Why do consumers use benefit from brands? 

The debate nT1.nrtp.-", of the nMU<::I,rp 

the brand, as to 

grocery 

longevity of each 

ugge:sts that both sides have 

'-V,ULJU.J,I..",,,,, to grow in scope and The private 

continuing to attract 

what kind of .,.,.",.'"",r 

some way. 

are 

buying 

Private 

the 

the 

Consumers must 

the OeltleJ:ns ott~ered 

consumers. The goal of this study 

....... "<>1'''' label holds in relation to that 

consumer. 

consumer quality at lower 

much sought after "value 

JJ";aL,l,l of the Brand", does not seem 

claim, as consumers 

some reasons for 

nri"<::I1r", label. 

in the 

are 

context 

However, 

to buy brands. 

distinguish brands from one are predominantly 

,u"u'''"'/'i.'- a;:,,,,.\j"'J..<1LJ.'UJ.J.,O>. The reasons consumers ,-J.J,VU'"",,,, or use 

are 

often 

two 

emotionally or perceptually product is 

brands and private labels, but a the 

associations each ca:te~~oIY 

consum,ers the benefits of U""~J."'JLVU siInpliti,caUon 

l!tc:!re~ntla1tlOn and risk reduction; the assurance of \"V,U"'J."'L\CiU 

identification, 

quality (since there 
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\ 

is only one owner of a name) and a from the 

product's performance and "personality". Furthermore 

the nn,nnT'1'l 

means 

simple product. 

or 

more 

brand loyalty 

from the case 

cre,atiIlg; a pelrsOnal1tj. and 

study will 11-.Y7.,,..,T1 which of 

township consumers, and will 

label to the township 

A Simplification Strategy ... 

choice 

and is a 

a 

benefits 

promote 

through 

u .... , .......... -''''' ... of ...,"" .... " •. '" on offer to today's consumer is The range 

categories 

Within each 

lll,J'llJ.J.Lv as new innovations are developed each 

a with 

challenges the decision-making of the consumer. With more 

information to and compare, decisions' 

consumers are more 

as 

Consumers 

modelled ill' the next section, 

a to e'y .......... ' 

the most important, the use of 

In the extreme, brand loyalty, 1S a simplification 

more 

and 

of 

to be sim plified. 

'-,HI,H'-'''', but one 

which eliminates 

information A meets needs 

expectations of 

commitment to 

re-eval uating 

brand only. 

a 

consumer, is purchased 

brand by the consumer. The consumer 

alternatives as or is committed to 

offer consumers the consistency 

""""nt.nYI"","'" the purchase 

with a level 

not spend 

purchase of that 

performance 
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Brands consumer low level 

a consumer a reason to the on a with a brand 

emotional 

rather '-U'U'Vi:.V 

Consumers a a.u' ......... ::u \.I,v ..... ""'J.v,, ... process, but 

because of an connection. 

are attempting to the external 

in making a ..... uvJ.\..,<:; 

In branding 

information 

all the 

a consumer 

information encapSUl<ue'Q ........... 04.F,.'" and symbolised by 

name or a brand name 

exactly will 

no 

Brands 

J.J.J..:..u'v...... is necess'aI 

h ... ' ..... T." ...... decrease the 

to search information and 

Private .Leu","-J,':> a different 

situations consumers are 

will be more ""tt'.,.!:>, .... t".rI 

to date seems to indicate 

important factors to One, of 

motive consumers is 

U"'.I.UIJ consumer 

vast of brands 

simplify the decision nT'.'1'-'''·''' 

strategy, 

with price and 

private label 

this will be 

mind when 

environment 

rna 

to choose. 

of price. In some 

the decision 

A 

a 

a realistic motive. However, in an environment as a 

the choice is most to be constrained limited 

stock! choice in the shop. importance of comparing contrasting 

""',,""-J.""V,U making processes and brand between 

shopping for the same consumer is essential. 

Risk Reduction ... 

One prime loyalty in 

.... u''''-''''';''' involve. Consumers seek to 

and trust. 

and are 

the nerc~~lv,eC1 

the risk they are 

many 

to by 

a number of 

to consumers. 
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A element of the 

consistent 

according to Dr A. Marks of the U CT the 

"What you today is the same as you got 

A name is a of consistent so a consumer can 

expect same experience purchase of this 

performance it was bought same 

or country, quality and of the product will 

same . in some cases the 

.... "U7"",. to be "universal communicators" 1987:x). The C0I1SH.tellCY of 

products across the allows them to 

between people. 

a common mc~s~;all:e image, 

one of discussed 

llJ.'vVJ.J.J.O;:; consumers 

of per1or:mance the 

money wasted on an inferior good and the 

the 

UJ.<~~~lJaLO;:;'~. For low 

consumers' J.J.J.A.Q.LJ''-U;U risk may important relatively 

items as groceries, as a of a very tight IJ ..... U~"'L. 

consumers to 

build trust 

the same as 

guaranteed. 

a consumer. Consumers believe the 

a product. 

will perform 

quality 

Matching a 

Time risk is 

reduce 

and will not be in any 

image to 

consumers use brands to 

by using nr"'T1C'''' to simplify 

by performance 

consumers to 

to or complement 

UO;:;\-,,: • .I.U.LJ. process. 

continued 

over time. A consumer buying a brand name the product 

brand will ... ""·rTn ............ 

decreases 

extended """" ..... ",11 

is for term use, this trust 

a purchase which will consumer an 
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a large part 

become an ,~'ro~~~ 

iden tification of information. 

messages 

Va.L ..... ';;;"', ~'-'U.'-A.~ and pre1f~rences. 

consumers' 

of society, 

risk. In 

'-U.LLU..u. ..... AU''-'''''CLV.LJ. of self 

brands a consumer uses, particularly 

buyer. Consumers use brands to express 

converse 

image of the 

use 

to the user. 

of a the message 

consumer is sending out. use of a well-known or brand is 

a to reduce the involved in choice. 

are used to a congruency or to the social or ..... ·1 ....... · ....... 

with which consumer associates ... UA-U."· ........... 

to peers, the consumer identifying ULA ...... "'''' ...... 

of no:n-flCC.entan 

choice of private 

products was of 

long rel)reSellteO a 

quality and low 

Consumers may .... uu"''''J.J. branded products to 

from purchase 

categories. 

choosing ~"""""""'L"" 

group 

risk. The .... prl',,.. .... ·tH,\n 

a negative 

disapproval or a u'-F> .... ~ ... 

goods 

"social 

Hawkins et al. (1981) consumer conlllOenc:e with perceived specific 

reference to stores. "Consumers who are more self confident and perceive 

risk in an important purchase are more likely to purchase from a new store or 

store .. " 

general a. .... IJ .......... CUL." .... IS the.more seJl-1co:nIl.ae:n(:e a consumer less 

likely she is to the socially brand In terms of 

private labels, consumers are more profitable (but to target, 

because they are more willing to outside of their evoked sets, 

and their behaviour may be followed once learning by the less adventurous has 

taken place. 
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One to be made favour of brand 

consumers many consumers making up emerging are 

other to like more 

people have a n.,..., ... ·p themselves 

signals of image, social acceptance 

consumers' .... ~ ....... u ............... .u.v""" .... v ..... 

more conspicuous .......................... products, such as clothing or 

J..U..I.''''F.CO .... u.UJ..Lu ..... .u ... ''"'cU • .LUJ.i, branded FMCG's may this 

role in I"n·"",,,",,,i,.., information user. 

to make a 

decisions. 

statement, becomes an 

as 

important in 

use of 

to 

motive ..... "U.Lll ......... many 

Consumers have a of solid reasons for the -..u·v ........ '" brands. 

labels are as will be a 

that it can argued that offer consumer 

choice. The loyalty once 

reasons for 

... """ ....... " ... of the 

of focuses on benefits of 

b. Benefits to the Manufacrurer 

The Oeltlel:ns from ................... , ... F.. Branding value to a 

and as can are 

differentiated which provides a non-price form of competition. are bought 

and enable in production. are a 

L<A.IJ.L.ul<>,ulJ.5 influence on and source revenue research and platform 

for Most a legally good, 

encourages by the manufacturer in brand. 

See section on of brand loyalty, which consumer to 

to company profitability. 
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The key point of this to evaluate motivation it 

and the of brand commitment amongst low consumers, so as to 

quantify these consumers. section will and 

compare of and the means measurement. 

5.4.1. Defining Brand Loyalty ... 

concept of brand one that at core of the benefits branding. 

loyalty of the base is core of a brand's equity. It is 

all The discussion 

how defined term with 

a working definition study. 

(1994: 129) brand loyalty « the inverse of amount of 

shifting: The less a consumer shifts among brands, the more the buyer 
» 

<t • •• consumers can also exhibit cognitive affective a brand. 

This phenomenon is commonly called brand loyalty. » (Hoyer, 

Similarly, (1991; 34) brand 

attachment that a consumer has to a brand and it 

consumer LL"JLUL"l'<. to 

Many consumers hold strong "''',1.1",.''' brands 

of them. who feel a to a brand 

"""e"'L'..lJ.l". counter efforts 

acc~rding to 

. the measure 

likelihood of 

...,""L .... LLL-=> they out 

.... .I'U.UULL this devotion by 

competing are 

created through 

repeatedly 

displaying 

delivering a 

a brand and 

loyalty. Brand 

product, ;:'<1"~;:'~~"';:' the consumer, at a fair price. 
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links loyalty customer 

the customers rather than the brands. " 

customer relationships and 

states that by building 

can be achieved. With 

consumer ...... ....,J,ua.uu.,". to offer more to 

customer loyalty. "A loyal customer has a nrr'nO .... "'N to 

choose the brand, irrespective of COlnpi:?tltlOn of the unique values 

u..:>,,,""~ •• """,,,,u; with the " 

been recognised as more than a consistent 

a lack it 

the customer and brand which because of mutually 

nature, 

According to 

elements "the 

loyalty 

It been 

customer CmnrInllneI 

(1998; 62) loyalty 

customer sallSTiactlon 

by many 

is not necessarily 

place over between 1"'"".",,,,,,,.1' 

defmedas the "'V,'U"''',U'''''~.lVH of two 

positive . Thus 

mere 

Much discussion taken 

"'u' .... "',,,.;, and brand loyalty. Numerous 

refers to attitude 

attachment a consumer toward a rather only behavioural 

of purchasing the same repeatedly. 

As Gralpois (1998, 62) repeat behaviour can bought through discounts 

other 

term customer commitments. Oliver ( 

definition brand loyalty. loyalty 

392) 

but not 

,with ,a very sPieciilc 

commitment to rebuy 

or repatronise a preferred product or service consistently in the future, 

,&-"",,,,0'<0 and having to cause 

In fact, Rice Research Surveys distinguishes between brand 

that a 

loyalty a behaviour. describes loyalty as propensity to 
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buy a repeatedly, brand that 

consumer will out of his 

commitment to 

to remain loyal. Consumers cannot be 

to a Some consumers 

UnC01TInlltl:ea to 

introduced. 

tempted a 

perceptively better brand seemingly loyal customers are 

dangerous 

comes as a 

Rice, because loyalty misleading and defection 

the Model, 

...,"j ................. by Research which will be discussed se(~tlon 5.4.7. 

The definition brand on the 

characteristics on the method to measure clarity, terms of this 

following discussion how it In 

. terms brand loyalty" commitment 

talking about. any confusion, as the majority researchers 

to the C01TInrll of a consumer to a as loyalty, 

of mere r",~..,,,,,,.t. purchases, as identified following 

a. Attitudinal VB Behavioural Loyalty ... 

approach by anumber of researchers 

two elem<::nts. the and 

to look at 

attitudinal. loyalty as 

(1991, 43) ways approaching the measurement of 

breaking brand down into a behavioural {i.e. 

and which other on 

. loyalty: switching costs, satisfaction, and uses 

elements to methods J.HLa<>'.ULJlU"'H ... , which will be expanded 

looking at measurement 

;onres.po:n01Lng to definition, loyalty 

and correlation the market 

of a brand demonstrated consumers, 

is that 

loyaltY-

breakdown 

What important to this 

into two C01TIptOnen 

System describes this division 
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the buying behaviour 

brands. (This TP·;"P;::.Tl"' 

behavioural and attitudinal 

the brand has 

ability of the brand to .LUCu.uCGU.U 

share). 

L<OC."L.LA-CL'-,UL consumers 

Millward Brown 

It evaluates both brand strength 

LJ. .... <u..u'HU. loyalty) and brand 

behaviour which 

to 

In essence Farr 

subsequent articles 

as other Marketers in the 

about the Double Jeopardy UC.lll.lC the 

two as: 

«Behavioural 

inferred from 

to observed buying behaviour, 

actual 

a consumer is loyal if 

a set period, a 

easy to measure, 

purchases a brand over a set .... .,. ........ ""1 

«Attitudinal loyalty inferred from what people not what they do." 

Attitudinal attitude people have a the 

characteristics which will in turn, affect Attitudinal 

a brand to people's loyalty is issues such as: the 

to aC'COIn 

to buy, 

brand performance, 

"""",,,,,,,"',,,,,,,rI pricing. 

a more than a set nr, ... nr,", 

may involve no attitudinal 

.,." • .,,.,..,<>"1' purchasing On 

attitudinal loyalty for a brand by 

not mean that will 

""vnp,rT""rI to be important in evaluating 

brand 

of are ... vu", .. u..,,~ 

cu.C.lJ.VU~.lJ. it is often c::< ........ ,All'lOU. 

while people 

a preference and 

buy that brand. 

as it is anticipated 

a strong township consumers 

of brands, the realities limitations of budget may prohibit 

the purchase of their "number 
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by Burgess (1998,146), uU'L/U,LLL/ can be thought of as 

and informs a cognitive to 

by a de€!plI/ 

leading to action." This 

to behavioural loyalty 

the discussion of 

the primary 

takes on 

once again the 

the defmition of brand 

of brand loyalty, it 

of this study both the 

behavioural aspects of brand loyalty are '-'A':LLU,.u.~'''u.. 

b. A 

It 

of measurement 

it 

purchasing) 

a robust defmition 

use in quantification 

for consumers to demonstrate 

for the primary benefits of brand 

as as a means 

behaviour. 

loyalty (repeat 

(sales) to accrue to 

the .brand "owner", it important to include· ... u' .... ~"uF. in the 

working brand loyalty for this study. Defming purchasing 

beliefs of patterns 

consumers 

resistance to 

defmition brand 

~ 
"Brand loyalty the 

particular brand, 

that brand over an 
! 

Lbrands" 

Sections 5.4.6 and 5.4.7 

the field research, thereby 

defmition of what 

insufficient, since 

in future 

For the purposes of this study 

and attitudinal, a consumer 

through repetitive 

time, in the presence of 

to '-""'., ..... ~ ...... "u a method of ~,:;a.,,>u..L 

the context of this study, on 

and 

to a 

of 
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exploited. 

C>TT·o:>T .... n"1i .... value in four ways: 

Costs 

a new customer 

competitors) 

value to the company, if properly ........ " ...... u;~ .... 

(1991, brand customers 

loyal customer costs far 

loyal customers r .. ,nrt-"", .. n 

to maintain 

an entry to 

III (more 

C!1"\"' .... ,"'. the more powerful 

customers ensure that retailers provide more shelf 

to a loyal 

the leverage can exerted on the retailer to ensure preferential 

CUJ.." .... <:;LUU'U>i:> to brand) 

.. ttractmlg New Customers (the the base of more 

awareness is through these the more popular 

a to more reassurance to new customers of brand's 

worth. 

referrals) 

consumers providing new customer 

III Time to """""'1"\(\1'1 to New 

be 

consumers 

it will 

to another,) 

customers be inclined to 

a new brand .lUA.lf;,:a, 

v",.~ ..... "t""'" as brand loyalty increases, the uulnerability 

the customer 1991,43) 

It was in the Business Review 1997,1) 

'Tlr'rp,,,C!P their profitability by up to as much as 85% 

customer ........... '-''-.L,LV'.u.,;, a mere 50/0. 1996) a 5% 

in customer retention can CT.',.."'" the NPV of an average customer's life 

by more than 75%. then 

to predict and profitability. Aaker agrees 

,,, .. "-VUJl'" "(Brand loyalty) the one indicator is 

linked to profits, . loyalty into future " (Aaker 

1991 
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several of loyalty, of which represents a 

1t+,~"",,"i- type of asset to exploit. The Loyalty P<"-",n-.';i is below. 

/\ 
Committed Buyer 

Habitual! Satisfied no reason to 

/ no brand loyalty 

Figure B 1 that as consumers move up the they become 

more They less concerned with and are less 

to competitive brands. At the second level consumers begin to buy the 

brand because like it and it a at this level the· 

attachment to brand is At the level brand 

becomes very important to the person, their confidence is that they would 

recommend the brand to others and are proud of the brand use. It is at 

this level where the benefit of the committed or loyal consumer is of immense 

value to the company because the consumer begins to positively affect the 

cu .............. ,,_"" of others and the market 

From the second level of the upward customers are signs of 

behaviour and this behaviour maintains and grows 

market share and brand value. It is until the upper level 

that the loyalty of the customers can be dependable m the face of 

com]:)etlti()n. It is at the point when the company faces that the 
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customers most to the of a 

nT7'"~,j'\TI rate for ..,T .... n"II'"io ... levels loyalty will 

value to 

loyalty .... N'."' ....... 

value then of having as 

indifferent customers cannot be relied on to form 

therefore uncertain. 

customers to the 

clear. A .LU.C .. .,"'LV 

future of customers: 

their 

the 

of 

In paper New Face of Marketing", Butch (1995,3) espouses 

customers therr un,pu£atronfor success of a 

Along to those of Aaker, 

are given. 

users are: 

" Less price 

II Less when 

following implications of brand 

not 

" Least competitive " ...... .a.'-EI.. 

III to a bigger share of their category purchases to brand 

II and 

.. At extreme, 

In study consumers, future how to 

it, loyalty particularly important for FMCG companies. The retail industry 

township consumer, distribution 

consumer behaviour are presently in a state of 

to take <:>n'm'>7"T growing 

products into the townships, competition will increase. conCllltlon,s of new 

entrants strong COltnP,etl.tl 

of loyal, committed customers 

ensure that 

the 

critical to made any 

will have to maintain a core 

their 

the value of 

this group of people 

share 

will be 
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5.4.3. The External InOuences on Brand Loyalty 

their how to make brands and Strong", and 

(1997,23) brand 

behavioural loyalty and that attitudes 

.LU.LL.LLLJL5 brand success, This 1"h.~n .... r 

Jeopardy "-J.Guu.nJ.':'uJ.p", which prces~~nt.s 

big brands small). Two 

Push 

consumers to 

mechanisms. These 

T:::or'1"nl-'" influencing a 

The Push Mechanism: 

or "force" consumers to 

that 

the 

not 

of Double 

brands tend to 

are examined to 

and loyalty: 

be discussed turn, 

"big". 

are 

influences at sale which steer the consumer to choice of a 

with {ITe~aH~r 

are more likely to be stocked. case point the township 

"'pc,"",,,,,- shops only one or two m are 

also allowing "greater 

shelf-space allocation, more in-store promotion, greater likelihood of getting line 

& LV ....... '-""', 1997,25) 

consumers affect 

patterns toward a particular 

brands, The 

most strength in categories 

loyalty is low. 

substitution easy and attitudinal 

Pull .q,C::'OL;£lAU.UIO~i'&' 

Pull LLJ.'_'-J.JLc;u.j, ... .:>J. ..... looks at influences on attitudes of 

want to 

behaviour are su.ggcest:ed 

brand, 

consumers that 

on and 
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" to the its can to an 

positive brands have resources greater and 

II More and for a more 

attitude to developed 

II Consumers are often swayed by weight of popular opinion, or 

a 1""'.~ .. ",~ which can consumers to perceived". Social 

bigger nT"~'nrl'" to be popular. For low income consumers, the 

use of to ;:>.Ll';U.,u social status and to may be more prlDnouncea 

the FMCG consumers cannot the 

as cars, clothing etc. It is 

lower 
, 

groups as signals of status and social conformity. 

l}.ll . .L .... ';;;U,_<;;;.:> on brand loyalty are not to the ra(~teljst:ics and 

a brand which pull or push consumer It has also been recognised 

people are more likely to be that 

product are more likely to evoke a loyal re:sp(>n:se. 

The been U.u-"'-v"" to LU ........ '_'-"'-..... " from 

of more to more loyal consumers. It 

is important to .LUG ...... \;;;.:> one consumer more loyal than 

another. of 

a person which indicate a,,, ......... "' .......... loyalty are in the 

next 

thereafter. 

Butch Rice 

is LU.<>'- ..... ,,"'c; 

that "no country in the World has a higher commitment to 

and demographics of South 
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........ ..u...:;.'" have looked at how demographics influence the propensity consumers 

to brand the not what, at one 

would eXl)ect. 

It 

prices 

search for 

As 

to 

consumers 

brands and and 

can to 

will 

loyalty. Consumers with a low income would be expected to 

and the best not be to for 

not always the case. 

by in his of .LU.cU "'.'0;;; I.J'UI". the world, 

consumers developing are more loyal. '. "The 

East World consumers may due to their 

""-, .... ", ... <:,.0 nature resulting form financial resources and the 

of products" Raju (1995,37). A second reason for consumers the developing 

risk averse, is due to of 

rates. A reason "the more 

conseroative traditional norms found in developing countries .... This 

In 

of 

one 

more re~;istant to Raju (1995,37) 

the township consumer is a consumer of the developing portion 

found to be 1Il loyalty 

this country. the access to 

budget constraints an important in influencing brand loyalty. 

Agreeing with the 

paradoxically, when considering logic 

the developing nations, but 

brand level of ll.l'_VJ.ll" (predominantlY.Ln,,,,-,-,,,, South Africans seems 

to above average. This been attributed two ways to quality 1S 

reducing and While 

African "' ...... .,.·r ..... ·.,. have touted Black consumer as particularly brand loyal, 

'-J.", .... v'u ""''''Tn,,,,,.,..,, race and loyalty. As says 
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"It is not a racial or cultural 

exactly the same as 

world 

socio-economic. As 

and commitment drops». 

noted and can 

your the more you are 

they 

simply. 

of 

product category. The poorer are the fewer risks you can For the same 

most markets.» 

to make a 

high. The 

reason the lower the lower the price 

(Koenderman 1997). Many consumers with a low u.""vu_,,,, 

involved with spending "shopping mistake" and 

result is a loyalty to trusted brands, which can relied on to 

It interesting to note an article written 

the 

that a 

segmentation was 

Mrica, racial 

community were low .... ro,,.,.....,, .. consumers, and it was 

that formed the de1ter:mlJlaIlt buyer behaviour 

increased 

USA on "'Black 

consumers was 

determinant .of 

As in South 

of the 

''''V.LA'''' segmentation 

racial one. The 

J.J~Gl"''''' consumers, the author predicted 

difference between the 

the 'USA in the 70's 

White market would \"U ......... ". The situation in 

happening in South much of the change 

low income consumers were described as 

decisions but were 

brands over ~""~V'.~U'~y 

represented status 

While this article is fairly 

quality 

or house brands. 

relevance lies in 

South Mrican market today are not new, nor 

market. disparities between 

consumers and changes 

In consumers. 

based 

well known 

purchasing of 

the changes in the 

isolated to the South 

and the poor, 

bear similar 
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at University if Chicago, (Howard Sheth, 1991) confmn this, 

that consumer, the more COlmnait1ted and as 

society becomes more affluent, consumers become committed. 

by van der (2000, IS of 

consumer the product cat:eg~Dry more the 

more they are be committed. 

financial , .... " .... l,,"'"'rn 

a high involvement 

fact 

involved 

income consumers Sou th Africa are more likely to be 

as cannot 

someone to over such duties. Personal contact 

of consumer involvement in brand PV'1r'\PT'1PTII'P perhaps, therefore in 

the This of involvement, could therefore 

be an important '"'v •• "'.' .... '"'. in the primary rpl~p~~r('h 

the Sou th hpl"ur,::'p"" the affluent and poor 

and drawn along Black/White 

that ......... '-"' ... '" are more brand 

literature it clear that income not race propensity 

to 

income consumers, as this the 

U.u' ..... '~H'~.HI='. brand consumers, 

of race and culture. The ..,., .. ,nrt'<>ru'p of such a study follows. 

accordance 

that, have an unsophisticated S04:::l.el'ZJ 

rnnho·<:t- brand commitments in world". such, with 

so enormous 

the 

the 

loyalty. 

low 

factor 

In 

one o/the 

and 

shifts occurring within this group discussed earlier), the 

oe(~onnmg and to become more to 

essential 

an 

customers as 

to. committed. It is therefore 

marketer to understand 

to develop "'TT,,,.Pt:n .... a .... u~cuu the loyalty of 

become more and SOl:Jn1,StlCa1Cea 
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"In when the economy tight and a in every 

consumers prefer to minimise the risk of any TlTlrr"'rJ 

know and trust" says (There's more to 

terms of 

by choosing a they 

than advertising; 1997,5) 

it offer the consumer. The original nn:::mlse 

definition of a 

brand was to 

and the 

value 

to do it consistently so 

not at for those 

who turn to trustworthy sources time again. 

on loyalty are 

Brands the an 

comment is often by a purchase a particular 

on everything cars and 

consumers are HU:U:UUF, a statement about 

presenting an a lifestyle to which 

high, With 

statement 

style that 

market it is 

rather than 

to evaluate 

to cellphones. 

personal 

aspire. The 

the person, 

use brand to 

which is 

types of 

It 

to be 

social 

A social 

,",v'" •. n.V wear brand 

or are 

risk of brands 

a personal 

to the type 

lower 

a role 

social 1''I'\1"1t,..,...,..,.,,'h, Traditional status symbols 

as cars or may be out of financial reach of consumers. 

as the brand one 

priorities or uses, be it >J4A .......... " .... v''"' or 

perceptions of buyer. 

with 

lOt:me:r tends to 

"'"v'.J.a ...... v,lJ. remain ,,..,.,""'''', ...... 

a statement of 

believing 

more brand loyal 

Stanton(1992:234) 

sophisticated 

attention must 

that more 

to branding 

are more 

brands for low involvement 

the reassurance brands is 1'11"'1T\nrtl:l,nT across all pn[)dlLlclts 

that 

as a result more 

Stanton maintains 

will buy no-name 

sophisticated 

A study 

of 

'discussed 

and others looked at the T"'r'Tn1"~ influencing the 

(Richardson, 

context 

Dick; 1966 

discussion of 

173). While this 

it is to 
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note at this stage, the same which draw to the 

are to be important when '"' .... ,'''"'" ..... '''''"''"''"''1''. the brand of consumers. 

brand -Tu'tYn PM were: 

• Perceived money 

• 
• J,J",,,,,',,.,,,,',,,,,rl Quality .. Clue Reliance 

• Familiarity 

• Intolerance 

• 

Many of factors tie in with the related to brand loyalty 

, the •.• na.c of 

risk aVIDlclanlce particularly relevant to with 

tighter 

5.4.5. Brand Loyalty Differences Across Product 

When considering loyalty, it is also lTn1n(U"T,;::t'''It to vV~.L"'.L'''''''~ the product -"",""'-'5'JA 

as shown to differ across ca1tell~orles 

(1991,44) reC()glllSe that ~J.,'vU'l'> different 

on the nature of the product the number of competitive 

One of main .u ...... '~U'~AUF. factors is npl:Trp,p of customer involvement in 

purchase Involvement depends on the 

it a financial, perceptual or 

to a 

goods 

in this are low 

goods. 

socially or obviously LUJ,,,,<C'-' 

The 

rn-... ,,+~'''' proportion Inc:oIIlle on ....,..n,""'?''U 

are neither eXlpellSl nor highly 

clothes or motor vehicles 

UJ.I..,VU,'" consumer spends a 

of customer involvement. to afi1uent consumers, involvement 
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~u" .. ~~ of many FMCG's is low, for 

,,,,,,,,,1.,,,,,;'1 are high, which increases 

low m(~orne consumer, financial risks 

If a consumer makes a 

properly or 

more money to buy 

involvement in the product 

choice of washing powder, for "'A<:uU ...... '" 

used up far more quickly, the consumer 

another washing powder. The risk and 

"'u'u ...... o;;; increases for low consumers. 

The conventional wisdom loyalty to grocery product categories 

are generally iow consumers are more influenced by discounts, 

questioned when examining of low income consumers. The 

group discussions level of value understanding, 

more on a long or how well it perfonns. 

complexity the 

a high level of involvement 

Conventional wisdom also 

acceptable brands (or 

or for convenience 

suggest otherwise. 

or even maintained 

lengthy and 

suggesting a 

Evoked sets and 

review. 

It 

this 

value for money suggest 

consumers tend to have a rp, .... PT-t ..... , 

.u .... 'uu this group may 

The focus group ......... " ....... ,,.,"",'v.J."" 

had a particularly limited 

were loyal to one brand only. 

merits of one brand over 

positive choice, rather than habitual 

set 

on the brand will discussed further in 

of FMCG's 

of loyalty than other 

the category. The 

brand loyalty try to uncover 

level of 

and there 

m 

reasons. For 

an att;enlpt to different categories to CO:ffit)aI'e 

with, 

washing 

powder, tea 

In tenns 

unoaJ.J'''' meal were selected as 

labels, it was shown in 

brands are more likely to 

BaneIji, 

1"""r"''''''' .... 'P<> where 
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no brand relatively little brand 

exhibited. therefore should JJ.H.I. ..... '~.1. the cnOlc:e to 

introduce private labels and acceptable a >.LU,,,,,,,,,, brand would be in 

township 

5.4.6. The Measurement of Brand Loyalty 

been to measure loyalty. The measurement 

depends largely on the definition used in particular study. As discussed 

the the of a brand 

to attitudes one towards a brand. 

measure by ae1cermllrunlg the pelrcent.ige 

the specific brand is chosen proportion 

a product 

~u."""' ... ,'" held 

One 

category 

by that account unavailability brands, one 

measure of consumer too buy a 

times out of ten consecutive purchases would you purchasing a 

measure would to the 

number of in a row the consumer buys a SPC::CltJLC brand, this however 

not out the or 

For a measure of a.U':>Vl."'" 

ex:amlplC~, if 

would 

attitudes or 

The thus to ~"".C"' .• "J.<>.U 

and preference. 

loyalty, ' consumer WVI.UU. have to be a."'r .. ~u. for 

the 

addition one would 

of 

the reasons 

choice, and 

consumer· 

to measure 

repeat ~U'VL,",~ 

purchase behaviour, plus brand commitment 

In brand loyalty, Aaker ( 1,43) at 

of 

measurement 

into behavioural 1.a. .... I.1. .... ;:, that with his 
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and emotional constructs, he divides these definitions in terms of how to 

measure 

In '-''-J' .. UJLU5 brand loyalty as a behavioural construct, direct way to measure it 

IS to in ways: 

of Purchases number of brands purchased 

measurement those 

who buy have no \...UJJ..U.J.J.J.L,Lll<:;;U 

at 

measurement 

commitment. 

Switching Costs 

In looking at , 

more emotional constructs 

on 

possible to ,...._._,..,._ the extent to which the SW'ltc:hlne: costs 

a brand "'",~1"l"h it is 

incentive 

brand loyalty. For example, a company with an entire computer system; 

~nl~1""T~~~ and to 

switching would involve the enormous costs of reinvesting 

and time and productivity through retraining etc. 

risk changing from the familiar and trusted also n::lJn:::/sCJ:ll/s a switching 

cost. It costs consumer effort p""',F'rn'lT to move to an unKnown 

Satisfaction 

This is one the most important measures to include m determining brad 

It consumers who are more 

to switch. if satisfaction high enough, there less of a predisposition to 

. switch. 

Liking 

measure of brand loyalty ties particularly to the 

It the attitude a consumer 

to competitors. This construct includes 

... v .......... <>.I.u+' toward Good measures of 

of attitudinal' 

creates 

of liking, trust, 

include the 
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willingness to more to a brand. Such a premium relatively 

to measure. 

Commitment 

indicated by the amount of communication with the 

consumer talk the brand re~COln:t:aena it to 

as a brand A buyer also sees a brand as an 

important 

not "'''',''' .... .,''', how such vL .... LLLvLL are 

measured. constructs can be utilised to qualitatively 

consumer loyalty but it is to use them as qualitative measures, As such 

five constructs of brand 

measurement models and 

measurement will be in the context of 

particular context of this to 

a relevant measure and LLL'J ...... '~L 

Grey developed "Brand +" programme to measure 

loyalty, this measurement """'t""' ...... 

and attitudinal elements to brand loyalty and delivers 

uses the 

similar measurement 

to those of What is ... nrl<: ..... t is that are 

together Aaker rp,nr~·o<:;t .. 'n each of measurement as independent 

a stana,ax loyalty , .... ,.","'"V'. measures and ranks consumer 

. loyalty to pnJ1n'anlID.e measures market share and satisfaction and 

in .doing so brand that both 

and the loyalty .......... JLLL.Y" ... VH described For 

a loyalty score the brand users would to 

account for 100% of sales all would satisfied with 

brand. (Ad 1997,2) 

In defmition for loyalty has gIven as 

attitudinal, a consumer has a 

particular which he or demonstrates through purchase of 
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over an extended of presence of 

brands" 

.IJ.J.<;a.~>U..l<;lll<;.l.U. of brand loyalty must then two simultaneous directions. 

In for loyalty to of any 

be acted upon, IS tht!reiOI'e 

important to know how often the consumer the particular brand, 

category. about 

valuable brand loyal consumer is one demonstrates rp1np~~t 

over and a to the 

of 

gauge the 

....... , .... "'J,';;O of the consumers 

trust 

to 

constructs these are difficult to physically measure. Specific .IJ.J.'.lUI:a;::, 

will examined 

statements to gauge De'ODJle Past research, 

measurement to 

Gl..l"'La~JlVH of loyalty this 

5.4.7. Modelling Brand Loyalty 

In 

segmentation 

how people 

based on 

loyalty, it is necessary to 

in terms 

studies 

for 

at 

It become increasingly popular to segment consumers on the of 

behaviour (Van Walt, have value in 

targeting efforts at like minded or motivated" consumers. Numerous 

att:enlpt:ed to or model consumers, 

behaviour and attitudes that are evident brand consumers. As put 

tn'"U1~~rrl in by those consumers most likely to 
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to your 

mass market, a 

aV()1d.led.. (Koenderman, 1997,2). 

wasted 

percentage of 

money 

are can 

if one can motives behind choice by particular 

consumers, price, a 

competitive 

<>T'11F",1r", .. can better 

consumer and better 

brand represents. If most 

consumers who are 

vaJnt<:'Lge or future 

the market 

on basis 

a 

a 

is 

to discount 't",r''t,I"''''' or entrance of .... .,...,,...""r1 brands. In the 

disaster, Marlboro its prices ill an attempt to sales. 

suit, Marlborough massive 

and the of the Model 

brands 

according to 

(Koenderman, 1997~3), a percentage were in fact 

were not 

pr1est':n(:e of competition. 

to 

value of profiling consumers who up 

to in 

current of a 

in terms of and motivation, 

to understand brand strengths weaknesses and 

competitive This section at how a few 

consumers to HJVC:U •• V 

out elements that be useful in the of 

quantitative 

The Conversion 

specifically on 

developed by Surveys 

level of to a particular 

consumers users and non-users the brand, 

likelihood of 

consumer switching to 

consumers switching to 

brand and 

under 

..," •• ~LU."'" the model 

for 

have 

in the 

consumers 

model 

users, 

non-users, the 

mere 

activity of the consumer, if a consumer relpe:at~~dJ.y buys a brand, does not 

indicate loyalty. 

ones that 

The 

be U,LJ''' .... ''U'''O'Ju.,u ...... .., ...... to a brand arid consumers are 

the marketer in 

looks at 

of competitive 

commitment 

"defecting" . 

the 
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consumers who, example, are 

ae:rst:atll<11:ng of the ;;nO'UUJ.L 

to defect. 

underlying 

the a 

of the brand. 

Conversion 8 of consumers, 

for. non-users" which are on a continuum with 

pinnacle. the are as 

Entrenched 

Available 

Unavailable 

Unavailable 

The reason 

strategic .u...o.<;un_,

are on a 

activities, to move users up 

and to non-users tr":IT!:>'Y'rl being 

So the Model 

LUI",,,,,,U"''''' or emotional at1tac:hrnen 

specifically at 

it 

scale towards 

of loyalty 

m 

for users 

users at 

on an 

in 

terms of the of users, 

it is particularly detailed and methodologies are not available for evaluation. Also 

and it is for consumer study to 

motives behaviour than just evaluating how 

broader 

behind 

the 

In 

is. 

of buying and 

Conversion AU""""',>. are important to 

data. 

studies 

which 

However, 

in 

NPD Group, 

on a 

principles 

David Meer 

a 

reporting on 

shopper 

statements, about brands buyer behaviour, to which re:sp,onden had to 

a yes or no answer, segments are by the (1.e,ar€:~e of perceived 
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'\ 

brand on the one hand, and 

of price. " 

The statements were to <ou.''''''.'-- the key consumers 

and segment into ...... "·TP1·Pf1'l'P concerned or Price "'VJ'~"",J.~A""U buyer 

Key Attitudes: ~r4~lerelnc~e: 

"I have a favourite brand that 1 strongly nr."tp"r" 

"Some brands are much better 

"I know I'll buy I 

Key attitudes: Price 

"I try to on 

"I select on coupon/ 

"Lower priced brands are as good" 

"I a that I want rather than buying one 

)eI)erullng on how the respondents answered each of statements, were 

grouped one of of is below. 

l.Brand Loyals: "Express strong brand preferences and report acting on those 

regardless consideration. » 

Beaters: "Have brand nT."fpTP1'lrA:>5;: 

favourite brands. at lower than regular prices." 

3.Deal "Focus on not brand JJ 

are lml'ttea to buying 

4.Uninvolved: "Have neither strong brand preferences nor a strong low price 

The Loyals are the most salient to study and quantitative 

will set out to ".n.u.u-'~"" to what extent township consumers fall into this 

most important '-''''''A.A.A.'v''A.'"'''" 

this study, are that they are not influenced 

the want. 

and ar~ willing to pay the 

shoppers are committed to buying they 

UH:O,Lll.L<><::; of Beaters are like deal sn1op]xr 

to 
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are very 

the full 

shows 

nn'np1~ are not 

but also '-'~.u ........ brand ..... r •• 1'''''·''' ..... 

'-'Q.I..lov,-" they can favourite without 

these segments are not demographics. 

lower consumers and are virtually 

Brand are a to the 

differences, segments are not result of sodo-economic 

status or these selnnen of 

the consumer in a particular buying "' ... ' .... a ...... ,. •. It is P'T!f'1I"nr in the study 

shopping behaviour strongly 

with the type influences loyalty. 

interesting 

amongst U"'LA""'" 

1rn ..... rori"<l'T'lt- to note that an 

brands are good 

that there 

::mOPl)er segment. It 

house 

national 

A by Leslie van 

basis of their 

Walt (2000) looked at segmentation 

buyers on vU'""",,,, motivations and buyer While the 

it included all ""'f"'''''''"a,eo and 

was by Deighton, 

Walt, 2000) In the r"",'",,,,,,-r reported by van derWalt, study was 

emulated, scanner 

study was "UJLUU,,", to that "'''''''' .... ,.-+ Meer 1995; in that 

the segmented responses a number of attitudinal 

statements. It not only on 

positive but also to negative rp~~nr.n In this 

responses to statements were the 

consumers accurately, override the overclaiming errors often present price 

which are ri ... ,,.., ...... 

the 

study 6 se~cme:n 

<"-'-' ......... !...Ieva to the deSCIlot:lOI1. the statements used to 

are given. 
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se ents 

are good 
so I compare 

nr ...... "",., amongst them .. " 
"I buy same out 

habit" 
"I will pay more for 
brand I r>r,,,f,,,,.-" 

Table by the author with reference to Meer; 1995 RC2-RC7 . 

The showed that consumers are committed to their brand are likely 

believers or pure consumers are likely to 

or have no C01:lSlstc:mt patterns of behaviour. 

Buy this typology for individual brands study was able to show 

per"Cerlta!;e of of buyers alJlJu,., ..... to With the !.Jv,1.'-'H of 
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committed or loyal customers in mind, it is possible to identify the strong and 

weak brands in terms of vulnerability to competitive attack. 

In the examination of a South Mrican House brand, it was noted that the greatest 

segment of buyers was Price Buyers, with a small percentage of buyers being 

Brand Believers. Translated into a commitment proflle there were more 

uncommitted buyers than committed, suggesting that buyers of House brands 

are in fact representative of the opposite of the Brand Believer segment. The 

quantitative survey has set out to consider the willingness to buy house brands 

regularly as a strong indication of the brand loyalty within the group. 

An important qualifier for Van der Walt's study is the validation of the typology 

through the cross tabulation of the buyer segment with actual brand usage. As 

discussed in the defmition of brand loyalty, it is felt that including both 

behavioural and attitudinal measure of loyalty in any study is critical to its 

validity and usefulness. 

In the third study which looked at segmentation of buyers, dependent on their 

buying behaviour, Gralpois (1998,62) divided customers into groups of similar 

brand preference which enabled the client to identify those most likely to remain 

loyal and those most likely to switch to competition. 

This study asked respondents to indicate which is their favourite brand for a 

particular product and then they were asked to select their second favourite 

brand (if there was one). The most loyal customers are those who only pick one 

brand and do not have a second choice (they will buy brand A or nothing). The 

brands chosen are then tabulated against one another to evaluate the brand 

strength based on those who are totally loyal and also to examine the extent of 

the competitive interaction between brands. 

This model is fairly simplistic in its modelling of brand loyalty. It appears to look 

only at the respondents' stated preference and does not look deeper into the 

motivations behind the choice. As indicated by a number of authors previously 

quoted, this could be a dangerous a~proach because the methodology will not 
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the have an emotional commitment 

likely to 

what nature of 

their IJ'VJlJ.Q.V J.V 

to include it as one of methods of examining 

situations" . 

describe the 

with 

does 

that totally 

brand or go elsewhere. 

"",""I-'VU'::>'V'::> to out of 

brand loyalty to 

out of 

"','"'"i-.... I-. to another 

up on of 

will 

and Th urik discuss 

(Verbeke et 1998). They 

a situation in which the buyer, 

CUi .... ",!.J."',!. sore to buy brand (or 

study showed that 45% were not 

to a preference was out stock. In the case of 

(1998,62). the 

The two .:lOLl ..... ..u''''''''' pr~~sc.:m(:e of brand 

with a defmitive test which may the quantitative study, but m 

tests 

A further study Mitchell and Bates (1998,95) <:O""">..Lll,LI..I.\C,U 

consumers. One the 

Behaviour. While no model of loyalty was presented, , statements to 

identify brand loyal and conscious consumers were listed. were similar to 

models, some of the statements may be 

design of the quantitative questionnaire. 

Statements aided the identification of brand loyal and brand '-v.u." ..... .I.v .... " 

consumers were presented) were: 

I a product I like, I buy it 

are u;:ouaJ.J. 

"The higher the price of a brand, 

"I buy known 

well known National brands are for me" 

are best" 

brand loyalty to be was by 

Fournier (1998,343) phenomena between 
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consumer. 

phenomena consumers relationships with brands, order to the 

much relationship metaphor, the. of 

brand 

importance 

study was entirely it highlighted 

constructs within 

related to purchases. 

study <OA'a...u..U.U.<OU whether, ill 

consumers look for VH,F,V ..... F, relationships with their brands. 

study the of 

the enormous number of different relationships in the consumer-brand domain 

1"1"''''''''''''''''''' the of a for 

loyalty. Not brand '-A.C"A.~HA.<'UA.jJ<> will be built on the same or 

same reasons. It is hp1"P~',\"'P important to '-AGU..l.lllJ'\# 

that 

of the topic. From a brand 

depth to the 

if relationships differ 

consumers, 

loyalty, 

customer-brand 

the did not 

such 

forward 

the U'-JU.lV',I.A." 

and the 

model of loyalty, it 

cont.:unls a principle concerning the relationships consumers develop with theIr 

brand an 

models brand 

and attitudes 

statements 

ill 

above, will be utilised the quantitative 

lists statements 

An approach to that 

current 

the of 

quantitative study. A 

","C'HllCl u:uJ. ... 'u'" and models described 

The table 

consumers. 

consumers 

to of 

statements. In addition to the statements utilised in this identification of loyalty, 

house as a further test brand loyalty. 

See overleaf. 
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In order to 

respondents must: 

"I 

"I 

consumers, who are more likely to be brand loyal, 

the. 

I believe it is better than the others- not cheapest" 

that I strongly "I always try to products on 

prefer" 

"Some brands are much better than 

before I shop" 

"Once I 

<>rI'I.1prNQPrI brands are usually I 

the 

l.rn.nTU .... brands" 

best for me" 

are usually the best" 

.,...T"r1." .. '1" that has the features I I 

want rather than. only buying one 

brand" 

nr.rprl brands are just as good" 
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5.5. HOUSE BRANDS IN SOUTH AFRICA 

In order to against to measure extent 

loyalty amongst consumers, ,it seems logical, (amongst other tests, as 

measurement modelling loyalty) to test the of non-

or brand FMCG's rn of the 

brand/private label would indicate a propensity towards to branded 

rn A common aCiCel)tance. show 

brand loyalty is not as strong a characteristic of the "low income" consumer as 

to decide if 

some IS <:;;<l.'::llLu'J.<:;;, the of consumers 

can to <:;;A<::I..LU,LHJ,HI:; attitudinal and behavioural rna 

more defrnitive 

It is thus necessary to u,'-"JJ,~, ... , discuss background and examine characteristics 

of the brand 

brands or private labels, are brands owned, """rnn',,,lIDri and a 

retailer, » 1995). 

their origins more than a hundred years ago, as unlabelled goods a 

of Today developed over of 

grocery groups. As private ,I,U.'''''-A.';;> rn ,and success, 

into more were not all 

categories a reduction in profitability, and consequently, many 

were 

groceries are on the 

trend 

International 

product in terms of ..... ..-,,,t,j'''' .,.l1,j·" 

stores offering own 

and 

trends a global 

of private 

rise in 

to a number as economic 

private 

in grocery 

of 

been 

and 
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label and name to 

suggests a brand has insulation price competition and consumer 

COU' ... 'I.,.U.L"'\:O or loyalty, unbranded " .. tend to sold on price,as commodities, 

and has been 

1998: 140) However 

& Spencer UK, 

Pay. 

of many )} 

private "''''''-'\..J.O which sell at a premium, 

in South and "Foodhall" 

Marks 

at Pick 

own goods are no longer 

and White" sold at prices. 

offering their own products, comparable quality and presentation to 

bu t at a lower it is present 

to brand market The .... ,,"' .... vu. that must be asked however is whether these 

private labels are in fact in themselves. Hoch (1996:90) discusses question, 

an to iden tlly will to co-

exist with private 

loyalty with focus of 

private ...... ".u .... '(;.1. ..... v ...... of consumers' propensity to purchase ............... "Y. goods. The 

uesnon whether labels reached status was in 

labels 

"no name" goods. The 

a 

referred to utilised in research will 

more 

will not be included study reason of unnecessary that will 

While labels not match quality, has 

many are in fact produced by the manufacturers. Customers no longer nPTr''''lVP 

and as a great 

undermined. What is the extent to which less 

quality and consumers are willing to private as 

pertormlaI:LCe to the 

retailers closely and the overseas 

having own house brands, keen to capitalise on promise of "'a"'''' ..... profits. 
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Pick 'n 

0' 

goods. 

its corporate 

"Yellow 

Woolworths has 

Spar 7-11 

"No Name", 

while 

carry their own JD. ... " ... ,.;>. 

at the end of 1996, (Joseph,1996:43) 

"Pot 

"''''.''''' .. UF. only own label 

consumer awareness A study 

of house brands 

with 

Pick Pay, ShopritejCheckers and OK Bazaars. The 

by OK Bazaars 

out of date. However, were the 

African to abroad. The results of the study are discussed below. 

While tn:lCU.t1ClUcU U.vu,,,, ... brand grown over the the low quality 

was a negative factor national brands on 

It was brands the 

establishment consumer more 

choice. House brands Africa are growing awareness, but national 

sell at a faster as to growth US, 4,5% 

billion) over national 

awareness house 

"""'''''.1.'.'''' were for the different communities. There was 

a strong awareness of uU''''-'''''' brands and 

It well HClLLJ.",U<:u. brands a 

The heavy advertising investment in this lucrative 

to brand awareness, over and the and status 

within group. Awareness of house brand not 

market. £1LLILU U"'. a third of Black women, eS'pe'Clatllv Town, 

race 

brand 

Black 

never heard of the 

store house un-U,o. .... women were to a 

higher 1996: 44) fmdings that low income 

groups are more likely to loyal to branded thus apparen t c;u .... v~ ... c;u 

between the prices oU,ere<1 lack awareness, not unfounded. 
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Results 

most 

also ""n,nUl',,",., ,",UUL'-,'- of 

there was a 

as:SO(~latlOn of the product with the store ............ "'E';'". More 

experience or of the boils down to 

'n Pay highest 10yal1:jr, 

to be .U..I.>,AC;U to the 

branding, a 

.... "'rt" ..... t than awareness, was 

.L.U.C'-">.LU E';. Pick 

""""1'UT<"'''1"'' OK and 

Shoprite. Middle mcome earners, offered most support for brands, but 

a lower ,.."' ....... "'",. and were "Q.~_L.l,,-y. the 

conclusion "o.: ... .I.>'-U was that women purchased pr,ea'OItlman out of 

habit house were more of an 

linked to the preferred a strength of 

branding or a 

to its brand. 

in creating customers loyal 

intends to private label awareness and 

Black consumers and will UJ.~>"U'~~ its relevance light of 10yal1:jr. 

While labels in ~jL.I.'-a. have not the UV.I..L.U. ... .l.CJLJ..I. .... '- prevalent 

awareness and are Value as IS overseas trend, 

of the ideal situation to capture a 

income 

As discussed section on SP,eCl111C 

brand a paper written by .I.'\,.I.'~.I."";U 

of 

Jain 

of the influencing a person is to 

are more 

Dick proposes a 

.l.LUUll.l.E';~ it to compare the descriptors 

OP'POisea to HU'~""' who most models U,J.<: ..... u,;;:>;;:>,;::;u, ... ." ... 1""."'''' .... 

lower 

to 

as 

a 

motivated 

his/her 1"'\ .... ' .. , ........ 

(the opposite brand loyal who will pay premiums for 
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model prt~sente:d 

consumers are inclined to aCl[U£lWl./ 

that the propensity to buy 

which below: 

1. Perceived Value for Money 

a consumer considers for 

m relation to the of the product. 

as "degree to which 

grocery 

brands depends on a variety 

quality 

for 

into 

is 

promotion house brands m that customers are encouraged to 

to the 

"OJ,""'lLC; the 

of the house context it lower 

brands, 

"the greater the perceived value for 

greater the consumers' private brand proneness". 

by sore 

2. Perceived 

Uncertainty regarding the quality of store and therefore the involved 

m buying them will H .... ~~'-"u"' ..... brand 

Risk of social 

usage situations. in private, by significant 

a consumer drink a serve a 

national 

Therefore 

to ... ~~~ .. ~ because of the social status attached to the brand.) 

lower the perceived risk, 

3. Perceived Quality Variation 

are to Store 

perception persists even when 

m 

leads a greater perception 

4. Extrinsic Reliance 

of 

greater store 

than Ha,U",'H<U 

... u .• .,. ....... , .... the pa..'-....... 1~.I..u~ 

and ua.LJ. ... I.I.UU 

for money ratings 

The 

private 

Consumers make .... ""' ............. "' •. v .... use of extrinsic name, packaging 

and u<>. ...... VL.L of the 

im~xplensiv'e and less 1-1"" ........... "5 ....... 5 and lower prices. These 

cues were to have a effect on 

assessment. In the ""u''''c;u. .... ''' of knowledge the brand, consumers utilise the 
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cues to 

quality 

quality. 

store 

extrinsic suggest to consumer 

of store 

more the consumer has to the 

greater perception variation between the store brand the 

u,",~ ...... ,u,;y. brand. more the consumer has to on the cues, the 

more risk he I she associate with the ..... r""'.Tp 

5. 

The the consumer's product knowledge expertise in evaluating a 

that to on a national The more 

J.cu.u.u.LCU a consumer is 

name as 

consumer to view 

l1"~lIT .. rI as risky. 

intrinsic uJ.''' ........... L the lower reliance on 

of quality. of brand experience causes the 

they are generally 

more familiar a consumer is store 

the greater level of information and confidence with which they can be 

high, decreases consumers are more 

was to be in ae1termlJtlll1lg 

labels. 

6. Intolerance of ........ u. ...... t;. ..... ,".l' 

New situations or products cause discomfort to those who do not tolerate 

and consumers are resistant to change, for 

brands faced with Store are more ........... '-' .• 0' ... ...,''"'''' 

brands as consumer 

. the intolerance of ambiguity, lower label proneness. 

7. Socio-economic Variables 

Logically it seems 

socio-economic groups. ni1fT""-,,,T'\ 

store to specific 

results, have shown a range of rI.t·cr"''''·'''T"l 

model prc)p()sed 

Greater up;ge:sts a lower label proneness. 

.....,'-,'-',~c;.\.''' ... vu .... , ............ "'u'-.'" proneness. 

The older the consumer, the greater private label proneness. 

larger the household the the private 
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The in the current 

proneness as an antithesis of ..... VJ..u. ...... u~ •. '"'u 

quality assessment unbranded 

evaluating 

testing the 

of private label 

introducing a 

to label 

loyalty. By vAeJl..u ....... U..uJ'5 '-',J ..... , ....... .,. .... J. 

goods; towards risk 

possible to use ill 

vu.'",u.,;;; .. " amongst the re:sp1ondents, thus 

into the store. 
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5.,6. DECISION MAKING 

In order to evaluate why and how township consumer purchasing delcislorlS 

issues surrounding it is to gain a theoretical of some of 

consumer behaviour. 

From the and brand loyalty, the research narrows down to 

consumer will insight into ·choices, nP1"r'p'n~"nn 

pnce 

to 

The 

understand 

grasp 

products can 

of the consumer. of IS 

consumers go about buying FMCG's and 

UC'';J.;::>JlVJ.l,~ are. From this the corisumer's 

La,,,,,,.,.,. can be 

branding a product, a set of customers 

......... """'J,ul5 the product, are committed to In order to 

consumers choose one it is necessary to 

and, the t<:lI"'tnY'", that J.Ju ........ ",u ... 'v it. In 

consumer, utilising bases on 

behaviour reflects totality of with re~)'PE~CL to 

the acquisition, consumption, and disposition !4VVu..:::>, services, and 

(human) aelr-'~l!an making (over » 

ill sense, vvu"" ....... " ... how consumers TlPrr''''l'UP the 

attitudes they have, developed most importantly why do, 

purchase 

must 

products, In order to 

how consumers dec:::isJlOn,S and influences on 

in the of 

by 

not, 

an 

choices 

essence of 

"'r,,·tr.1~" n,eCles~;ary to examine it is 

purchase 

.... r,">r."",,,, by which consumers choose and 

The goal of marketers ultimately, to the consumer to 
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brand. All 

promotion, have one objective: to win 

product innovation to 

consumer's vote the decision UULnLUE> 

5.6.2. 

literature review will eXC:lffiJme 

The Model 

A 

Attitude 

The Decision -Making 

·1994) 

I .. p 

Purchase 

The used this evaluation six interrelated variables, which are related 

to one another as 

Information (F): This component "'PT''''P'''P" the the point stimuli, 

drive _ ..... , ... .0 model. In model, and in context of F 

represents the infonnation is rPr'pnrpn and stored. 
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consumer and not necessarily the 

important concepts in evaluating choice 

one of the most 

with in detail. 

The important point here, 

brand, may not be the same as 

as a perception. 

to a consumer 

consumer stores in 

a 

mind 

The type of information the consumer uses an consideration. 

Consumers must have easy access to the brand must perform 

well in consumers frequently require information. 

Information can be consumer in form of advertising, 

influence. consumer packaging, 

attitudes. 

to 

Brand Recognition (B): extent to which the buyer knows 

enough about 

Consumers 

shape, logo, 

important 

particular 

an attribute of 

U.lJ.~ ..... L"'L . .LUJl~ one 

it its product category. 'J 

containing information. 

i.e. colour, 

of product and packaging are therefore 

extent to which I§U.,'~""".'" e.xpj~Cl the brand to 

de'termlned by how important the consumer rates 

to be, and how well the brand scores 

~C<L~VJ.Jl'" of attribute. Attitude plays a very 

discussed further outside the explanation of 

in Judgement: This is defmed as «the buyer's rip,nTII"p 

evaluative judgement of a 

correct.» Consumer confidence affects intention to 

hesitancy of the consumer to 

consumers reason to remain loyal to brands they 

more ability to judge the brands. 

Attitude and influence 

and 

or 

consumer's 

is a 
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of the brand, the way it 

assocCla.tlOlns a consumer has in his or her 

and 

Intention (I): This is the 

Purcllas;e (P): The most important, 

this 

As is illustrated by 

step. These 

consumer to purchase a .::>v .... "'J.J.J'" 

study is 

are frequently 

for which the consumer 

impact of evoked sets on 

these products is thus ..... .::> ..... a.J..L 

In such behaviour, consumer 

to near future. 

actual purchase of the 

lead into and influence 

for influencing the 

purchase of grocery items. These 

to the consumer 

set of familiar brands. (The 

further) The purchase 

problem-solving manner.· 

process a 

behaviour", in which one product is bought 

bought for a period and <;~.La.",<;U. with another. Brands enable a consumer 

to develop a routine re:spcJn:se, 

them facilitates the 

desirable in the ". .. 1" ..... ,,,",,,1",,, 

Having a 

image that becomes aSSOCli:UeU 

the middle three processes. 

information processing effort. 

decision model, salient 

impact of brands can discussed. 

bJ·Low 

The a routine re~>p(m~;e a the 

decision effort involved. (1997) 

consumers to low 

One the judgement process to use a 

A consumer will compare the brand to a .... u.."' .... u. on the 
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the brand can judged. 

to the category 'prototype' or short 

cut decision process. Consumers compare a 

in order to make a judgement. Great or could cause 

a house brand to be judged negatively. 

second heuristic that is used in a Availability Heuristic. 

The most vivid events are more on judgement 

process. A personal experience, or mJtormati.on 1..1"'."'''' ......... often more relevant 

and choices are based on this. and vivid than the advertising "v.uuJ..I.unl<:atloll, 

to 

consumer's mind. This way, most 

foremost in the 

accessible information to influence 

choice, will be 

Low-effort processes are on t~ought (cognitively 

depends on the product based), or on feelings 

under consld(!ratlCln 

processes has a 

decision process, 

choice tactics. A rht1" ... ·"" .... 

category, on 

Each of 

the consumer simplifies the 

These methods are known as 

become very important to consumers, in 

type of 

from the product. 

these tactics. 

After applying a tactic to ~ .... ,_~ ...... , ...... choice, the consumer evaluates the satisfaction 

or outcome 

learnt. The 

is one of 

and a new ,;::trlln""n~1' 

so, of the choice tactic is 

punished or not reinforced. If the outcome 

consumer learns that the tactic was not ",a.LJ.".~a.""'~'JJ..y 

process has further implications 
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\...HV" .... ·C; ~C~\...L.L\...i:> are as follows: 

1) Performance related strategies 

The customer a IJV"'iL.LVC evaluation of 

reinforced. product must, quite deliver· 

brand and choice 

quality the consumer 

eXlpe(~ts. The trusted 1"'>,.<: .... .-1<;> is an of -_ ......... -

this Consumers can rely on saltls:tac brand. 

2) Habit as a simplifying ........ fo ... 

Once a convenient found, people . to repeat it 

Little or takes and 

. behaviour is .......... "",t11'. 

rel::o~ml.se,d and can 

Brands are beneficial this tactic ,-",-,'~u..~.", .... they are 

chosen with effort. 

3) Brand as a ail.l"Uj6lLU, 

The conscious deCll:.l01n to commit to repeat purchase of a 

a most hope to 

consumers. A very positive reinforcement of the decision to buy a 

the of the customer. The and pertOnIllatllCe 

""""'TO'"",, paramount. 

4) Price as a simplifying ~"I.A""'=~Y 

In some situations consumer to buy cheapest, or a 

because 

in 

will 

are 

brand. are consumers are not always seeking the 

lowest price, a price 

of labels the consumer who uses 

that, not only can be . offered at a lower 

as than the 

are most 

Consumers 
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when simplifying decisions associate private labels with low prices and are 

predisposed to them. 

5) Normative Influences 

Decision making is often influenced by other individuals. Manipulation, 

observation and concern about the opinions of others lead consumers to buy the 

same brand. People in the specific reference group are buying rather than 

undergo the information processing or risk involved in deciding themselves. The 

role of brands in a social context is used in this tactic. 

Affect- Based Choice Tactics 

1) Feeling as a simplifying strategy 

Consumers often make choices based on feelings toward a brand and with no 

particularly logical reasoning. Brands often attempt to associate and emotional 

aspect so that the feeling a consumer develops toward a brand can be used as a 

choice tactic. 

2) Decisions based on the need for variety 

Although consumers may be satisfied with a brand, they may desire 'something 

different'. The reasons for variety seeking may be satiation or boredom. A 

consumer wants to break away from a repetitive behaviour which has become 

monotonous. Extending the product line to include different brands in the same 

family may decrease the vulnerability of the brand. The urge to seek something 

different is an opportunity that needs to be exploited by relatively new brands: 

private labels for example. 

3) Buying on impulse 

Unplanned purchases are characterised by a disregard for the deliberations and 

decision processes in the face of a feeling of attraction. Private labels may want to 
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encourage the impulse buy, using as 

purchase promotion. In 

influencing the decision process, a consumer 

point of 

usually 

un ....... \-• ..., .... to try a product 

and satisfaction wi111ead to 

using these simplification "choice 

decision making process to 

purchase. The three involved 

time and effort required in uU"""""U5 

consumers lies in 

to uU ... U ..... L"" .... 

generates consumer 

The use of siIlnpJii}rin 

attitude, perception 

·a category or a 

through the 

concepts will be UJ.,)"'l.(;:)"'",U to create 

purposes of brands. 

5.6.3. 

not 

process. 

consumer is able to reduce the 

intention and final 

or left to decrease the 

choice. The value of brands to 

use of these choice tactics. The 

the choice tactics which 

the importance of 

because any new entrant into 

a cat:eg()IY the consumer to 

product. 

discussion on the 1..1..., ........... 

"Perception is the 

environment into a lllr-:'.A.ll.I.ILU 

SeJleCirLnl'J. integrating, and organising stimuli from the 

"'The 

phenomenon. » 

the consumer np,rr-f"'H''''';' 

brand. 

to 

aWHlns, 1980) 

the .consumer: it a 

this study because it not the 

that are 

perceptions are what create a 
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a. 

are the ways people and attach to 

As Howard( 1994:62) it "The same piece of 

as price, may have r1il''fD'~Q .. ,1 meanings to different 

even LU.LVL"(,U<~t at r!.jJ'Fo, .. ", .. ,1 

by 

on 

as 

to recognise that the in:Jtorm.:l,bon are giving the consumer as 

decision process is not 

As perception is a 1"V>1r'.U'\,M 

are attached to 

price 

information stimuli. 

the ae<:::lSllOn 

of marketers to ensure 

a positive and congruent 

are strongly u.,u ...... vu to 

in the perception of 

consumer's personality, 

formed the corner stone 

previously. This 

~"',;:)J.VJ.J. to this study. 

being as 

the challenge is to ensure 

the brand is to 

dependent on 

, product attributes may 

on what the consumer rlPrr,"'HJ'p 

messages they are 

a concept that 

risk. Perceptions also t'lpnpn 

Perceptions of 

It 

are 

discussion of Store Hr<=lnf'l p,rone:nc::ss 

the importance of 

and MacInnis ( 

consumer is uncertain about 

risk as 

m,.::.eC1Uf.~n(:es of an 

extent'to the 

has two components. 

outcome 

will the outcome 

III product is new 

Consumers experience 

occur ,and risk 

a positive or negative PYnp'npn 

that the 

of these 

According to 
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.. product a high price 

.. 

.. there are 

.. consumer or in evaluation 

.. opinions are important' and consumer judged his 

to v ............... ',..., the risk in " ...... vv." ... u!". a private over 

a u ...... ,~ ... u .. <;u brand, it can be "'-'".L,, ............ "-u that consumers may T'lprl',,,., 

in private label goods for following reasons: 

.. There little private label, as they are on 

.. 

advertising store to have effects. 

product 

simple with limited product 

are constantly "" ...... '''' .. L'''.!':. to private 

consumer 

the 

nu tritional 

ranges, 

consumers with they no ""V'n"" ... of. 

Also, n1"1U::::o1rp labels fairly new in 

consumers may thus ",-'::>'''V'L.u:u,c; the 

the new 

they know. 

Africa and 

~-....... +"" labels 

to 

.. labels are often as being different 

unfounded, national this peJrCePtl.on may 

or reputation ,",a ... ",,",u consumers to associate a quality risk with private 

.. Priu<>,''''' labels a ne~~atl image, as ,,,,,t',,,,..,,,,, .. goods. The risk 

judged .... "" ... ".,'" by may inhibit purchase of a private 

(1994) maintains that the greater the of and 

with a the the .... p ... "I'>,,,I'> 

with 

the reasons for types of been identified. 

to Hoyer (1997:46) are: 
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Performance Risk: The consumer IS uncertain product perform as 

A of experience or 

lack of risk. 

may 

cause consumers to perceive them as more 

holds is one of core reasons loyalty 

amongst low consumers. consumer not fully trust product 

to they will not buy it. The low consumer cannot 

afford to money on a only to it is an good. 

Financial Risk:' consumer concerns for the monetary ill a 

product. This· is associated products that are expensive. low 

consumers, on along 

relatively percentage of .u. ... ,~v • .u." F.'-""'I.4''', means that 

consumer 1-'''' .................. 0 a large amount of their I-'v.>;>Q.."'...... income on 

cannot afford to an 

replace it easily. A brand, with the 

reduces 

Risk: concern with 

will not 

"'''',,,.,.,, ... '''' of co!!-sistent and reliable 

to 

a product cause. A 

generic pharmaceutical be perceived as risky, U'C',dUl"'''' a quality defect could 

be 

g ....... JiCU Risk: The use products makes a statement about user 

and tothe social of the consumer. The risk of a product is 

not I-'L<:"IJJi\.; or the norm 

V\,.l, .... " .. ., as their peers. 

\-U .... ';:,,LU.<;;;,, as consumers, 

beCOJm€~s particularly iTnnnrt".nr 

Psychological Consumers 

perceive LJ..u;,.LU.,o)COJ. 

be a '-U.COdV and PCOJ.U<"-fJ'" 

of their .LJ.J..I.cq:;.'" may avoid 

consumers 

to 

which are environmentally friendly, 

leads to consumers 

many of the emerging consumers can 

image by 

want a product to be with the 

buying private to 

to shopping, consumers that are aware 

the product can an 

'n 
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Time Risk: The of time a consumer in making a' decision and 

to product usage .LLL ......... '~u.,_ .... '" risk. Traditionally brands are a means 

of decision 

however, offer consumer 

response. 

time saving bellellt of a '-v.u."".L",,~c;U 

li.L';:;"'~'''4'~''' across a number of product categories. A consumer choosing a 

label can apply this to a product and not have 

to re-·eV'allla1te the alternatives for each cate~toIY 

involved a ~~~.L~'.LV.L.L take on a 

In effort to reduce risk, without increasing information search effort, a 

brand chosen over a private 

b. Perceived Quality ... 

Quality eXlJectat10IIS and pelrtOJrm:an<:e play one the most in the 

purchase perceived 1S 

is consumer a decision upon, 

labels their with which were positioned as lowest 

price, improved quality, 

performance and consistency, because genenc C:U:>.;:)V' • .l.ClUV.l..l. are 

ne:TC;p.lv'eo as 

As L><::;J..U..;",£,J. consumers nerc;enltlOns of iU-. ... ""nt brands 

(1981), may product I.,IU''''-«;;t..I from 

brand and store names. perceptions may lead to a consumer's reC2U1l11€~SS 

to to other cues in aaaZllOn to real physical 

In quality, consumers often for cues as price, store image 

brand .l.GU.llJ.J.J.GU. the of is u.«,,- ... ,,,,,,,'c;u. .l.aL'",J..;:', The 

and perceptions of national, 

private and 

. generic 

study are generally 

brands seem on the 

made terms of label 
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c. Perceived 

The price .,.., ....... ,"'", ... .-; quality of a product results the consumers' 

of of a national considerably u.> .. u,~. a 

pe:rce:ptl.on of superior result in the HQ.IUV1.1GU 

being "p,rrp1vp'r1 ",,,,t-t-,,,T' value a global trend for consumers 

to 

price. 

just product 

demand 

becomes an 

Economic 

to at a 

when the ........... H·nYl" 

performance risk are for low income consumers. While 

the consumer wants to buy a branded product that guarantees the 

that nP·rt('\rrn,~T'I 

must differential between good 

for ex~unlole. 

will be ""'V"~""~''''~''''U''. 

many, may come 

can trust the 

knowledge 

to their 

eXJJec:tatlorls and they will not to ~"".T'I('1 extra money on 

5.6.4. Attitude 

consumer's attitude influence his and buying 

His behaviour his percer;'ti01 of a or 

nr/"lrllJ£'T can cause him to screen out any exposure to ..... u.""n .•. L that conflict with 

KeeKle, 1989) 

thus plays a brand choice of consumer and is .............. '-- ...... one 

of the key descriptors of loyalty, as discussed its definition. According to 

defined as predispositions to 

to an 1"l""""'I'T or ULJ"tt::ur..::> in a or unfavourable way." 

role of learning important under next 
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Attitudes are formed over a period of time, as a result of pvnpri 

individual's values and of an object or situation. Attitude a 

to the CDM and While the 

of attitude ll.U;;LCJ.U'U are not dre sse id, the of 

in brand .... .I..1"J.'",'" 

Through product ""v,-.pr'Prt be it via or 

of consumers develop attitudes towards brands. Brand 

to 

towards used frequently an attempt to J.J.J.;LJ. ... "'J.'e .... '" 

Retailers like 'n do not employ advertising the promotion of individual 

store as a 

consumers store ru:e 
Experiences the stores or with the corporate branded products influence the 

toward store. impact the umbrella 

a.<><>" .... J.c:u"'u with stores with 

and reinforcing a positive attitude for each product or service Pick 

a 

'n has employed tactics Raymond 

on the label to 

the store spOKeSlpe]C"scm to 

influence However, 

far more relevant and powerful 

one particular product/brand detrimental to the 

J.J.uJ.,.u,u. ... ,"'" "'"ULl ......... '"'" through heavy 

an The attitude developed for a 

reduce the choices p", .. I""'·/1 set. Those 

consumer a the 

with 

may 

helps 

while those 
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inducing a negative attitude are no longer considered. The of sets in 

choice be addressed. 

Our are 

mostly acquired through a learning process. Learning the 

environment the way consumers behave and most importantly, 

they consume. 

Learning is defmed as "the process that results in changes in behaviour, immediate 

or . expected, which come from or 

conceptualisation that and In and/ or 

situations. ,j 

This rather complex can be simplified an 

ongoing activity, of consumer 

their 

"'LLUU.>< role consumers learn from an 

indirect Brands are trusted to perform consistently, so post 

.... LA' .................. the consumer to the a 

decision on brand should be <.-Ua.:>'c;u again. 

The implication of 

little m!4[)mlatlon 

for private 

Big 

years and have built a solid reputation and 

perception the which 

ability to a particular need. 

is consumers 

been in <;;AJ.<:>'.<;;J.JC<'-O;:;; 

Consumers a 

its 

brands are relatively new to retail experience numerous private label 

products are The consumer not only to about the 

concept of a private range, but also- the individual products and 

can be consumers gained 
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more convenient access to stores with house brands, 

that may be even less .lCUJ..l.U.l.cu. to them. 

Two 

a .,.P""n",T'I 

brand is 

the act of purchase. 

et a1 (1981:276); '-V~.'UH~VU.""I..I.~ 

based on association of a 

used this concept to 

outcome or 

associated 

and 

and parties; a consumer .:Jllll.LlC:;U situation as rI .. ..-"t'T .. rI 

One 

consumer. 

will respond to 

strengths of 

or situations, 

learning 

a problem to 

on a 

information available to connect 

An evaluation of the decision 

situation, and learning has 

of 

to 

to develop strong as:S04Clld.ll(;InS 

purchase behaviour the 

process, where consumers work 

satlSla4ct(HY outcome. 

satisfactory outcome behaviour. 

'-"' ...... ,... will be ",-T ... ,.,.pn use a "'.l.l.LI..LLa...L 

at the outset by The 

consumer must satisfaction of the choice store the information. 

means consumers are continually learning. 

traditional aSSO(:latlOn low price and low not be relevant. 

Teaching the consumer about ........ "".'1''''' brands, to 

two ways. A would be 

and association context of 

entire group, learnings the parent or .... nrn'r\r~~tp 

the product lines. 

A cognitive to the 

can be done 

and strong 

are 

can be transferred 

an 

be more is 'that ........ '1T<.t .. 

would 

labels must 

quality that is and promised. behaviour of the consumer 

must be DOS1t:Lve In case private "<A'"",-L." '-LCLLHJ'.u;::, of ·are 
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low, inducing 

Promotion 

and the consumer to change behaviour key. 

taste tests may ..... n .... n,'-' 

learning from experience, one of the most valuable ways a consumer 

to hand, 

and more effective than an advertising or peer end.OrS~emlen 

trial to a important for. 

Pick who are often with the challenge of , .................... 5 ...... '5 

consumers' perception attitudes towards private labels. 

consumers are faced an 

categories. The processing of so much information 

many, more deCl:5ilOl:lS, the consumer 

of ways. One to only .... v.u"'~u.,:..~ 

most 

and in 

<>.LLJu. ..... ~J' the process in a 

of m 

the decision process. Exclusion of brands which are perceived as falling outside 

the range or 

in the for choice. The group from which the consumer 

a choice or set. 

primary function of forming an evoked set the number· 

being considered 

set of 

th~~rebv make 

recalled 

set, brands are "top of . In to form an 

evoked consumers develop a set of rules to screen out unacceptable 

brands offer insufficient utility .. 

Roberts and (1991:439) found evoked . sets are of particular 

importance if they are small to the set which the consumer 

aware. evoked sets "the costs of consideration are high in 

utility across the . As the consumer oe'COlme 

more oveI"lWn,elllll€:a brand costs of co:ns:ld€:ration indeed 
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~~~''''A''~ to .... ""· .. """,,,,,,,·rI utility a brand th(~relOl'e oeC1omle 

methods of promoting the liJ.'~J.U''''J.'''H of a set. 

From a 

existence 

of Petrof 

evoked sets and found that as consumers 

an evoked set no longer 

the 

less name-

concept 

ue~.t1on the 

that 

of outside research, reality_ 

The 

consumers 

preferences, 

most value at the 

Also, consumers 

one <AA.AV~A~"A 

of so a 

to brand names, consumers no have 

merely that is most suitable and offers 

of 

brands as 

fJll"-Gl..LLU'Ui:> of this 

very <>.u.JUll':u. and 

ill 

must offer most value their brand give the purchase, 

at of 

Ensuring a brand falls into consumer's evoked set and fJV,;;),;:).LIJJ.ll of recall 

AA..LU. ... "U"" ..... by to Hoyer, 196) 

Prototypicality- most TU1n.t"<=I of the cal:e2C)ry 

Brand farniliarity- a well-known brand more easily 

need for to keep 

more recalled 

"''-'OLLL,c:;U.. This emphasises 

awareness and 

Goals and I.H!i~C situations- consumers have usage S'D,eCllIlC ca1te.f.l:OrlLe ",i"r, ... ",rI in 

memory and certain brands or consumption 

Brand performance- if a consumer a positive a 

more likely to include the brand an evoked set. 

as:so(:1al:ed. with nr~'Tlrl'" them ",a.""~~'L to 

and thus .u."'~.I."','U." ill an set. 
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consumers may be 

spaza local 

UT"'""" the se}!ectlon of 

into having smaller 

evoked sets be 

and confusion, simplifying the decision making process. 

The "' ............. ,Ju.:>.J. concept evoked set 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

the """",IEI"" set by: 

mcreaLsill,g the of 

C;U.>J.U5 brand awareness 

as:SO(~la'[mg the product 

retailers 

usage '::O ........ "".L ... V ...... 

.. providing ... "'1rri ... ,,,, I cues to .la'.J.U.u: .... '" recall 

sets because 

retailers, 

to diminish 

to get 
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5. SHOPPING ENVIRONMENT OF TOWNSHIP 

CONSUMERS 

According to of (Marketing "Brand 

the 90's", May 1990) must a.....,.rI .. UVy .. ""~F.'"' In 

World market. Alternative distribution channels, such as "'!-I'''"'''''''''' and 

wholesalers, are in importance. Notably, informal only 

formal little 

In a spaza store. importance of informal retail 

success as a leader have of brand owners in 

terms of the 

specific environment of township consumers and in particular the consumers 

be of 

from 

and grocery follows. 
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6. FOCUS GROUP REVIEW 

6.1. INTRODUCTION 

As described the methodology, four focus groups were 

in· Nyanga, 6 local J. "',,'J.U.';;'Ul.'" in each. 

at the Peace and 

qualification 

was majority the £Trt-.rl"T'V 

shopping the household. Since this 

household, it was decided to 

ue~;tl(mS in the 

most commonly 

homogeneity and hold 

that women are 

of the 

with women 

responsible 

_ r Jr--"'" and .... v'-.I.n..IJ..u;c chores. A discussion was used by moderator 

who conducted the groups, were recorded, were 

\...J.1'c\....r ... cu by a second 

Appendices 18.2 18.3. 

attitudes toward certain 

UJ..:l''-'''"''''''''vu centred on individual products and 

brands, of which "' ........... I"L~ groceries are 

bought and who is re~;p(mSabJle for UC;'_J."'JlULJ.;::' were alsO 

following observations quotations the 4 The 

. intention of the groups was to an "open" manner 

and use results to draw conclusion relevant to the study, as well as contribute to 

structure revised hVno1th€~ses. 
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As an introduction it important to understand the proflle of 

were to out a 

As groups were held 

age the two older 

younger groups, 25 years old. The objective of the 

was in 

consumers. 

respondents. All 

for the 

of age 

was 39 years 

was to 

younger 

In older 

younger the 

the of 

rtici}:)arlts were 

particillaJ:lts were while 

urn ... Ir''' ... ., or unemployed. 

ill 

household was 5 pe,opJle with 

LU.';;CU,,,, and 2 to 8 ro .. ,nroIP 

CUJ.I'~"'U between and R4 000, 

average per household of R 1 425. If this regarded in context 

'-'-';;>"'U,UA' ... , an average J.U'~UJ.~" 

..... .llJ.u<_J. of .... Ull'-'-... "' •.•• 

of 

an aplprolxirnal:e 

the of 5 

not take 

does 

an indication of the income of people living in Nyanga area. 

Respondents spend an average of R380 on grocery items per U.l'JU'cu. 

amount is a very percE~n1ta~:e of household illc:Olne On 27% the 

household ll.L'~VJ.J.J.,", is spent on For more consumers 

in 

their 

the perCt!n1ta;;(e as a ........... 1'1"' .... of 

household 

expenditure, decisions 

that more affluent consumers. 

In terms of township consumers' total 

are 

therefore expe,cte:(1 to 

may 

far ULi;U<_J. 

some cases to 
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involvement products. In terms South Mrican 

consumers in LSM's 7 and 8, R380 amount with which to buy 

groceries for 5 people for a month. it is expected that aT,-.rl"T"U 

covers absolute item bought must 

carefully considered in order to .L'iCJ...L.I..,I..LJ..L WH.HLU budf!eltarv constraints. 
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6.3. SHOPPING HABITS 

The first se(:t1on of the looked at habits. the 

guide was extensive, this "'P."T1t"1.n was essentially a warm up discussion to introduce the 

part1(~lpants to 

Discussions revealed for the most part the working members of the family 

to money, on 

the women, who run the household and do most 

a .... V .. LU,U ... U ill 

" .. most fathers do not know 

house" 

they must buy, what is 

women in are 

it was 

cooking and cleaning, know 

and what we need the 

" .. A man rfl'1""""rI know what is the groceries. A wpman everything nrr)1Jrln 

" 

« .. a man knows nothing about groceries, they do not usually cook so they do not see what 

short. JJ 

Generally 

bought 

check 

and members of the household 

cupboards and make 

on the 

grocery lists. 

it is 

to the UT1U'E"T"11"'" to be 

women the who 

their monthly t:rr'U'P'1""'(l at retailers in town or at shops 

in ShIDPlDillR: centres or at 

shops are o-,.."P ... ·'" used as convenience stores, IJ~C"""""<> run 

ou t or are like and of 

shopping depends heavily on transport and how consumers costs 

transport value ,...n,,,, ... ,,,,,", at stores.' 

«In the location we bread - that's for everyday. In town we 

like butter toiletries. " 
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Two women said they because they can walk to the store save 

"] 

have spent on 

Goome .. U~''''UL'':>~ I can walk there.. What I is that I can walk rather than 

transport, I go so] can save money. " 

a trolley, I go to shop so ] not 

shopping in town or shopping centres 

to buying can comfortably 

such as 

The 

local stores 

.Lll";c:uJlC meal for 

of mealie meal, 

pr:ac1:1clll reasons. 

to use transport" 

of the townships, consumers are 

and transport taxis. Buying 

are too 

as 12,5's, 

n .. r""'TnIP to transport 

12,5kgs and are 

It] buy the 12,Skg mealie meal here in the tuckshops and then go town to buy fishoil, 

cleaning " 

the location] buy the things that are too and] can't afford to them from 

town. In town] buy the 

LOCltlllCln ] 

town." 

things. " 

things like 

of the times I buy rw''''''''''1''1''''''' when I 

me with his car. " 

big items at and take them 

you a problem 

work, then my brother to come 

one at a time. " 

you have trouble with transporting this all nn'",&:>',", - Oh it is a big nrI1n/'p' we use 

"Y),,,rrJO us money I'll two me and my ny,,,,,,,,,".:,,,, JJ 

Some participants that that it is a waste spending money on transport and it was 

a system to use a trolley and go to near HU'.LU.';;;, Some women 

that because at the shops town were often much lower, money on 

cover the cost of 

"] like to go to town ueLuu.:>e what we at RS is maybe R3 in town, then you can 

.. so money left over U~'",I"", •• ""e the groceries 

lower prices. " 

"I my shopping at 'n Pay because town things are ... hon .... are 

tfU:;:Ulft«:::.:. specials". 

"] groceries at : ...... ,"n'n7D because here in location things are small but 
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Spazas local stores are used two cases. Firstly if IS very 

and heavy - as the case of meal and if runs out a 

quantity is needed to tide the household over. This with 

owners, who rp,..>n,..,tp smaller 

amounts money need to to stock up an 

"when the from the are finished it easy to buy more then we do 

not have to go into 

" .. when you have ofJ,and you are gomg to 

at the 'tuckshopw. 

your 

llJ£l.<::runn I send for a 

« •• but at the moment I need a nnYf'f.,..,,,rnr thing, it here at when I do not 

enough "WI.., ..... ., .. to go into town" 

Many participants reported buying standard <rr'/'£'I"r<r once a 

with a fixed tn"'."' .... ~ ..... T budget. bUdgeting is ' ..... nnrt<>,., household 

have groceries for the month. The women take the and buy large quantities of 

last for A few n"'r1" .......... ,'" commented if 

they not buy large qu.an.!ltlles 

there would not enough money 

which will "I many nT,,""' .... O 

today and tomorrow" 

when wages come 

a..u.'''UJ "" to agam. 

me until the end of the month IJc'"" ........ "' ... I afford 

to 

«At month I as many as I can money is scarce 

the middle 

there (in the 

month, until 

because I'll 

From discussion 

budgets are a common 

I buy even though I see the one (product) 

the money (later month) 

it is clear that money and tight grocery 

when both the 

at which to and the tn"t''''''''·U 
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6.4. BRAND PREFERENCES 

with ""1J .... , .... llJ' .... The second "' .. "T1rl.n 

bought specific The 00le(:tnre was to develop an understanding of 

they 

of 

used 

Washing Powder, 

motivations """".,A., ..... , ..... 

Mealie Toothpaste, 

they cover a broad spectrum of frequently 

products were 

products, from a 

health and to a staple food, would to be a 

product (mealie meal), to a frequently product 

does taste and a household item 

(washing powder). 

most of the indicated a preference one brand 

and 

on 

brand in terms 

were not some 

be inferred from conversation, 

6.4.1. Mealie Meal' 

Mealie meal a grocery 

.I..U.<:;a.ul<:O meal 

kilogram 

.I..U.<:;<Ui:> and 

and brand 

eaten on a 

and have 

While the 

the households, 

buy 

forms the 

developed 

that there are 

to many less 

over any Most of 

functional of the 

brands 

values of can 

participants having 

quantities of product, 12,5 

to many of the respondents' 

have product 

and towards the 

users that meal is a 

1 
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Most Iwisa or 

but there was as to the onetererlce 

majority was 

Impala. All four 

to Iwisa 

showed very 

similar 

respondent 

rest of the 

white 

for and against 

was tasty and 

said that 

sometimes had to be 

using very descriptions. One 

other but the 

not like Impala it was not a 

before cooking to remove the "dirty spots". 

as well as 

Those __ r_·_ said 

depended on how you cooked it. 

one respondent 

'" J.Ju. .. "'""",,,,,,, of the pap was not 

to I wisa said 

longer to cook. 

and the taste 

loved their 

because it is fluffy 

"I like Iwisa right. cook it, it 

taste when cooked. I buy Iwisa oe'caU5e it cooks jast, it and does not take 

1.2 - it right!" 

and 

taste 

The 

right and 

and' 

U<1llLJ,O:;'" to most 

bits or spots 

texture when cooked 

quickly). 

re:s:ponaenl[S could talk 

3 - itls finished and we are eating" 

were: 

meal is dirty 

- the meal must 

it needs to 

how long it takes to cook prefer a 

different brands a lot of detail -

~a.", ... '-,.... They were to the 

would thus appear that J.J.J."a..u,,- meal is far from a "generic staple 

play an important role 

that will live up to 

attachments 

trust in the brand and 

expectations and pVnP'MPn 

consumer to 

Consumers ~n!np·~ 

on experience of LJ ... ,,"", .. "'. perto'rIIlatlCe 

emotional Through 

of consumer. 

number one! It no mistake, Iwisa oner 

It 

and the 

a 

to have 

to 

and 

Iwisa? use another a participants 

"I love Iwisa, it's meal we use" 
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Most a brand to loyally one if 

brand was not ""'.'<-U.L ........ "'''' This indicates participants have a limited evoked 

with perhaps one alternative to their brand if such a is absolutely 

were available wait to necessary. If 

"I buy 1wisa 

«If 1wisa 

no Impala, but if both are sold out I rather or forget it. " 

shop, I would even though I 

never tried 

never used it - it won't 

beat Iwisa". woman ,r""",nu has a ......... 1',"' ...... "' .... 

that it is ml:erJlor to her favourite, as a 

force to.) 

is not Ace unless 

Many consumers are not prepared to any other from their 

As the literature, many marketers believe of stock situation" 

test of brand with 

would 

""-'-'-....... u,'" many , 

of reported 

indicating a strong brand 

«No, I will to another shop, I 

"I won't another, it is better to 

product 

this category for some consumers. 

another one fhr'r11"1ri 

it" 

"No, I cant (buy another brand), it better not to eat than buy anyone" 

6.4.2. Tea 

In aroma, taste were for the 

to be a greater of favourite discussion 

There 

qualities of tea detailed the brands, as was 

mealie meal. appeared to evoked set 

many two that they Five Roses, Joko 

were 

Much of the discussion of tea was price and va"""' ..... In the UJ..,"" .... "'.u'" 

was not 

perceptions 

that a large 

rrr'u .. F· ... ' budget is 

one another. 

at all. discussion 

value for money were clearly displayed. 

decision LLI.<~J."'~ revolves around 

with factors such as quality and price 

with 

some 

mealie 

the 

women 

the 

off against 
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of tea ......... , ....... " ..... by You can 

from one tea of the tea good. 

more than one cup of tea 

r""'r'\I'\"rl" ... ,r! no name teas to 

with taste" and even if boiled, the tea still no aroma. 

the tea is a no name tea bag can used once 

more than one tea cup be H""'''''''''"cu 

value 

because you could get more tea for each bag. 

tr You can save money on the Joko, yes it 

and 

money, 

but 

can use one tea in four cups. So in the no names four cups you must use four tea 

you can double them you want (strong tea), it wont even last two but 

100 in a it would be like only 26 tea » 

One woman said the quality of the tea meant that tea would not tear 

your tea 

if the 

you were ................. "5 it. 

means Q.LA'"''a.'~'-''' directly to value. 

this with a respondent saying the no Comments on 

name coffee was 

more on the 

and you 'needed more it than Ricoffy, so it worth spending 

The were Omo and and their Most women had one 

(Omo or if 

favourite was not available. Omo appeared to be more popular as a choice. Both 

Omo and were very stains 

and the clothes clean bright. 

""l'\rt" .... 'I' T<:Ir'Tro,c", were the the amount time HCCU.<;:OU to 

The wa.."" .. .uU."5 powder is seen to come 

amount VUU'-''''U and The volume of foam produced 
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by the powder a strong 

of the powder. 

more powder 

cue to the consumer ........ ..:.UJL..:. the quality 

and· a no name 

washing .......... 7r."" ... 

noted that 

to form the 

amount of The amount u. ..... ,,"",..... It was also 

noted more time to with a no name No names, 

not offer 

The women demonstrated a close ~CJ,aL,lUJ.J.;:UJ.J.p with the wa<:>UJJ.J.5 ... nUTr."" .. brands. The 

are an method of because consumers know their 

brand can trust it; they need a that is guaranteed to for them. 

as a consistent quality and performance are important to these participants. 

They which powders and would not be to buying an 

One 

Once 

understanding .of 

1"V'\urrlpr would 

key reasons for their 

they have 

servants and 

and it is less 

of value come 

names being more CAIJCJLJ.<:>JLVC 

to job. 

equation, with a 

but lasting longer 

nOlersrcillc:nru! and tr .... ,nu'l .. rt washing powder 

literally. More .:;. •. u; ..... "'u consumers 

they are never contact with the actual 

that they would be able to specific. information 

respondents, frequently by 

are are more likely to 

performance nPT'ur""pn the brands. They are to advocate 

experience to of the washing powders was 

about particular benefits or aU,UJ.L.'C<:> of specific brands. Consumers for instance were 

"I 

"I 

"I. 

to experience with Omo that of Omo Micro. 

comments 

Omo because it has 

Omo 

lasts long. With Punch, 1 

you wash 

water turning black" 

the stains it" 

Omo ... you just soak and the fat out., " 

Surf your clothes will be fatless and bright" 

brands: 

the smell." 

it 
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From· comments it product key issue and they 

women are able to "'''·T''".·'''' .... npl'ur"'pn the performance of leading brands 

.. The participants 

with chores. A 

attachments to brands because they 

reduces and is guaranteed to 

lean 

to a busy woman. 

my favourite. Omo sorts my problems out UU.L~I\J.LI. 

other problems at 

nice when you 

same time" 

Surf' 

lam soaking 

the 

outcome, partIcular as toothpaste 

brands. 

.... ';:',<.1.1+'';:' is often 

Important were: 

teeth white, smell, taste long lasting fresh uJ.c;a~J'.l. 

a product, ensures personal h~'mpn confidence. Not 

product perform a c1earting function, but also it must be 

use. Participants de:m(m~.tr.at€:d awareness OeltleIltS of their 

ro ..... "",."',.,'n 

was an 

to as 

Colgate and f"H.I,U.U.1 remaIn ".,,,,,rl~"Jrl,:>',.," whole day. I usually 

I use, name? 011, Dentazyme, tartar 3 or 4· 

hours" 

breath stays fresh L.H.J:Sf::;-UllJ. especially one ... " 

like Aquafresh and Colgate because in the mornings when waking up I usually a 

problem, so goes away." 
{(I Colgate most because it makes my teeth pure and keeps my breath for 

brands of the 

aspects of Changing the risk that 

not meet the standards taste and texture and not perform to 

breath freshness Consumers are for multiple 

toothpaste brands, increases the risk another carmot meet 
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qualities. For example, Dentazyme had an pleas~mt taste 

so it would be avoided even it was ..... u.""'v 

i 

t 
J 
.. 
1 
\ 
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Respondents were about opinions on house They were presented 

~th a of ...... £'~ ..... ' ...... 4AF. a "No brands 

Shoprite Label" products. rt1<:lp;an1ts were if they bought the products, 

what quality prices were U:lIJlst,ll<:es they would be 

willing to buy house brand 

it ....... ' ... ·0 .. goods are as poor Even 

brands are 

product 

gained 

used. House brand .are not seen as offering 

buying known 

pertorm.an.ce. In the washing 

that more of a no name product has to be to 

poor for 

pricesa~e low, they are so cheap. 

00 and the one may I find 

that more of the 

for money. Value for 

quality 

numerous participants stated 

the required results this 

I 

tlwught I could use for a wlwle month, I can't. It lasts about two weeks you have to 

buy another one. Then count how IS R10,OO. quality is and 

even though it cheap you -"'. """TlU more the month.» 

With to the brand "It much of soap itself. 

uo:;;<.,;u.u".o:;; you'll to pour in more PUu/L4.-O:;;I to Jorm" 

« In your washing pour a no-name washing pUW(JC~'. is such 

end up emptying the whole packet into one load. you would 

about 5 of washing out " 

"No, I won't buy no-name brands, once I bought a and found it 

not same as Omo micro 

"Once I bought (no name tea) and found that you to use more than one tea bag in a 

cup, which wasteful. I never bought it » 
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the no' name toilet it is too you have to wrap it thickly and it 

won't 

"Have you ever bought no name toilet wow, I tell iUs tu.I/Lt:<Lt~';::';:)U.1 light. I 

one has to use one roll only and it is Nn',<;:t1!DrI This wasting money you'll 

end end them three not to '"'''''' .... ",,,.., the it will 

of the month" 

the same, one thing we must bear in even if the 

no name you'll H.'''''''''''' ply use it times, with 

bought three, so .... ",nv,;n the same." 

While it was explained brands are 

have ,-,,UvU,,,,,,U 

on the '-'H'<::CllfJ"''' It was UUll ..... ::lL<;;U such LCl"_L""_;;:) 

money, if one does not 

to rely 

to the purchase of inferior v'U.' .... ""_'" which cost the consumer more in the long run. 

"This (house is not really. But not to we do not .......... uu".H buy 

them uc;;"y, .... "'c; we do - only at hard times, money » 

says, the No names are there to us out on bad days, 

kept out of our minds for » 

" of powder .rI~,~~~-" have foam, as a I do not usually 

buy I only buy when I not have enough at 

So you buy these no name brands ? 

A: But when you to brands" 

of was not an Few 

appeared to be price sensitive or talked about looking 

were the context value. Many 

, participants focused their attention on brand 

"The no names are quite to get, you see, money it is just one wants to use 

something out of satisfaction. » 

"When you something do not even look at the you put it in the 

trolley and pay, The no names come as a thought. We normally them 
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on occasions when there are lots pe,opl'e and we to make supplies. we 

buy them it " 

house because were In contrast to studies showing consumers 

sn,oppe:rs" or "Price shoppers", it appears that women use house as a last 

resort when need a not <A.L.L',",-IJ""-'. to buy their· 

preferred brand. money available, participants that they bought the 

they ........ f .. , ........ ri 

"1 might buy no name tea, 1 realise 1 have no tea and not enough to buy 

by tea. I one with it though, it matter you boil the 

there's no smell, ... no taste its weak. the other thing, you only use the tea 

you to throw it away weak.. It a waste" 

With to ~~.'~~.'E> powder: "No Names rlr""rt''1T if you not have as 

long as 

harder to 

to do washing (implying one to work a 

the same results with a house brand), we buy them but we like 

(the names - Omo and 

.... ~-"' .. .,. a, no name butter I rDr"" ... 't/u bought) it was 

spread it on a slice bread -

Holsum, you honestly cannot 

rO{]tlClTlIl with 

"'I once a no tinned it was the sauce 

watery ... I never had the ritP.<;:Tl"P to buy it ever again" 

When their opinion of someone they saw in the loading 

name the had following comments: 

. "I would think she is attracted by the cheap price, not knowing are of no rrtlnnTJ 

will the way very soon JJ 

«I would 

"She 

worries about her because she 

I think that maybe is trying to save) but 

and JJ 

doesn't 

"If we are both buying dish washing liquid, I will buy the sunlight and will buy 

cheapest one which weak. I would have to tell 

she will need to buy another bottle while 1 

see 

lasting and that 

have mine. I wonder why 

no 

they' 
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"Now thatJs why no name nr''''''''''rt",,,, - to be able to avoid 

the question of change. (( 

"Buying cheaper you poor quality pnJUIJ.Q;s." 

comments m'al(~al:e that house are seen as a waste .LLL'LlH<;;V and 

not meet 

House 

Few women 

brands amongst 

presumed the strong 

income consumers 

consumers to make 

per1()rInanc:e expectations. 

it is of fmancial A.A. ......... " .. , .. ,,, .... to a cheaper product. 

house 

future, one 

success of 

two possibilities. It could be 

<;;.LLLGU..LJ.i:> entrenched 

budget based ae4:;lS1lons, the of house 

would be If however, as rising 

1J.se of consumers to similarly to more affluent consumers 'and 

brands to cu., .. "c fmandal not longer as critical, it could be that 

township consumers become more of brands. 

At of ft"n'''I'>f1 through .. UJ, ............. ;;u. necessity. 

consumers' expectations, thus the of value for money and 

repeat 

suggest consumers are to their grocery 

brands ........ rtnrrn to their expectations and A.A." ............ ". House brands or 

cn.eaLpe:r generics are bought as a resort are not to buy a 

preferred 
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To into 

that are available from 

by 

were 

.and attempts were 

aPl)endlX 18.4 

objective of the 

to cover as 

shop y .... ""'''CLU.'ULa..u. 

in . shops 

were 

the brands 

into the 

discussion with Spaza shop owners. 20 

throughout area, 

a selection shops as possible. (See 

was to CUl.U::U.",· what 

to the <Tr'~r" ...... r consumer and how the shops generally If 

spaza 

hypothesis of 

into spaza to be the 

shops must 

7.1. OPENING HOURS AND CUSTOMER BASE 

that were included in the survey UG,.Cu. between 6am and Bam and 

lOpm. 800/0 the opened he1'w/"en 6am 

early when compared to a formal grocery line 

fore court stores and vellUe:nc:e stores such as the 7/ 11 chain. The reason for 

opening is shop owners to serve the of customers 

relatively late, 

with 700/0 closing at 9pm or lOpm. Most spaza 7 days a week. long 

U!.J'O;:;UJULj;>(. hours the 

to the "comer cafe", 24-hour, 

as Focus 

are 

"'U''''L.''-''- shop, allowing customers access to 

....... :.>LULL S'upports this .... v.L.L .... J' .... ".LVJl .... 
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65% the were part a uu' .... ".'" 200/0 were and very 

were "''''''''<::I'''''''''", buildings. shows of 

residential community. Spazas sCI:tttiere:d within the area form an 

are extn:~melv regular 

customers. 

customers at a spaza are the .... ""n .... ll", who to 

shop, or people who customers 

use shops when. they run out of an essential buy small items to 

as Many owners mentioned customers come to 

buy items on a daily 

A of nn'np,",;:: use 

opportunity to pay "tab" on pay-day, this obviously an important service 

owners specifically of customers 

were spazas offer so they can their account when receive 

pension money. The spazas therefore not only convenience of a 

nearby but also offer such as credit to ~~f'.~L'~ customers and so serve a 

In owners see as being 

the area. The nature of spaza shop sugges1ts that customers ,U"'UU''-A,LL 

'L.iU·",,,,,,,L and most convenience shops so it logical 

shop would be the It must be ,noted that 

shops in this township area incredibly high -

The directly with 

serves. Proximity and than 

for 

density of spaza 

own 

immediate area it 
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Until more recent spaza were not recognised at outlets. They may not 

most 

shop owners buy are some product 

to the 

70% of the owners interviewed delivered to the shop. milk, 

For cooldrink were most delivered to the shop on a regular 

the rest of the the spaza owner has to stock own 

there are very few the outlets. 

most popular retail to stock spazas in this area was 

by J &K, Makro and These are all large 

the public 

consumers buying direct from a formal retailer. 

up, it is fairly to 

to 

prices to 

marked 

outlets on a price 

and products to be more <;;;hlJV.U.;::'''' spazas to ensure 

Incentives vary in terms of 

or It discounts, specials cash discounts are 

llU.1:OH.""'1:O ..... to attract shop owners to the store itself and are offered UV"<V"'<L!..:;;A ill 

an to encourage their own sales. It not seem brands were 

specially promoted to encourage their presence 

shop owners were a.;::'A<;;;U if they cellved any promotional ill 

the and ..... ,.,.C;T"· .... <:! said they ... ""'",n1,,,11 the 

suppliers or wholesalers. posters are important to ill(l1c.ate 

dwelling and to that a is Some owners said 

that promotions for new products were to encourage and of 

was 
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owners restock their shops frequently. 55% buy on a weekly 10% 

25% more once a Factors to every two weeks 

frequent ",,,,j"'Zu.J.Jll':. include and stor~e to keep 

as well as difficulty transporting large quantities as a 

factor may be cash . for a ca]::nt,U on 

stock. spazas do not turn over amounts of each and 

limited. 

Considering frequency with which stock bought, transport of inventory is 

own bakkie or car to owners. More 

an 

100/0 hire a UQ.l:'I...I:\..Jl.... to 

mentioned as biggest problem 

Buying inventory costs between R200 

how it 

also 

between RI000 and R2000 

ona 

turnover is extremely modest. 

half the owners use 

goods. For that hire a car, 

when stocking shop. 

R5000, 1-' ..... ,~ ....... .uF. obviously on 

of J.J.J.JLLJ. .. "' ..... cash 

buy in ventory. 

from R50 to R2000. For most 

car. 

was 

size of 

small, as 

55% 

the daily 

Not many owners could mention problems with the i:>L"",.,u..Ll1':. of shop. 

Working capital, of shelf! storage 

owners note the 

sugar, paraffl11 

at shop when 

did their are: 

and transport. 

bought at 

are items 

need arises. 

shops are bread, 

can be bought 
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owners 

on 

or 

is a difficult issue. Most owners have had no formal CUJ.J..i.U5 in 

over for stock from 

buy more t'1''I'"prTI,r 

based on 

wholesaler middleman 

quantities). 45% of 

35% 

margin. Others look at what their competitors are charging or take 

of to 

methodologies, ""IJ''''''''''''''' are bound to have the formal 

many consumers "' .... :L<"Gl'" as conventional frf"t"\r,,'t""{1' stores. 

In 'U,'-'''''-''',''''''F. what products and brands to stock the limited space in most 

owners on customer ",,,,liJ.<:U.l'u.. to 

buy will not move and 

available are reduced compared to most formal retail limited to 

they are that t~e customers buy if do not 

usually not bought again. While owners attribute brand choices to customers demand, 

one of a or product to it 

more 

dv,antaJ~es such as """,,.,,,i',,,,.,.. space allocation. If the store 

a brand, consumers cannot buy it; 

most of the spaza are heavily community each area its own 

customers are and of 

of shops is heavily guided by 

customer nr,"Yp'rpr.rp a 

c.u..L"VJ.J.<:'~" this group of consumers. 

Buy observation fieldworkers noted most common vuu. ....... >:> sold by the shop 

which were The most commonly stocked 

which the most popular brands in 

were in the to 

groups and in the quantitative questionnaire. 

area. The results of this observation 

'CA'<:U.J..l,I ... UO:;U in more detail in the focus 
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PRODUCT OF STOCKING 

PARTICULAR BRAND) 

(89%) Star White + Ace (12%) 

• Powdered 

Lux(59%), 

"~'JC:UL" (53%), Duens (23%), Sasco (18%) 

Tinned Foods Saldahna (67%), Bullbrand (33%), Koo (33%) 

Floor Polish 

Rice 

en Drop (11 %), Other 

Cad bury's, Sasco Flour, "'nnUl'tI Nestum, Jik 

What is more important than partl,cutar brands in the different spazas, is the limited 

choice of brands offered to the consumer. While large grocery stores offer the consumer 

a and often array of the spazas are limited to a couple 

for each product While the obvious of space and 

transport can add to the explanation of this small it is also that the spaza 

owner is in tune with the demands of his customer and stocks the most popular 

This is an important in evaluating brand loyalty when buying in an informal retailer 

where limited stock consumer choice. This may also indicate that the 

consumers in this area, as a group, have a limited evoked set. Focus groups also 
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. suggest that a..u..U.IJ..Ll'!.'" 

limited group .. VT' ..... 

. secondary 

consumers there are relatively few are preferred. Such 

also influence consumers to stick to a familiar 

a they have no perhaps little 
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8. CONCLUSIONS FOR THE QUALITATIVE 

REPORT 

The qualitative rl ... '''U1T'1 information from group 

with grocery 

examine information 

interviews with spaza shop owners. The objective was to 

theoretical world and build an understanding of the "'<>""<4<;;,<> 

of brands, 

retailing in 

loyalty. The consumer behaviour 

area were then examined context of the theoretical 

propositions of a', Ca(lermc:s 

and the 

is a basic 

to consider 

group under 

research. 

The following can drawn 

1. Township consumers as representatives of a rrrrnuin South Africa are an 

research exceptionally of ·consumers. 

conducted compared to the more "western market". 

consumers are a proportionately large group consumers it is important for 

to behaviour The township consumers 

been'Vuv",,",u a low income but "'TT.", ... ,,"n 

group. nl'ffp'rprlrp,~ in buying behaviour h",1rU1~''''T'l consumers and those 7 

and 8 to rest on a 

2. 

offers 

use 

loyalty rest on 

"nP'rt"T"'n"l both functional 

consumer a bundle of .... ,-",-u 

LLa.'-U,'-u. to a brand name, 

brand as a simplification 

of consistent' performance, 

one occasion to the next. 

aeI1non~Tr!"'T'" brand loyalty. 

between two 

'I' J.iJlIJU'U'- functions for the consumer. A brand 

differentiates it A set of 

association, which '-u'c .... ...,J,'

decision making 

reduces consumers' 

a pattern 

"'.LJ..t.c;u..L.L loyal to belnel:It 

consumer to 

IS a 

buying 

vU<A""'U5 over time 
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brands offer in 

consumers will not switch to another 

loyalty ini plies that 

competition and form an 

to their nr."'tprT,,·rl 

4. is of importance to lJaJLU<C,,;:) U'<C,-C:l.u.,;: • .:; loyal consumers form the solid 

consumers on cOl:nplan.y can rely. 

5. are many factors that ~u",~ .. ,,u,,,,, of an individual to be 

arising from 

others trust. Demographics, 

""''''''_''''''T role in ,U,u,L ..... v,u."'''''''"'F. 

6. Brand loyalty may differ hP1rUT~> .. n 

consumers have with 

7. Brand loyalty should be 

and attitudes towards the 

as market 

consumer to to a brand 

and education can an 

of consumers. 

cateJl:onles due to the level of 

behavioural patterns (repeat 

examined by evaluating a consumers U'-JLl'VJ.,;:) 

are more difficult to measure but can 

UPJ.HJ,UJ.Jl,;:) and actions regarding issues 

purchasing and 

8. A propensity to 

consun:ier is less to 

in segmenting consumers on the 

9. 

over national brands 

Proneness to buying 

brand loyalty. 

w."",,,,,,,-.> consumers 

a brand. 

to influence 

which 

of 

through perceptions and 

consumers have of their 

llJ.JlUJ.'''-ll.::l.LJ.UH a consumer has about a 1JJ.<:u.J.\.I.. 

with a brand are 

evaluation and deCl~non making. 

10. Consumers exhibit fairly strong emotional 

can 

extrinsic cues 

their 

loyalty to 

national Some products such as mealie meal a,.:>JlUJ.JLI'> nnu:rt1,.·,.. evoked a 
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discussion suggesting strong emotional between 

consumers 

11. Consumers are constrained by budget in their ~""",~,~,,,,,, Budgeting for the 

one of the prime and as a 

consumers. Consumers nrpt,> .... prl brands but 

they are short of or 

12. House brands are perceived as poor value money. Consumers 

would not choose a amount of money with 

to buy an item, they will resort '-"","""'-li-"-"- no names. 

13. ""_.~'n'~ shops play an important role as 

are generally used when as item runs out. 

Spazas stock the one or two ~"'(:.UJ.U~ nT'''::>n.,,, 

retail environment. 

14. Consumers' brand 

Consumers are particularly aware 

money the brands offer. 

Veltlle:nc:e stores the townships. Spazas 

are bought in small packages. 

so \'-'-L'u .. \.-·", in this informal 

on personal experience. 

between brands and the value for 

The figure on ... ..... 'c ...... ". some of the information gathered 

both the 

factors on the 

indicates 

making process. 

are 

to model the important 

~Gl.A.Uj'5 ..... rr..'~"""''''' and brand loyalty. 

can siro plify the 

1 
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9. REVISED HYPOTHESES 

9.1. PRIMARY HYPOTHESIS 

The township consumer shows a high level of brand loyalty, with brands playing a vital 

role in risk reduction. A large proportion of township consumers belongs to a brand 

loyal segment of consumers. Therefore, the introduction of a house brand targeted 

specifically at the emerging market would not be viable at present. 

9.2. SECONDARY HYPOTHESES 

a) Motivations for brand loyalty differ between people 

b) Socio-economic status influences likelihood of brand loyalty 

c) The extent to which consumers are likely to be brand loyal differs between product 

types 

d) Brand loyalty allows consumers to reduce risks involved in purchasing a product 

e) Brand loyalty allows for the simplification of the decision making process 

f) TownshiP. consumers, representative of low income consumers in South Africa, show 

a high level of brand loyalty in specific categories of FMCG's 

g) Attitudinal loyalty to brands is frequently not carried through to behavioural loyalty 

as a result of [mancial inability to purchase a preferred brand 

h) Risk reduction is the primary motive behind brand loyal behaviour amongst 

township consumers 

i) Financial risk is an important consideration in brand choice for low income 

consumers 

j) Perceived quality is a major influence on brand choice and brand loyalty 

k) Consumers' decision making processes when selecting both grocery store and brand 

are different in the informal compared to the formal retail environment 

1) Careful budgeting and price considerations play an important part in the decision 

making of township consumers. 
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m) Township consumers utilise 

stores 

n) Bulk shopping for FMCG's in 

constrained by the lack of ....... , .. "',," 

in the townships as ·c()n'vel:U€:nc:e 

...... ~'''LY' .... of the township 

0) Township consumers make U"" .... H.J.Ulli:> in formal retail outlets 

p) consumers 

.... nuL".'" oepen.os on the 

qJ undergo a decision J.J.J.<:u>...1J.J.~ 

formal retail outlets 

r) House are perceived to be 

s) 

t) 

brands are only bought when consumers 

brand 

brands/private labels would not be 

environment 

It would not feasible to introduce a 

when faced with a wider 

not enough money to buy 

township 

outlets the 
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The Quantitative Report discusses the results of the quantitative research and statistical 

analysis. The relevant hypotheses for each section will be presented at the beginning of 

the discussion, followed by the fmdings of the quantitative research. Conclusions will be 

drawn based on the analysis, in the context of the fmdings of the qualitative report. 

The report begins with an examination of the sample demographics, providing a 

background to, and underlining any possible bias, to the research results. 

(*Note that all figures, in the quantitative report have been rounded to 1 decimal place.) 
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10. DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF THE 

RESPONDENTS 

The 

sample. The 

possible, that 

area. The sample 

pre~selmed M peI:cetlta,ges characteristics are 

respondents. The 

raJt1QC)m representation 

of the total 

as far M 

Nyanga 

of 

household), 

the respondents, 

questionnaire was 

household grocery 

no 

to ensure that the re~>p(ln(lerlt 

and cultural norms 

was confIrmed; 

this means 

""IJ'.'''''''''''' (a defmed area 

IS 

data about this Soe~ClI:lC area 

person responsible for of the 

1nTp'I'"lJ"p""pr was required to ask a SCI'eeJIlU1l2 question 

........ "."' ....... the primary grocery shopper. In context of 

focus groups, it was 

respondents would 

"""If-'VJ,J.U';;;u. •. .:> were women' 11 men. 

do not require an in-depth comparison n<>l'ur~''''T'l 

the objectives of 

and female respondents. most 

objective was to 

a basis regarding grocery 

10.2. HOUSEHOLD SIZE 

re!;;pOnaen1ts were asked how 

household 

the household who .... L"'LVJJ',;:) on . 

dwelling, sharing llJ.<;;cu.;:, 

evaluating issues such as 
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household income and thus the issues surrounding income available for buying 

groceries and making choices based on price. 

The households in the area are relatively large, when considering the size of the homes 

and collective income. Over 25% of respondents have 8 or more people in the household, 

58,8% have between 5 and 8 people in the household. The average household has 6.3 

people. This average is however notdefmitive and cannot represent the entire population 

since the survey has a non-probability sample. Compared to Consumerscope 2000 data 

this average is very high - the estimated household size for LSM 4 and LSM 5 is 4.6 

people. 

10.3. HOUSEHOLD INCOME 

Household income is an important s t atistic, in understanding any ftnancial explanations 

behind choices and preferences. In this particular study income is important in testing 

the hypothesis that low income consumers are frequently brand loyal. Income will be 

tested as a discriminator and predictor in respondents' evaluation of statements, in light 

of the fact that the grocery budget for a household will strongly influence the 

perceptions of products and ability to include certain brands in their evoked set, or 

Figure 1: Monthly Household Income 

11% 

o ~R500 
~ R500·R899 

15% ~R900-R1399 

26% 

31% OR1400-R2499 

o R2500-R3999 

~ R4000+ 
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brand repertoire. 

83,3% of the respondents erun between RO and R 2499 rands, per household, per 

month. The combined income for the household is estimated to be an average of R1 450. 

Only 15,4% of households have an income of over R2500 per month. In terms of a per 

capita income, taking the average number of people per household and the average 

income, the respondents have an income of approximately R242 per person. These 

averages are congruent with the fmdings of the focus groups. Comparing these figures to 

census and AMPs data we can compare this income level to the averages throughout 

the country. On the basis of income, residential location (township) and housing type, it 

is estimated that respondents generally fall into LSM 4 and LSM 5 and can be 

considered low income consumers when compared to the upper LSM groups. (LSM 7 

and 8 have a household income of R7 295 and R13 109 respectively) (Consumerscope 

2000). The importance of income in the context of buying power and brand loyalty has 

been discussed in the literature review and will be explored further in this analysis. 

10.4. AGE 

In terms of the respondents' personal profIles; the average age of the respondents is 40 

years. See Figure 2. The range of the respondents' ages is very wide, from 14 to 81 years 

old. This is not an unexpected result. In many of the households, grandparents remain 

at home to look after the house401d, while younger people go out to work, and would 

thus be responsible fot grocery shopping. Often younger girls are given the responsibility 

of shopping as a household chore. Analysis will be conducted to evaluate any differences 

in attitudes between the different age groups. 
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Figure 2: Age Groupings (Years) 

11 % 
4% 
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10.5. MARITAL STATUS 

Figure 3 shows the marital status of the respondents. 

Figure 3: Marital Status 

9% 
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10.6. HIGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCA TION 

The highest educational level reached is shown in Figure 4. Most respondents have had 

some high school education, without having completed Matric, but few have a post 

matric qualification or degree . Generally the level of education is fairly low. 

In summary: 

Figure 4: Highest Level of Education 

50% 

Onone 

I!li primary 

I!li hlghschool 

Omatrlc 

Ohighschool+ 

fill postma tric 

~degree 

The typical respondent is a woman in her 40's, who lives in a household with 5 other 

people. The income for the household is approximately R 1 450 per month. The woman 

has had some high school education. 
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11. SHOPPING HABITS 

Hypotheses to be evaluated in this section: 

k) Consumers' decision making processes, when selecting both the store and a brand, 

are different in the informal compared to the formal retail environment 

1) Careful budgeting and price considerations play an important part in the decision 

making of township consumers. 

m)Township consumers utilise the informal retailers in the townships as "convenience" 

stores 

n) Bulk shopping for FMCG's in formal retail outlets outside of the township IS 

constrained by the lack of personal transport 

0) Township consumers make price-based decisions in formal retail outlets 

p) Township consumers employ limited decision making in the townships, where brand 

choice depends on the brand stocked by the retailer 

q) Consumers undergo a lengthier decision making process when faced with a wider 

choice in formal retail ou tlets 

In order to place the issues of brand choice and brand loyalty into context, it was 

necessary to understand where and how grocery shopping takes place. It was recogrllsed 

in the qualitative report that the consumers in this area shop at both formal and 

informal retail outlets, and this does influence the purchase choices they make. The 

focus groups indicated, in particular, that the product package size and product 

category played a role in the selection of where the item was purchased. Similarly 

package size and brand choice was influenced by choice of store, since local spaza shops 

stock only a limited range of brands and also smaller packages. This will be discussed in 

more detail as the analysis is presented. 
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11 . 1 . GENERAL SHOPPING HABITS AND PA TTERNS 

Question 3 in the questionnaire asked respondents where they conducted most 

of their grocery shopping. Figure 5 presents the results. The question was a 

multiple response item, i.e. the respondents could give more than one answer. 

The two most popular shops were Shoprite and Pick 'n Pay. Of all the shops 

mentioned Shoprite had 79% of the votes and Pick 'n Pay 300/0. As a percentage 

of respondents, 53,8% mentioned Shoprite and 20,5% Pick 'n Pay. Shoprite is a 

clear favourite for most grocery shopping. Very few mentioned any other options 

such as Spaza shops, wholesalers or trading stores. This confirms the results of 

the focus group sessions. While spaza shops and local trading stores are 

important convenience outlets, the main grocery shopping takes place at larger 

retail outlets. 

Obviously the choice is also influenced by what shops are available in the 

vicinity of the townships. More recently increasing numbers of retail chains 

such as Shoprite and Pick 'n Pay have moved closer to the townships into local 

shopping centres such as the relatively new Nyanga shopping centre. Access to 

these retailers is therefore becoming easier and there may be increasing 

pressure on spaza shops, which in the past were the only retail outlets available 

% 

Figure 5: Where do you conduct most of your 

grocery shopping? 
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ill the township areas. The "other» category is mostly composed of Elite and 

Diskom - grocery retail chains that are available in the area. 

For the most part respondents shop on a monthly basis (52%); a weekly basis 

(16,4%); or as and when they need groceries (28,5%). See Figure 6. The role of 

the spaza shop is thus apparent. Shoppers who complete a large shop on a 

monthly basis will need to replenish stocks of items such as bread and milk on 

a frequent basis, as they need the items. The spaza shops, conveniently located 

within the residential areas provide the ideal place to buy basic essentials that 

have run out or are required fresh on a frequent basis. 

53% 

Figure 6: How often do you go grocery 

shopping? 
[JAs & When I Need Items 

22% E!lEveryday 

~ Payday 

DWeekly 

OMonthly 

From the examination of the general shopping behaviour and together with 

evidence from the focus group discussions, it can be concluded that consumers 

generally use a larger formal retailer (in the local shopping centre or in town) 

when conducting their main grocery shop. Spazas (or local traders) are used 

primarily as convenience stores, for items too bulky to transport or items that 

have run out. 
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11.2. STORE CHOICE MOTIVATION & IN STORE 

DECISION MAKING 

11.2.1. Formal vs Informal Grocery Shopping 

In Section D of the questionnaire the respondents were asked about the issues 

surrounding shopping in informal and formal environments. 

95,6% of respondents preferred shopping in a larger retail chain such as Pick 'n 

Payor Shoprite, rather than at the local spaza. Respondents were then required 

to give a reason for their choice, interviewees could give more than one reason. 

The question was essentially open-ended with the answer post coded into a 

number of answer categories. The results are presented as a percentage of 

respondents who gave that particular reason for shopping at the larger stores. 

Respondents gave the following reasons for their choice: 

% 

Figure 7 : Reasons why you prefer to shop at 

the larger chain grocery stores. 
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Of all the reasons, the most common response was that the prices were low at 

the larger stores. 86,30/0 of all the respondents said "low prices" was the reason 

for their choice. Complementary to this was that 42,5% of the respondents said 
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that the local shops are expensive. Also, there are often special offers at larger 

shops, which 41,3% of respondents gave as a reason for choosing larger shops. 

In the focus groups many respondents indicted that they weighed up the cost 

implications of transport to a retail outlet in town, with the lower prices offered 

at such outlets. Decisions on where to shop often take budget restrictions into 

consideration. 33,8% said that they chose larger shops because there are so 

many brands to choose from. 

For the small percentage that preferred shopping at the local shop (3,6%) The 

two main reasons for choosing the local shop were that the bigger shops were 

too far away (37,5%) and that they would not have to walk and carry groceries 

far if they shopped at the local shop (37,5%) . 
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Figure 8: Reasons why you prefer to shop at 

the local stores. 
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Proximity to residence and the lack of private transport is clearly an issue in the 

choice of where to shop and acts in favour of the local spaza or trading stores. 

This fmding is strongly backed up by evidence from the focus groups which also 

suggested that transport is a vital consideration in the choice of a grocery shop. 

Conclusion: Accept hypothesis n) 
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Decisions related to the choice of retail outlet are made taking a number of 

elements into consideration. Prices, transport and convenience are important 

issues to include in the decision making process. Formal and informal retailers 

are generally used for very different purposes and offer the consumers 

independent benefits. The choice of a larger retailer centres around the benefits 

of lower prices and price comparisons. The choice of a spaza is generally 

determined by the need for convenience. These conclusions suggest the 

acceptance of the following hypotheses, which will be further tested with 

alternative data: 

k) Consumers' decision making processes, when selecting both the store and a 

brand, are different in the informal compared to the formal retail environment 

0) Township consumers make price-based decisions in formal retail outlets 

To explore motivations for choice of store and how shopping behaviours differed 

between formal and informal retail outlets in more detail, Questions 5 and 23 

posed direct statements to the respondents. Respondents were asked to agree or 

disagree with statements. It is important to note that the information is 

simplified because it is based on a dichotomous scale, a necessary trade off 

between depth of information and translation of meaning into Xhosa (as 

described in 3. Scope and Limitations). The results confirm the above 

discussion with regard to when and where they shop. 

«I often buy groceries in town because there are no big shops available m this 

area." 

64,3% agreed with this statement. There is only one large shopping centre in 

the Nyanga area, many consumers therefore fmd it necessary to go to town to a 

bigger and preferred grocery shop. 33,7% disagree. These consumers fmd the 

shops available in the area adequate for their requirements. From the focus 

groups it is apparent that there is a trade off between using shops that are 

nearby, but are often more expensive and do not have the selection of goods 

required and the problems of travelling to larger shops by taxi or train where 

there are lower prices and wider choice. 
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11.2.2. The Spaza: A Convenience Store 

Hypothesis to be tested: m) 

Township consumers utilise the informal retailers m the townships as 

"convenience" stores. 

"I buy groceries at the local shop / spaza when we run out of an item - it IS 

convenient to buy the item nearby" 

In examining the motivation for using a spaza shop, 83,7% agree with the 

statement. This complements the fmdings of the spaza shop questionnaire and 

the focus groups which indicate that for most people, the spaza plays the role of 

a convenience store rather that of a grocery store. 

"The local shops are very expensive but I still buy goods there because there is no 

where else to buy groceries if you run out of essentials" 

81,3% agreed and 15,9% disagreed with this statement. This data suggests that 

the success of the spaza shops arises because they are close to where the 

customers live, they are open at convenient hours and are available to yrovide 

the essentials. Larger shops and retail outlets are further away from the 

residents of the area. With very few people having a personal means of 

transport, it is difficult to go out a buy an item that has run out from a larger 

retailer, but extremely convenient to buy it at the spaza down the road, even if it 

more expenSlVe. 

"In the local shop things are very expensive so I only buy small quantities. " 

94% agreed with this statement and 2,8% disagreed. This suggests that the 

local spazas, like a 'corner cafe' offer consumers the convenience of buying an 

item at a moment's notice, but at a price . As a result of the items being more 

expensive consumers buy small quantities and avoid using the spazas for their 

main monthly shopping. 

Conclusion: Accept hypothesis m). 
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11.2.3. The Decision Making Process 

Hypotheses to be te s t ed: 

k ) Cons umers' decision making p roces ses, wh e n s electing both the stor and a 

br and, are d iffer ent in the infor m al compared to the formal retail e nvironment 

1) Careful budgeting and p rice considerations play an important part in the 

decision m aking of township consumers . 

0) Township consumers mal<:e price-based decisions in formal retail outlets 

p) Township consumers employ limited decision making in the townships, 

where brand choice depends on the brand stocked by the retailer 

q) Consumers und ergo a lengthier decision mak:ing process w h en faced with a 

wider choice in formal retail outlets 

The discussion related to the table of results below will examme the posed 

hypotheses. 
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1. In the big grocery stores I compare prices of 96% 1.6% 
the many brands and buy the best value for 
money 
2. In the big grocery stores there are so many 94% 4 % 
goods it is easier to just buy the same brand 
every time. 
3 . I buy the same brand regardless of whether I 76.2% 21% 
shop at the local store or at the big grocery 
store. 
4. In the local shop I have to buy the kind of 78.2% 17.9 % 
brand that the store stocks - there is no choice. 
5. In the grocery store there are often special 96.8% 0.8% 
deals or discounts so I often buy the grocery 
based on price. 
6. In the local shop things are very expensive so 94% 2 .8% 
I only buy small quantities. 

Statement one, with which the vast majority of respondents agree (96% ), 

suggests the acceptance of a number of hypotheses . Consumers include price 

comparisons and value for money considerations as an important part of the 

decision malcing process. When involving value for money evaluations, the 
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decision making process becomes more complex. In a small local store, where 

there are few brands available and prices are above those in a supermarket, 

such comparison is not always possible. Such comparisons of price in larger 

stores suggests the acceptance of hypotheses k, 1, 0 and q. 

Statement 2, with which 94% agree appears to conflict with the results of the 

previous statement. Most respondents report using brands as a simplification 

strategy when faced with a multitude of choices. This result would suggest the 

rejection of hypotheses k and q . This result must be viewed in the context of the 

alternative. When shopping at a local store, choices within a product category 

are minimal and wide price comparisons are not possible. Thus when faced with 

a large array of brands, consumers feel more comfortable buying the same 

brand time and again, but with the pressures of a limited budget must also 

consider prices, within their evoked set. While the intention is to buy the same 

brand, an evaluation of its price is still important. Thus the fmdings of 

statement 1 and statement 2 are not necessarily in conflict. 

Consumers in the focus groups discussed at length the value for money the 

brand leaders represent. Therefore, in selecting the same brand each time, the 

consumer simplifies the decision making process, because the value 

implications are known. When faced with a wide choice, consumers probably 

select their regular brand, but briefly confIrm the price and their value decision. 

When face with a category in which the price and value implications for the 

brands are unknown, or perhaps the entry of a new product or promotional 

deal, the consumer must engage in a lengthier process of price and value 

evaluation. Thus in different circumstance and for different product categories it 

is possible that consumers can agree to both statements. 

Statement 3 suggests that the type of retail outlet does not affect consumers' 

choice of brand. Bearing in mind the defmition of the spaza shops' stock, this is 

an expected result. Spaza shops stock only the brands consumers are willing to 

buy. Therefore the favourite brand for the majority of consumers is likely to be 

stocked at the spaza and there is no reason for the brand choice to alter 

between retail outlets. However, this statement is the one with which the 

greatest percentage disagreed (21%). This is also explained by the defmition of 
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the spazas' stock. For those consumers who prefer a brand that is not one of 

the most popular in the community, it may happen that the range of two 

washing powder brands, for example, does not include the consumers' usual 

purchase. Thus when the consumer needs to buy the item at the spaza shop, 

she is forced to choose a brand other than that which she would normally buy 

in the supermarket. 

Statement 4 suggests that many respondents feel that they are limited for 

choice in the spaza shops. Again it must be noted that the spazas cater 

specifically to the demand of their customers (according to the interviews with 

spaza owners). The results therefore do not necessarily indicate that the spazas 

do not stock the consumer's brand preference, but rather that the brand 

choices in the spaza shops are limited. This also explains why nearly 17% of 

respondents did not agree with the statement. The spaza shops are likely to 

stock their brand, so consumers do not feel that there is a lack of choice. 

Conclusion: Accept hypothesis p) 

The greatest number of respondents agreed with Statement 5. This once agam 

highlights how vital the evaluation of price is during the decision process. It also 

confIrms focus group discussion showing that supermarkets were favourable 

because of the greater probability of price deals and discounts. The availability 

of wide choice and a wider price range in the formal outlets allows for the 

increased role of price in formal retail choice situations. 

Conclusion: Accept hypotheses 1) and 0). 

The high percentage of agreement with Statement 6, in the context of focus 

group discussion confIrms the prior acceptance of hypothesis m). Although 

goods at the spazas are more expensive, if a consumer runs out of an item there 

are no nearby supermarkets, so the spazas are utilised as convenience stores, 

to "tide the household over". Consumers will therefore buy a small package, to 

reduce expenditure, at the time. 

In conclusion, consumers appear to be favourably influenced by low prices and 

availability of large ranges of goods in choosing their grocery store. While loyalty 
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to particular brands and habit influence brand choice, pnce compansons are 

always an important element of the decision process. 

Accept Hypothesis:./ Reject Hypothesis: X Hypothesis Pending:? 

k) Consumers' decision making processes, when selecting both the store and a 

brand, are different in the informal compared to the formal retail environment ./ 

1) Careful budgeting and price considerations play an important part in the decision 

making of township consumers. ./ 

m) Township consumers utilise the informal retailers ill the townships as 

"convenience" stores ./ 

n) Bulk shopping for FMCG's ill formal retail outlets outside of the township is 

constrained by the lack of personal transport ./ 

0) Township consumers make price-based decisions in formal retail outlets ./ 

p) Township consumers employ limited decision making in the townships, where 

brand choice depends on the brand stocked by the retailer ./ 

q) Consumers undergo a lengthier decision making process when faced with a wider 

choice in formal retail outlets ./ 
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12. BRAND LOYALTY IN THE TOWNSHIP 

MARKET 

Hypotheses to be tested in this section: 

f) Township consumers, representative of low income consumers in South Africa, show 

a high level of brand loyalty in specific categories of FMCG's 

g) Attitudinal loyalty to brands is frequently not carried through to behavioural loyalty 

as a result of fmancial inability to purchase a preferred brand 

h) Risk reduction is the primary motive behind brand loyal behaviour amongst 

township consumers 

i) Financial risk is an important consideration m brand choice for low mcome 

consumers 

12.1. METHODOLOGY AND MOTIVATION 

One of the pnmary objectives of this study is to evaluate the levels of brand loyalty 

amongst township consumers. Literature suggests that brand loyalty should not only be 

measured by behaviour (i.e. repeat purchases), but also by attitudes or emotional 

attachment to brands. This study examines brand loyalty amongst township consumers 

in two ways . Firstly by evaluating their attitudes and beliefs regarding grocery shopping 

and brand choice on a general level. Secondly, by evaluating their perceptions and 

behaviour regarding specific products and brands. Since literature suggests that brand 

loyalty for an individual is not necessarily a trait that applies to all product purchases, it 

was recognised that generalised statements were not therefore sufficient to get a full 

understanding of consumers' behaviour. Consumers were evaluated on their attitudes 

towards and purchase behaviour regarding four different product categories. 
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12.2. RESPONDENT SEGMENTATION BASED ON 

BRAND CHOICE MOTIVATION 

In Section C of the questionnaire respondents were presented with 23 statements 

related to brand choice. The statements are used individually and in groups to examine 

the motives of consumers and their attitudes towards grocery purchase issues. 

12.2.1. A Basic Understanding of Consumers' Attitudes 

The table on the following page shows the results of the basic frequency counts 

for the 23 statements in Section C. Any percentage over 85% has been 

highligh ted. 
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1. I have my favourite name brands that I buy all the time 88.5 10.7 

2 . I prefer to buy well known brands 93.3 5.2 

3. I prefer to buy brands that my friends also buy 79.8 17.5 

4 . I consider price fIrst 50.4 42.9 

5 . I consider quality fIrst 85.3 13 .9 

6. If a product has a high price, it must be very good quality 77.4 21 

7. I get confused in a store when there are lots of different brands, so 70 .6 21.8 

I always just buy the same one. 

8 . I watch very carefully how much I spend 72.2 19 

9. I look carefully to find the best value for money 71 25.4 

10. I usually buy the lowest priced products 86.1 11.5 

11. I buy the same brands every time I shop 95 .2 3.2 

12 . It is risky to try out new brands 67 .9 29.4 

13 . Buying good quality is very important to me 63.5 35.3 

14. I would feel embarrassed if a friend saw me buying the cheapest 65.5 32.1 

brand. 

15 . If a product is advertised a lot, it must be good. 56 33 .3 

16. I would rather pay more money for a brand that I know, because I 86.1 
I 

10 .3 

I know it will perform to my expectations. 

17. It is risky to buy the cheapest brand because low price means 35.3 59.9 

low quality 

18. If I have enough money I buy the brand that I like the most, 65.9 25 

regardless of the price. 

19. I only buy cheap brands if I am short of money at that time. 82.9 13 .9 

20. If a shop does not have the brand I want I will try and fmd it at 73 23.4 

another shop 

21 . I prefer to stick to brand names I know and trust. I 90.9 7 .9 

22. I often buy the supermarket no name brands 87.7 10.3 

23. I think no name brands are oflower quality 86 .1 12 .3 
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a) The Influence of Peers on Brand Choice 

Most people prefer to buy well known brands (93%). Literature indicates that 

many people exhibit brand loyalty in specific product categories only and that 

many consumers like to buy brands that appear to be bought by the majority of 

their peers. Buying a brand everyone else knows and likes reduces the risk of 

buying an inferior brand or perhaps a brand that is less socially acceptable or 

respected. 

A large percentage of respondents are influenced by the brands that their 

friends buy (79,8%) . Once again a social influence on brand choice, to reduce 

risk. Word of mouth has always been a great form of brand advertising and 

many of the respondents take advantage of their friends' experiences with 

brands, or use the same brands in order to "fit in" . 

65,5% of respondents would feel embarrassed if their friends saw them buying a 

cheap brand, which reinforces the idea that the respondents consider their 

peers' acceptance and approval of their choices to be important. Just over half 

the respondents feel that if a product is advertised a lot it must be good. In the 

literature, the size and strength of the brand were discussed as influencing the 

consumers' perceptions in the Double Jeopardy argument. A brand that is 

advertised a lot suggests that it is successful and that many people may be 

buying it. The social reassurance that this leads to can increase the consumer's 

confidence. Also, the more the consumer knows about the brand the better she 

is able to judge it. Many may disagree with this statement because they believe 

more strongly in personal experience to verifY the quality of the products. 

Nevertheless, there are a significant number of people who are positively 

influenced in their brand perceptions by the amount of advertising it displays. 

b) Repeat Purchasing 

Most people have favourite brands that they buy all the time (88.5%). A vast 

majority report buying the same brands every time they shop (95%) and also 
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stick to the brands they know and trust (90,9%). Thus most respondents show 

behavioural loyalty, but this will be examined further. 

c) Price and value based choice 

50,4% of respondents consider price fIrst when making a choice about brands 

and 86% say they usually buy the lowest priced products. Correspondingly 

59,9% do not believe that it is risky to buy cheap brands because low prices do 

not necessarily mean low quality. However, 77% believe that a high price means 

high quality. 

A cross tabulation of those who consider pnce fIrst and those who consider 

quality fIrst had unexpected results. Firstly, the cross tabulation was not 

significant (p=0,51) - it would have been expected that consumers would agree 

with only one of the statements, reSUlting in a significant relationship between 

the two variables. Secondly the table shows that 83,46% of those who said they 

consider price fIrst, also said they considered quality fIrst. This result indicates 

one of the recurring fmdings of this research. The low income consumers in this 

study have complicated decision making criteria when buying groceries. It is not 

sufficient to consider the quality of a product only, the price must also be 

evaluated in order for a calculation of value to be made. It seems consumers 

consider both price and quality when making decisions. The importance of 

value will be explored below. 

Out of necessity, many respondents are careful budgeters. A small grocery 

budget has to feed many during the month and so prices and value are an 

important issue in grocery shopping. 72,2% say they watch carefully how much 

they spend and 71% look to fmd the best value for money. Finding the best 

value for money, as discussed previously is a function of performance and price, 

rather than price alone. Having established· the importance of price in the 

decision process, it is interesting to note that 86% of respondents are willing to 

pay a premium for their preferred brand. This apparent paradox can be 

explained by examining the data below. 
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Focus groups revealed that respondents were often forced to buy cheaper 

brands (not their preference) because they did not have enough money to buy 

the brands they wanted. The data supports this reason for consumers to buy 

brands which do not necessarily fall into their usual evoked set. 82,9% said that 

they buy cheap brands, only if they do not have enough money and 65,9% said 

that if they had enough money they will buy the brand they prefer, regardless of 

pnce . 

Price and value therefore have a complex role in the decision making process. It 

appears that the respondents tend to be extremely price aware, in an effort to 

maximise value for money. Lack of money constrains the purchase of preferred 

brands. The issues of availability of money and value reoccur throughout the 

study as the complexity of brand choice amongst these consumers emerges. 

d) Qualit:y Issues 

Quality is important to the respondents as 85,3% consider the quality of a 

brand fIrst. This conflicts with the results of those who say they consider price 

fIrst. The cross tabulation presented in c) suggests that the two be used in 

conjunction when choosing a brand. 

63,5% say that quality is very important to them. From previous data and the 

focus groups, quality is important in a number of contexts. Quality is a 

component of the brand's value for money, quality brands are an extension of 

seli-image and quality guarantees top performance and functionality . A high 

level of quality is therefore important to consumers for different and multiple 

reasons . 

Having established the importance of quality, respondents were asked if house 

brands represented lower quality, 86% agreed. Discussion in the focus groups 

backs this fmding. Women were very vocal about the poorer qUality of "no 

name" brands and had little faith in the product to perform to the standards of 

the market leaders. 
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An overwhelming majority reports buying these house brands (87,7%). While 

respondents say that they look for quality and value for money in a brand and 

then say that the house brand products represent neither characteristic, most 

consumers still buy the brands. Once again focus groups provide the answer. 

Because house brands are generally the cheapest alternative, when the grocery 

money runs low and consumers require a certain number of products, they are 

forced to buy cheaper products to ensure that they can fill their grocery list. The 

choice is not their ideal or their preference, but in times of financial need the 

house brands fuliil a role of providing a product at a low price. The 

understanding of the dynamic between the buying and rating of the house 

brands begins to uncover the fairly involved evaluations that take place when 

purchasing groceries . 

e) Simplificat ion and risk reduction 

70,6% of respondents fmd that the repeated choice of brands helps them to 

simplify the decision process when faced with a multitude of brands in the 

larger grocery stores. Consumers use simplifying strategies such as evoked sets 

to reduce the am.ount of information they need to process. Sticking to one brand 

eliminates the need to make any evaluation. In the context of prior argument it 

appears that while the consumer may automatically "home in" on the set of 

acceptable brands, a quick evaluation of prices, deals etc. must come into play 

before the final choice. 

The cross tabulation of those who avoid confusion by repeatedly purchasing the 

sam.e brand and those who always search for the best value for money, 

indicates a significant relationship (p=O,028). 

no 

Column % 
Row % 

Column % 
Row 0/0 
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76,4% of consumers who say they always buy the same brand also say they 

look carefully to fmd the best value for money. Consumers use the brands to 

eliminate the need to consider value every time. If they have already decided 

that brand x is the best value for money, they need not re-evaluate each time a 

product is bought. By choosing the brand, they are choosing best value for 

money, although the calculation may not take place each time. When large 

arrays of brands are presented, such use of brands to ensure value without a 

very lengthy and confusing calculation process is important to the consumer. 

Similarly by sticking with the same brand, consumers can avoid buying a new 

brand that does not perform to expectations. 67,9% believe that it is risky to try 

new brands. This is particularly true for lower income consumers. If a new 

brand on trial does not perform, there is unlikely to be extra money to replace it 

with another. The less information the consumer has about the brand the 

greater the risk. 

To evaluate the motive of risk avoidance, the following risk avoidance 

statements were grouped together: 

• I would rather pay more money for a brand that I know, because I know it 

will perform to my expectations. 

• It is risky to try out new brands 

• It is risky to buy the cheapest brand because low price means low quality 

These statements suggest that brand loyalty enables the reduction of purchase 

risks. 20,6% of respondents agree with all these statements. 

JJ The Acid Test 

Many marketers believe that the acid test of brand loyalty is consumers' 

behaviour in an out of stock situation. Consumers who are truly committed to 

the brand will not settle for anything less and will go to another shop to fmd the 

brand. 73% of respondents said they would go to another shop. The validity of 

this depends (as it does with all other statements) on the product being bought. 

Many consumers show this kind of commitment to a particular brand but not 
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for any other product category. Focus groups indicate that many consumers 

have a brand "back up" - a brand that they would buy if their preference was 

not available. The "back up" is however limited, usually to one alternative 

brand. 

g) Conclusion 

The attitudes and perceptions of consumers regarding brand choice appear to 

overlap and conflict. However, when regarded in the context of many of the 

focus group discussions, it is clear how many opposing attitudes can coexist for 

these consumers. The respondents have strong affmities for and belief in 

particular brands bu t practical issues of money tend, under certain 

circumstances, to override the belief in paying for quality and always buying a 

preferred brand. 
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12.2.2. Attitudinal Statements used to Segment 
Respondents 

To recap on the qualitative report; studies have used attitudinal statements, 

with an "agree", "disagree" response required from the consumer, to group 

respondents into various choice motive segments. Respondents who answer the 

battery of questions in a particular way are grouped together. It was suggested 

in the literature review that to test true brand loyalty, as opposed to just 

attitudinal or behavioural loyalty, consumers motivations must be "tested" by 

including statements to which they are required to answer negatively. For 

example a respondent being classified as a "Price Shopper" must agree with 

statements like " 1 always compare prices" but also disagree with statements 

like "I always buy the same brand". In this way a rigorous test is established 

ensuring that respondents truly fall into the said segment. 

In the quantitative questionnaire, the lists of statements served to give a general 

understanding of the consumers' beliefs and groups of particular statements 

were used in an effort to divide respondents into groups describing the 

motivating factors behind their grocery choices. The objective was to establish 

what proportion of the consumers in the study could be classified as brand 

loyal. 

a) Basic Methodology 

A simple segmentation of consumers is used to start the analysis. The relevant 

statements from the list were grouped together according to the brand choice 

motivation they represented. According to the literature and the objectives of 

this study, the following types of shoppers were identified as possible segments 

for the consumers under evaluation. "Price Buyers", " Brand Loyals", "Habit / 

Simplification Buyers", " Social Buyers" "Value Buyers" and "Quality First 

Buyers". For each buyer group, a set of statements was chosen with which the 

respondents had to agree, in order to be classified as belonging to that segment. 
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It was recognised that many consumers would have overlapping attitudes and 

would be categorised in more than one group. 

Since the segments of interest is the "Brand Loyals", further tests were run after 

the more simple segmentation, using statements to which the consumer had to 

agree and some to which they would have to disagree (as suggested in the 

Literature Review) . The results of this attitude segmentation are presented 

below, with a simplistic and then progressively more complex evaluation of the 

brand loyal groups taking place. 

The following table shows that statements used to identify consumers with 

similar brand choice motives: To be classified in a particular group, the 

consumers had to agree with all the statements for the segment. While this is a 

fairly simplistic test, the objective of the study is to focus on those consumers 

that are brand loyal and therefore it is not necessary to spend too much time 

conclusively classifying respondents as being part of another segment. The 

basic segmentation exercise gives a general understanding of the key 

motivations when selecting groceries. To identify Brand Loyals in a more robust 

manner, further tests will be applied. 
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I have my favourite name brands that I 

buy all the time 

I would rather pay more money for a 

brand that I know, because I know it will 

perform to my expectations. 

If a shop does not have the brand I want I 

will try and fmd it at another shop 

I prefer to stick to brand names I know 

and trust. 

I consider price first 

I watch very carefully how much I spend 

I usually buy the lowest priced products 

I often buy the supermarket no name 

brands 

r . ..-: !,' ~_:~_,,"4_. ~. r:--,..- .... -.---; --" .... : .. - r.-;--__ .~_- .• -, • - "... -- -"';-- ,- - - , 

I ,~~.: '.I ~::· .. :I'".."""'.~_: __ ~/: f- .... ~('- •• • •• :-"'I~ .... ~ ,",,' , ... _ f 

I prefer to buy well known brands r consider quality first 

I prefer to buy brands that my friends If a product has a high price, it must be 

also buy very good quality 

I would feel embarrassed if a friend saw Buying good quality is very important to 

me buying the cheapest brand. me 

If a product is advertised a lot, it must be I think no name brands are of lower 

good. quality 

I get confused in a store when there are I watch very carefully how much I spend 

lots of different brands, so I always just I look carefully to find the best value for 

buy the same one. 

I buy the same brands every time I shop 

money 

I would rather pay more money for a 

brand that I know, because I know it 

will perform to my expectations 

I only buy cheap brands if I am short of 

money at that time 
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i) Price Buyers 

Price buyers are those who prioritise getting the lowest prices and sticking 

closely to a budget. Price buyers use the price of a grocery as the key decision 

factor. They often buy the lowest priced groceries and the supermarket house 

brands. 

By selecting all the respondents who agreed with the set of statements (in the 

table above), it was calculated that 28,97% of the respondents fall into this 

category. Price is an important factor because of the limited budget many of the 

consumers have for their grocery shopping. Focus group discussions showed 

that the consideration of price was key since the amount of money with which 

to buy groceries is fmite. Careful spending ensures that all the necessary 

groceries are bought each month. 

ii) Value Buyers & Budget Buyers 

An important fmding in the focus groups was the understanding of value for 

money and depth of knowledge and calculations of how to get the most value for 

money. Respondents indicated strongly that being price and value conscious is 

not independent of buying the best brands, rather the opposite is true. Brands, 

a guarantee of quality and performance last longer an-d. perform their function 

better than cheap alternatives, the more expensive brands often offer better 

value than lower priced brands. Many consumers see value as one of the 

primary benefits of the brand. Per unit of grocery, the brand offers more value 

and therefore works out cheaper than lower priced goods. With this 

understanding of the value, price, quality interaction, the classification of 

consumers into a "Value Buyer" as separate to "Price Buyer" is important. While 

many appear to base their choice on low prices, analysis must take into account 

that in the face of value considerations, more expensive brands are bought, 

because in the long run, they are cheaper (per unit - per cup of tea or load of 

washing) 

To be classified into the "Value Buyer" segment the consumer had to 

demonstrate that she consciously looked for good value, used her budget 
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carefully and sees the benefits of brands in delivering value for money. She is 

only tempted to buy cheap brands when she has no alternative . 44,4% of the 

respondents fall into the "Value Buyer" segment. 

The Value Buyer aims to maximise the use of her money and operates within a 

budget. The Budget Buyer which is a subsection of the value buyer, makes 

choices in the context of the amount of money available to her. Budget Buyers 

agree with both of the following statements: 

• If I have enough money I buy the brand that I like the most, regardless of the 

pnce. 

• I only buy cheap brands if I am short of money at that time. 

The focus groups showed that many consumers made decisions based on the 

amount of money available to them at the time of purchase. Many reported 

buying cheap brands when they were short of cash, but when they had enough 

money the preferred brand was bought. To test this, consumers who agreed 

with both the above statements were grouped together. 

57,5% of respondents indicated that they alter the factors determining brand 

choice, depending on fmancial circumstances. i.e. when consumers are short of 

money, they are forced to fmd the cheapest brand, to ensure that they at least 

have the product, even if it is inferior. When consumers have enough money, 

they are able to make decisions based on quality, preference and value for 

money. This is an important fmding because it helps to explain why there is 

apparent conflict in the statements with which consumers agree. 

iii) Social Buyers 

Inferred from the focus group discussions was the image brands communicated 

about the consumer. Respondents like to use brands that are popular and do 

not like to be seen using low priced or inferior quality items. As suggested by 

the literature, consumers often feel more confident buying a popular brand and 

also brands with strong and prevalent advertising. Knowing that they join a 

large group of users reduces the risk of buying a brand. 
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33,7% of respondents belong to this group. Buying brands that their friends 

buy or brands that are the market leader gives consumers confidence. These 

results, in conjunction with the focus group discussions also suggest that 

because of the low income of these consumers, usual products that are bought 

as status symbols or indications of self-image, such as cars or high fashion 

clothing are not affordable. Grocery brands, to some extent, may be bought in 

congruency with self-image or to gain acceptance in a social context. A woman 

who uses Iwisa, uses it with pride and enjoys the fact that she provides her 

family with the best and that she is indicating her preference for quality to 

society. 

iv) Habit I Simplification Buyers 

Literature indicates that brands are often bought habitually, possibly part of a 

simplification strategy on the consumers' part. Buying the same brand 

repeatedly allows the consumer to eradicate a long decision making process for 

every day shopping. If she simply buys the same brand each time, she no longer 

has to evaluate all the attributes of all the brands. In supermarkets where there 

are a multitude of choices for each product category, sticking to one brand 

allows the consumer to cut through the confusion caused by information 

overload. Classification in this group also suggests that the consumer may be 

brand loyal, should the repeat purchasing be backed by an attitudinal loyalty. 

A large percentage, 68,9%, of the respondents was classified in this group. This 

large percentage is due to a number of factors . Firstly there are only two 

statements defming this group, therefore it is "easier" to be classified in this 

group rather than for example the Brand Loyal group (which has more 

statements) . The statements are broad, so this category is indicative rather than 

defmitive of consumers who may choose brands out of habit or simplification 

alone. 

v) Quality Firsts 

Consumers who fall into this group are concerned about the quality of their 

purchases. As opposed to price, for the Price Buyer, quality is the key decision 
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factor. These consumers see higher prices as an indication of better quality and 

believe that buying qUality items is important. From the focus groups it is clear 

that quality plays an important part in the evaluation of value for money. 

38,1% of consumers fall into this group. 

v) Brand Loyals 

These consumers stick to their favourite brand and do not like to try new 

brands. They are prepared to pay a premium for a brand that they know will 

perform and are prepared to go to another shop if their favourite brand is not in 

stock. This selection of statements is simplistic, but will be used to conduct a 

more detailed analysis. 56,7% of respondents fall into this category of basic 

brand loyalty. 

More than half the respondents therefore demonstrate a propensity to buy the 

same brands repeatedly and with some commitment (will go to another shop to 

fmd the brand). 

vi) Discussion 

It is evident that this fIrst segmentation of consumers using the statements is 

not fully conclusive. While it gives a feel for the motivations, it does not 

eliminate duplication of respondents across groups or ensure each respondent 

is classilled. However, as stated, the segmentation of the respondents is not the 

objective. A better understanding of the overall influences on consumer choice 

allows for the more detailed analysis of their propensity for brand loyalty. What 

becomes clear, in conjunction with the frequency counts for each statement, is 

that there are a number of motivating factors working concurrently in the 

consumers' brand choice. 

The number of Brand Loyals is more than half the respondents, but not an 

overwhelming majority, which conflicts with the hypothesis of this study. A 

deeper look at the statements that defme Brand Loyals and a more complex 
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analysis are described below to examine the township consumers' propensity for 

brand loyalty. The data begins to suggest that motives amongst these 

consumers are more complex that just a single objective (such as lower prices or 

best quality) 

vii) Brand Loyals Revisited 

Literature indicates that Brand Loyalty exists when consumers demonstrate a 

behavioural loyalty (in repeat purchases - which is clearly proven in section 

12.2.3.) as well as attitudinal loyalty (a strong belief in and advocacy of their 

brand). Focus groups showed that the consumers not only demonstrated repeat 

purchasing, but also a vocal and enthusiastic commentary on their favourite 

brands, their benefits and excellence. It would seem logical that empirically this 

would be upheld. 

By using generalised statements it is difficult to prove loyalty because 

numerous attitudes, as well as behaviour, must be tested to separate Habit 

Buyers from Loyals. By using numerous statements that would indicate brand 

loyalty and requiring consumers to agree with all, the chances of being included 

in the group are lower than being classified in a less complex segment. 

Furthermore literature suggests that the segments should be described using 

both positive and negative responses to eliminate duplication. (As described in 

12.2.2 above). The following analysis takes the statements and looks at the 

progressive indications of brand loyalty and the resulting numbers of 

consumers that are classified at each step. 

Step one: Basic Loyalty 

• I have my favourite name brands that I buy all the time 

• I would rather pay more money for a brand that I know, because 1 know it 

will perform to my expectations. 

• If a shop does not have the brand I want I will try and fmd it at another shop 

• I prefer to stick to brand names I know and trust. 
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To estimate the proportion of respondents with very basic indications of brand 

loyalty, consumers who agreed with the above statements were grouped 

together. 56,7% of respondents agreed with all four statements. The statements 

are however generalised and in order to refme the segment further statements 

were added in step 2. 

Step 2: Brand Loyals 

To classify the brand loyal group (in the context of the pnor discussion of 

restricted budgets) consumers must be brand loyal when fmances allow. Brand 

Loyals use brands in risk avoidance, because they have a strong belief in the 

consistent high quality of their favourite brands. If all the following statements 

relevant to these additional criteria for Brand Loyals are added, the size of the 

group diminishes substantially to only 13,5% of the respondents. 

• I have my favourite name brands that I buy all the time 

• I would rather pay more money for a brand that I know, because I know it 

will perform to my expectations. 

• If a shop does not have the brand I want I will try and fmd it at another shop 

• I prefer to stick to brand names I know and trust. 

• It is risky to try out new brands 

• It is risky to buy the cheapest brand because low price means low quality 

As expected the group is small. Only some of the respondents have all the 

attitudes that would single out those who are brand loyal. This result however 

does not mean that few consumers are brand loyal but perhaps that 

motivations for loyalty are different for individuals. 

The complexity of measunng brand loyalty m a general setting and in the 

context of multiple motivating factors leads to the conclusion that very few 

respondents can be segmented into mutually exclusive groups. As was shown in 

the basic frequency counts, agreement with nearly all the statements is 

particularly high, showing that consumers take many factors into account when 

selecting a brand. The brand criteria on which decisions are based change for 

different products or circumstances. So while consumers may believe strongly 
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m most of the statements, disagreement with one discount them from the 

group . 

Step 3: Decreasing Segment overlap by using negative statements 

To use the test suggested in the literature, the statements defming basic brand 

loyalty were combined with statements that theory suggests brand loyal 

consumers would disagree with. The following pattern of agreement was 

necessary for consumers to be classified into this more robust segment. 

Respondents must agree with: 

• I have my favourite name brands that I buy all the time 

• I would rather pay more money for a brand that I know, because I know it 

will perform to my expectations. 

• If a shop does not have the brand I want I will try and fmd it at another shop 

• I prefer to stick to brand names I know and trust. 

And disagree with: 

• I usually buy the lowest priced products 

• I often buy the supermarket no name brands 

Only 10 consumers (4%) are classified as Brand Loyals using this segmentation. 

The selection of Brand Loyal consumers using agreement with statements, does 

not appear to be particularly useful in proving that township consumers are 

brand loyal. However there are many important issues that arise from the 

analysis. The most important fmding is that for these consumers brand choice 

criteria are multiple and changeable depending on circumstances. While it 

appears that there is conflict in that consumers use conflicting criteria to 

evaluate brands, focus groups suggest that all the suggested motivating factors 

are used, sometimes concurrently and other times separately but differently for 

different circumstance and products . 

It is suggested that because a multitude of motives are employed in brand 

choice and the process is more complex because of fmancial restraints, the use 
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12.3. BRAND LOYALTY EVALUATED FOR SPECIFIC 

PRODUCT CATEGORIES 

By examining general comments about grocery shopping it was difficult to pinpoint 

motives for brand choice and loyalty, as these are frequently different for different 

products. In order to develop a deeper understanding consumers were asked about 

specific products: washing powder, tea, mealie meal and toothpaste. The questions 

regarding these products were analysed in the context of the above hypotheses. 

12.3.1. Correspondence Analysis 

To give a general overview, before looking at the data in detail the following two 

correspondence maps show i) the correspondence between the brands and their 

quality ratings and ii) the brands and consumers' intentions to buy them. 

Correspondence maps show the relationship between two sets of variables. The 

distance between the variables indicates the strength of the relationship. The 

closer two variables are to each other, the higher the Chi-square value and 

stronger the two are related. 

The correspondence maps show graphically this relationship between variables. 

The clistance between variable is evaluated in relation to each axis (x and y) and 

the importance of each axis in explaining the relationship is inclicated by the 

Eigen value and % of Inertia for each axis. The further points lie from the origin , 

the more significant their relationships are and it should be noted that clusters 

falling within the range "bands" of -0,2 to +0,2 are not usually considered 

statistically significant. 
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The above correspondence map shows quality ratings related to brands. The p 

value for the analysis is 0,0, which indicates a significant relationship. 

Dimension 1 explains 66,34% of the variation in the data, while Dimension 2 

explains only 21,4%. The proximity of points on a horizontal level is therefore 

most important. 

The correspondence maps shows that the brand leaders, Joko, Omo, lwisa, 

Colgate and Aquafresh all cluster around the "excellent" co-ordinate, which is at 

-1.0 (far enough from the origin to be significant). On the other end of the scale 

the unmarked brands, predictably centred around the "don't know" co-ordinate. 

The cheap brands and house brands tend to cluster around the "in between" co

ordinate. 
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The above correspondence map is a 1 dimensional map showing the 

relationship between brands and the intent to purchase them. (p value = 0,0) 

It is clear that the same brands that corresponded with excellent quality in the 

fIrst analysis, correspond with positive intention to buy. Similarly the unmarked 

brands correspond to the "would not buy" co-ordinate. 
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12.3.2. Evaluation of Product Categories and Brands 

The results are discussed per product category, with conclusions regarding the 

acceptance of hypotheses presented at the end of the section. The discussion for 

each category closely follows the layout and methodological descriptions for the 

washing powder category. 

a) Washing Powder 

i) Brand Choice and Brand Attitudes 

The chart below shows the brands currently in the homes of the respondents: 

Figure 9: What brand of washing powder do 

you have in your house today? 

31% 

DOMO 

GlSURF 

~SKIP 

o BIOCLASS IC 

DSUNLIGHT 

~OTHER 

Omo is by far the most popular brand with 69% of respondents having it in 

their homes. This is followed by Surf, then Skip and the other brands. From this 

it appears that Omo has an exceptional brand dominance amongst these 

consumers. The fact that Omo and Surf, out of a wide variety of washing 

powders available, dominate this market suggests a very high usage of these 

brands amongst this community. The focus groups also indicated the leadership 
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of these two brands, but also suggested a high level of loyalty towards these 

brands for reasons of trust, performance and quality. 

When asked how often they buy their brand of powder, 77% said they always 

buy the same brand, 13.9% said they bought the brand most times and 9% 

reported buying the brand occasionally. When the frequency of purchase was 

cross tabulated with the brand bought (table presented in Section 13.3), Omo 

and Suri had very high percentages (80% and 78% respectively) of those buying 

the brands, reporting that they only bought that brand. These figures indicate 

strong behavioural loyalty in the washing powder category. 

In order to evaluate attitudinal responses toward the brands, respondents were 

given a number of statements from which they could choose the most 

appropriate to describe their attitude toward the brand. The question was 

multiple response giving respondents the opportunity to select more than one 

100 

60 

60 

% 

40 

20 

o 

statement. 

Figure 10: Perceptions about current 

washing powder 
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Respondents were asked how they would feel if they had to lend a friend some 

of their washing powder. 91,9% said they were "confident that it would clean 

well", 48,4% said they would feel "confident, knowing that I had bought the best 
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washing powder". Only one respondent felt "nervous that the powder would not 

clean very well, but it was the only one I could afford". Cleaning ability is the key 

factor in the decision making process of these consumers. Consumers tend to 

buy a product that they can trust to perform. Focus groups also indicated that 

the cleaning power and ability of the washing powder was paramount. 

Consumers indicate a high level of emotional loyalty towards their brands, as 

they feel confident in lending their washing powder to a friend, knowing that the 

powder is guaranteed to clean well. The testimonial-like discussions and 

responses in the focus groups also indicated a strong relationship with and 

confidence in the respondents chosen brands. Washing powder brands are 

chosen based on trusted performance above any other characteristic. The fact 

that an insignificant number of consumers were nervous about the cleaning 

power of the product suggests that respondents are not willing to risk paying 

less for a product that does not perform. 

ii) The relationship between quality and propensity to purchase: 

Literature suggests that there is a strong relationship between the consumers' 

perceptions of quality and their propensity to purchase the brand. To evaluate 

and compare consumers' perceptions of different brands within a product 

category, respondents were required to rate the quality of a number of brands 

and then indicate purchase intention. 

Once again the same selection of products was used. For each product category 

the respondent was asked to evaluate one or two market leaders, house 

brand(s) (if available), the cheapest brand and an unbranded product. For each 

brand the respondent was presented with a photograph. Respondents were first 

asked to rate the quality of the brand on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 was "the 

worst quality" and 5 "the best or excellent quality". Subsequently the 

respondents were asked to say if they would ever buy the particular brand. 

In each product category section, under the discussion of the relationship 

between quality and purchase intention, a graph and an average score is 

presented for each brand. Percentages of respondents who would and would not 

ever buy the brand are also stated. 
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Figure 11 : Quality Ratings for Wash ing 

Powder Brands 
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Orno is rated by 75,40/0 of the respondents as the best or excellent quality 

washing powder; 11,9% rated it as good quality and only 9, 1 % rated it between 

1 and 3 (worst to average quality). The mean score for Orno is 4,6, which 

indicated the general high regard in which respondents view the quality of Orno. 

This is in fact the second highest mean score after that of lwi~a. 90,50/0 of the 
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respondents said they would buy Omo, while only 4,8% would never buy the 

brand. 

When cross tabulating the results of the qUality ratings and the intent to buy, 

there is a clear correlation. The cross tabulation has a p value of 0.0, which 

indicates a statistically significant relationship between the two variables. 83% 

of respondents who would buy Omo rated the brand as being of excellent 

quality. For those that rated Omo excellent, 99% would buy the brand. For 

those consumers that would not buy the brand, 83% rated the quality as 

average to worst quality. The cross tabulation thus shows that the quality 

perceptions consumers have of a brand do influence their intent to buy the 

product. 

Surf 

Surf is rated as being of excellent quality by 35,3% of respondents; good quality 

by 40,5% and as average quality by 12,3%. The mean score is thus lower than 

that of Omo, at 3.98 which shows that on the whole the respondents view the 

brand as good quality. 82,9% said they would buy the brand and 10,7% said 

they would never buy Surf. There is noticeably less trust in the quality of Surf 

than Omo and this translates into a greater percentage of respondents claiming 

they would not be persuaded to buy the brand. 

Daisy 

Daisy lS a "generic" type washing powder, there is little advertising for the 

brand, it has little brand image and is generally sold on price. It is one of the 

cheapest washing powders available. It was expected that ratings for the brand 

would be low, with a high percentage of respondents not willing to buy Daisy. 

Only 6,3% saw the brand as good or excellent; 34,5% perceived Daisy to be of 

bad or the very worst quality; 35,7% said they though it was of average quality 

and 18,7% did not know what kind of quality it was. This uncertainty is an 

important response in itself because in reducing risk during purchases one 

would argue that a brand of unknown quality might be avoided. This will be 

discussed in more detail. The cross tabulation of intention to purchase and the 

brand rating, showed a significant relationship between the two variables for 
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Daisy (p= 0.0). Of those who did not know how to rate Daisy's quality, 86% 

would not buy the brand, 78% of those who perceived Daisy as the worst qUality 

also would not buy the brand. Knowledge of good quality is an important 

element in consumers' brand choice. 

If we discount the "do not knows" to determine and average score, Daisy got a 

mean rating of 2,4 which shows that it is perceived as a poor quality product. 

36,1% said they would buy Daisy, while 54,4% said they would never buy the 

product. 

Pick 'n Pay No Name 

22,2% were unsure of the quality of this brand. Only 4,8% rated the brand as 

good or excellent, leaving the bulk of the responses in the average, bad or worst 

categories. The average score (excluding those who did not give a rating) was 

2,2, indicating a poor rating of brand quality. 

31,7% would buy the powder while 58,7% said they would never _buy Pick 'n Pay 

No Name brand washing powder. 

Shop rite Washing Powder 

Half the respondents rated the quality of Shoprite's house brand to be bad or 

the worst quality, 24,2% were unsure of the qUality of the product. Only 4,8% 

said that the brand was good or excellent. The average score for this brand is 

1,9. This is slightly lower than the Pick 'n Pay brand - and the patteITl of 

comparison between these two brands will be followed. 

In spite of the less favourable rating slightly more respondents said they would 

buy the product (33,3%) and 56,3% said they would never buy the brand, this is 

probably because respondents are more likely to shop at Shoprite and therefore 

more likely to buy no name brands at that store. A cross tabulation, with a p 

value of 0.0 (indicating the significance of the relationship) shows that of those 

who are unsure of the quality of the product, 98% are unwilling to buy the 

brand. 84% who rate the no name washing powder as "the worst" quality would 

not buy the brand. 75% of those who rate the brand as "good" or "excellent" 

would buy the brand. However, 60% of those who rate the brand as "bad" or "in 
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between" would buy the brand. This anomaly is fairly easily understood in 

terms of focus group discussions and will form the subject of much further 

discussion. While consumers do not rate the no name brand very highly, the 

products are bought because they are available at lower prices, the influence of 

fmances and budget interferes with the preferences of the consumer. 

Unmarked 

As expected the ratings for the Unmarked washing powder have many "do not 

know" responses (59,5%) . While the fieldworkers tried to get respondents to rate 

the brand as if they were looking at a new product on the shelf, it appeared that 

the unfamiliarity with the brand was problematic for respondents and they 

could not give a rating to the brand. From this it can be concluded that brand 

experience plays a very important role in the brand evaluation process. For 

consumers who are limited by tight budgets, taking chances on unknown 

products can be disastrous. 

31,7% rated the quality as the worst or as bad. This was an expected result as 

many consumers attach connotations of product quality to the quality and 

appeal of the packaging. For an item about which they know nothing, packaging 

is the only element from which they may judge the product. As such with the 

very simple and plain packages of the unmarked goods, it was expected that 

quality ratings would be low. The average rating for those respondents who did 

allocate a score was 1,6. 

In a cross tabulation of ratings and intention, there was no significant 

relationship . The p value was 0 .69 (the required p value for a statistically 

significant rating at the 95% confidence interval is p < 0.05) . The probable 

cause of this lack of relationship is the overriding unfamiliarity of the brand and 

the inability to rate its quality. However as described above, the cross tabulation 

does show that the majority of consumers could not rate the brand and the 

majority of consumers would not buy the brand. 

It is apparent that the ratings for the branded market leaders are far above the 

score for any of the other brands and that the ratings for the unmarked 

"generics" are the lowest. This is a particularly good illustration of the principle 
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that brands are a promise of quality and consistency and allow consumers to 

attach a number of positive associations with the product. The results indicated 

that as the perception of quality increases, as does the consumers willingness to 

buy the brand. In the washing powder category this is clearly indicated in the 

focus groups where respondents cited quality in terms of cleaning power as 

being a priority. Quality is also represented by the "strength" of the powder, 

allowing consumers to use a little powder to achieve good cleaning results. 
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b) Tea 

i) Brand Choice and Brand Attitudes 

Figure 13 shows which tea brands are currently in the home of the 

respondents. The most popular brand (50 .8%) is Joko, this is followed by Glen 

(18.7%) and other brands (11 %) which is primarily made up of consumers who 

buy Rooibos tea. 10,7% buy Five Roses. 

Figure 13: What b r and of tea do you have in 

your house today? 

19% 
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73% of respondents always buy the brand, 19.4% buy the brand most times 

and 5.6% buy it occasionally. Cross tabulations (table in Section ##) show that 

75% of consumers who buy Joko always buy that brand, 77% of those that buy 

Five Roses stick to that brand and 83% of Glen buyers always buy Glen tea. 

Respondents were asked to complete a sentence explaining why they chose their 

particular brand, by choosing statement(s) from a list of alternatives. 

74.4% said they selected their tea because it had the best taste . 43.5% said it 

was the brand that made the strongest tea. 7.60/0 chose their brand because 

they believed it was the best quality. 6,7% chose the brand because they are 

familiar with it and always buy the same brand. 4.9% buy the brand that they 
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can afford at the time. From these answers it is apparent that the consumers 

value a tea with preferred taste and strength over other considerations. 

Consumers also appear to have a larger repertoire of teas than washing 

powders, fewer people bought only one brand of tea, although it is still clear 

Figure 14: Perceptions about current tea 

brand 
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that consumers in general have a favourite brand, which they can trust to 

deliver strength and flavour. 

The behavioural loyalty demonstrated by the high number of consumers buying 

the same brand all the time is complemented by the attitudinal loyalty indicated 

in the focus groups and shown by the large percentage of consumers that 

believe their brand has the best taste of all the tea brands. 

ii) The relationship between quality and propensity to purchase: 

As described for washing powders, respondents were asked to rate the quality of 

different brands and then indicated their purchase intention. 
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Figure 15: Quality Ratings for Tea Brands 
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The graphs compare the ratings for the tea brands, illustrating the relationship 

between quality of purchase intent. 
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Joko 

Joko, as discovered in the previous discussion is the most prevalent tea brand 

in the homes of the respondents, as such it is expected that the consumers 

have a relatively high regard for the brand and many are prepared to buy the 

brand. 

76,2% see Joko as excellent quality and 11,1% good. Only 7,5% see Joko as "in 

between", "bad" or "the worst" quality. Joko has a mean score of 4,5 indicating 

that consumers perceive the brand to be of very good quality. 

84,9% will buy Joko and only 9,1% say they will never buy the brand. A cross 

tabulation of these results with the quality ratings revealed a significant 

relationship between perceived quality and purchase intention (p = 0 .0). Of 

those consumers who rated Joko as excellent, 94% would buy the brand, while 

of those that rated the quality as "in between" or lower, only 43% would buy 

Joko. 

Pick 'n Pay No Name Tea 

Once again relatively large percentage (16,7%) did not know what the quality of 

the tea was. A similar percentage rated the tea "the worst" quality, while 51,2% 

rated the tea as "in between" or "good". The average score was 2,9 indicating 

that the tea was perceived as neither good nor bad quality - an average or "in

between" quality tea. Respondents are fairly equally split between those who 

would and would not ever buy the tea. 46,8% said they would buy the tea and 

44% they would not. 

Once again a cross tabulation showed a significant relationship (p=O.O) between 

quality perception and purchase intent. Of those who rated the brand as the 

worst quality, 95% would not buy the brand, while 92% of those who rated the 

quality as excellent would buy the brand. 
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Comparing these results to those gathered for the Pick 'n Pay washing powder, 

it is clear that the tea is perceived as better quality than the washing powder, 

with more people willing to buy it. 

Shop rite Tea 

This brand also had 16,7% of respondents unsure of the quality but a slightly 

smaller percentage rating it as "in between" or "good" (48%) or as excellent 

(4,4%). Shop rite tea had an average score of 2,8. The two house brands 

therefore received fairly similar ratings on their quality. 

48% of respondents said they would buy the tea and 42,9% said they would 

never buy the tea. This indicates a slightly higher propensity for respondents to 

buy Shoprite tea rather than Pick 'n Pay tea. 

Unmarked Tea 

As expected many of the respondents (46,4%) could not rate the unmarked tea.; 

21,8% rated it as "the worst" quality tea and 17,9% rated it as "bad" in terms of 

quality. The average score for the unmarked tea was 1,95, which was slightly 

higher than that of the unmarked washing powder. Once again the relationship 

between quality ratings and purchase intent was shown with a statistically 

significant cross tabulation indicating that the lower the quality rating, the less 

inclined a consumer is to buy the brand. 
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c) Toothpaste 

i) Brand Choice and Brand Attitudes 

Colgate and Aquafresh are by far the most popular toothpaste brands. Together 

they dominate 92.9% of the market. 54.4% buy Colgate and 38.5% buy 

Aquafresh. 

See Figure 17. 

39'/, 

Figure 17: What brand of toothpaste do you 

have in your house today? 
1% 
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77% of respondents always buy the same brand and 17.9% buy it most times. 

In a cross tabulation of brand against purchase frequency (presented in section 

13.3) 78% of respondents who buy Colgate always buy that brand and 75% of 

those who buy Aquafresh are loyal to that brand. 

Respondents were asked to complete the sentence " I buy this toothpaste for my 

family because ... " 61,4% of respondents completed the sentence with "I can trust 

this toothpaste to clean my family's teeth very well". 40,8% said "I am prepared 

to pay more to keep my family'S teeth healthy"; 34.5% said, "I know this brand 

will give us fresh breath"; 24,7% said "we like the taste" and 18,8% said they 

bought the toothpaste because a it is the cheapest, the one we can afford". 
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In choosing a toothpaste brand respondents choose one that they trust and are 

prepared to pay more for brands that will keep their teeth healthy. Attitudinal 

loyalty in conveyed in the feelings of trust and confidence consumers have in 

their brands. From the focus groups it was apparent that consumers sought 

multiple benefits from their brands (health, fresh breath, whiteness and taste). 
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Figure 14: Perceptions about current 

toothpaste brand 
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A brand must be able to live up to all those expectations so the risk of changing 

brands is high, because so many criteria are important. 

ii) The relationship between quality and propensity to purchase: 

The relationship between quality and brand choice is once again explored by 

comparing ratings with purchase intention. 
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Figure 15: Quality Ratings for Toothpaste 

Brands 
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Colgate 

57,9% rated Colgate as "excellent / the best" qUality; 28,2% rated it as "good" . 

Only 6,30/0 rated the brand as "the worst" or "bad" or "in between". The average 

score for Colgate was 4,4 which reflects the perception that Colgate is of very 

good quality. 

85,3% said they would buy Colgate with only 7,1% saying they would never buy 

that brand. A satirically significant cross tabulation (p= 0.0) indicates that 94% 

of those who rate the brand as excellent would buy the brand, while those that 

consider Colgate to be of the poorest quality, would not buy the brand. 

Aquafresh 

95,6% of respondents rated Aquafresh as being "good" or "excellent" quality. It 

has an average score of 4,5. 

87,7% would buy Aquafresh while only 5,2% say they would never ,buy the 

brand. It would appear that Aquafresh is slightly ahead of Colgate in terms of 

quality rating and purchase intention. 

Dentazyme 

This brand falls into the same category as Daisy washing powder. It is a low 

priced toothpaste which enjoys very little marketing or image building. Its main 

selling point is price. 37,3% see the brand as average quality, 14,7% regard it as 

good quality. Once again a high percentage were not sure of the quality (19%). 

The average score for the brand was 3. This indicates that consumers see the 

quality of this brand to be very average. This may be important when price is an 

issue, since the product is cheap; consumers may resort to the brand under 

fmancial pressure knowing that the toothpaste is of reasonable quality. 

Indeed, despite it's very average quality rating the brand would be bought by 

52,4% of respondents and 37,3% would never buy the brand. Issues of 

affordability have to be considered when examining the motivation for 

consumers including this brand in their brand repertoire. 
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d) Mealte Meal 

i) Brand Choice and Brand Attitudes 

lwisa is the most popular brand of mealie meal, with 68,3% of respondents 

having the brand in their homes. Impala is in 21,8% of the homes and together 

these two brands dominate 90% of the market. 

Figure 21: What brand of Mealie Meal do you 

have in your house today? 
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!§IMPALA 

DINDUNA 

Mealie meal shows the highest percentage of respondents (80%) who always buy 

the same brand, this suggests that loyalty to a particular brand is particularly 

strong for this product. This is not surprising as mealie meal forms an essential 

and staple part of most of the respondents' diet and it is thus important for the 

consumers to buy a product they like and trust. 

When asked why they buy the particular brand for the family the following 

responses were chosen: (see figure 22) 

62,8% chose the brand they trusted to cook well every time; 37,2% chose the 

brand they believe is the best quality; 29,6% chose the brand based on taste; 

26,5% chose a brand they can trust to taste good time and time again; and 

15,30/0 chose the brand because it is the cheapest. Consumers in focus groups 
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indicated strong relationships with their brand of mealie meal, with similar 

reasons for brand choice emerging as in the above data. Consumers buy a 

Figure 22: Perceptions about current mealie 

meal brand 
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brand that they can trust. Since this product forms the mainstay of many 

consumers' diets, the guarantee and promise the brand offers of consistent 

quality and performance is very important. 

Consumers exhibit strong signs of brand loyalty, not only in their level of trust 

and actual purchase patterns, but particularly in their defence and explanation 

of their brand choices. 

ti) The relationship between quality and propensity to purchase: 
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Figure 23: Quality Ratings for Mealie Meal 

Brands 
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Iwisa 

As one of the most popular brands (established from the focus groups) it was 

expected that lwisa would receive high ratings and high purchase intention. 

82,9% of respondents rated this brand as "excellent", the highest rating of all 

the brands. Furthermore the mean score was 4,8 indicating a widespread 

perception that the quality of lwisa is excellent. 

Correspondingly 86,5% would buy the brand and only 6,7% said they would 

never buy Iwisa. (they are probably loyal to another brand). A cross tabulation 

(with p = 0.0) shows that 90% of those who would buy lwisa rate the brand as 

excellent quality. 

Induna 

Induna was selected as a lower priced, less popular brand of mealie meal. Many 

respondents had no experience of this brand (although it is freely available in 

the formal retail outlets) and 18,3% did not know what the quality of the meal 

was. 52,4% rated Induna as "good" or "excellent" quality. 

The average quality score for Induna was 3,6 indicating that for the most part 

those that could give a rating perceive the meal to be of average to fairly good 

quality. 

59,1% would buy the brand and 31,7% would never buy the brand. The cross 

tabulation indicating the significant relationship between quality and purchase 

intent, shows that 96% of those who rate the brand as excellent are prepared to 

buy it as opposed to 75% of those who rate the brand as the worst quality who 

will not buy Induna. 

Unmarked Mealie Meal 

Once again the unmarked brand was not rated by a large number of 

respondents (38,5%) . 21,4% perceived the brand to be of "the worst" quality and 

23% as "in between" . The Unmarked product had a mean score of 2,2, which 

suggest that the quality is not rated very highly at all. 65,9% of respondents 

said they would never buy the brand. 
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e) Cluster Analyses of t he Brands 

To veritY the findings from the analysis of each separate brand, Cluster and 

Factor analyses were conducted with the 17 product variables to uncover any 

groupings and similarities between the different brands. Cluster Analysis proved 

to be the more effective grouping method. Firstly the brand ratings were 

analysed to examine the relationships of brands and the consumers perceptions 

of quality. Secondly the propensity to purchase variables were analysed to 

evaluate patterns in brand preference. It was expected that the strong brands 

would group together, as would the house brands and unmarked products 

respectively. 
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The hierarchical cluster analysis with the quality rating variables produced a 

tree diagram, as illustrated. 

As is evident from the diagram above, the brands have been grouped together by 

the cluster analysis of their quality ratings in a manner that was to be expected. 
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Very clear clusters have developed. The two major clusters separate the market 

leader brands from the rest (house brands, cheapest brands and generics). 

There is a clear perception amongst consumers that these top brands are 

different in quality to the other listed brands. From previous analysis it is clear 

that the market leaders have significantly higher mean quality ratings. 

Within the cluster of "non market leaders" a number of smaller clusters can be 

identified. Firstly there is a clear grouping of the unmarked products. These 

products consistently received low ratings and are perceived as similarly inferior 

by the consumer. The washing powders: Daisy, Pick 'n Pay No Name and 

Shoprite Yellow Label clustered together. Consumers view these product as 

similar quality. The last two groups are the two house brand teas and the cheap 

toothpaste and mealie meal. It is clear that consumers perceive house brands to 

be of similar quality (there is no major differentiation between the Pick' n Pay 

and Shoprite brands) and that these house brands are grouped with the lowest 

priced products in terms of consumers' quality perceptions. 

The cluster analysis therefore shows how consumers tend to group products 

into quality categories and clearly separate brand leaders from lower priced 

brands. 
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In the second cluster analysis, the consumers' propensity to buy the brands 

was analysed to evaluate if there was a similar pattern to that emerging form 

the quality ratings. 
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Tree Diagram for Purchase Intentions 
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A very similar pattern emerged compared to the hierarchical clustering of the 

quality ratings, suggesting (in the context of previously discussed data) that 

there is a strong relationship between the perceived quality and intent to 

purchase. 

Once agrun the brand leaders clustered together forming a major group. A 

second significant group was formed by the unmarked, low priced and house 

brands (from Daisy down to Shoprite Tea in the diagram) Again Induna and 

Dentatzyme clustered together. 

The cluster analysis shows that the market leaders are grouped together as the 

brands that the respondents are most likely to purchase. The other brands 
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cluster together on the basis of consumers decreased willingness to buy them. 

In particular unmarked products are grouped together as products consumers 

are not willing to buy and the two house brands are grouped showing that 

consumers tend to consider them equally in terms of purchase intent. 

General Comments: 

Large numbers of the respondents appear to buy the same brand and report 

buying that brand only. This suggests that there are clear favourite brands 

within the comm unity and this corresponds to fmdings from the spaza shop 

interviews which revealed that even if the shops stock only 2 or 3 brands they 

are satisfying the demand of their consumers. 

The market leader brands were all rated very highly on quality and had very few 

people who claimed they would never by the brand. The house brand products 

were less highly rated and none scored greater than and average rating of "in 

between". The unmarked products were very poorly rated, with many 

respondents not giving a rating at all. For those that did rate the products the 

average was usually a rating of "bad" quality. A consistent percentage of around 

65% of respondents said that they would never buy the unmarked brands. 

On a superficial level this underscores the consumers' need to have some 

experience, whether it be fIrst or second hand about a brand, in order for them 

to make a positive purchase decision. While many said they did not know how 

to rate the brands, what is notable is that those who did rate the brand, rated 

them very unfavourably, even thought they knew nothing about the brands. 

Furthermore, at fIrst sight, most of the respondents were not prepared to buy 

such an unbranded product. 

The respondents' affmity for strongly branded products is thus illustrated by 

the declining ratings and propensity to buy the brands as the products move 

from market leader brands, to lesser known brands, house brands and to 

unbranded goods. 
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12.4. CONCLUSIONS: B&4ND LOYALTY IN THE 

TOWNSHIP MARKET 

The hypotheses set at the start of this section are evaluated in light of all the analysis of 

consumers' attitudes, respondent segmentation and specific brand perceptions. With the 

complexity of brand decisions emerging as a key fmding, it is difficult to test each 

hypothesis with one statistical analysis only. The hypotheses have thus to be evaluated 

based on consideration of all the data available. 

While township consumers may not demonstrate the typical attitudes of brand loyal 

consumers, the attitudes towards individual brands and the patterns of brand leader 

purchase suggest that indeed the township consumers are strong supporters of brands 

rather than cheaper alternatives, as an ultimate preference. When circumstances allow 

the consumers to have a brand choice, they invariably choose their preferred brand 

which is most likely to be one of the market leaders . 

The attitudinal loyalty of these consumers appear to be very strong, but may not be 

backed by a show of behavioural loyalty due to fmancial constraints. 

Accept Hypothesis: ./ Reject Hypothesis: X Hypothesis Pending:? 

f) Township consumers, representative of low income consumers in South Africa, show 

a high level of brand loyalty in specific categories of FMCG's ./ 

g) Attitudinal loyalty to brands is frequently not carried through to behavioural loyalty 

as a result of fmancial inability to purchase a preferred brand ./ 

h) Risk reduction is the primary motive behind brand loyal behaviour amongst 

township consumers ./ 

i) Financial risk IS an important consideration m brand choice for low income 

consumers 
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13. INFLUENCES ON BRAND LOYALTY 

Hypotheses to be tested in this section: 

a) Motivations for brand loyalty differ between people 

b) Socio-economic status influences likelihood of brand loyalty 

c) The extent to which consumers are likely to be brand loyal differs between 

product types 

d) Perceived quality is a major influence on brand choice and brand loyalty 

Literature indicates that motivations for and influences on brand loyalty differ between 

individuals and also that there are many factors, which contribute to a person's 

propensity for brand loyalty. Literature suggests that demographics and socio-economic 

variables such as income and education influence brand loyalty. Brand loyalty also 

differs across product categories and according to consumers' product involvement. 

Brand loyalty may also differ between people based on their perceptions, values, and 

desire for social status and risk avoidance. 

The following analyses evaluate the influences on and motivations for brand loyalty 

amongst the respondents. 

13.1. PERSONAL MOTIVATIONS FOR BRAND LOYALTY 

The different motives for brand loyalty have emerged throughout the analysis. In order 

to clarifY the information, results will be revisited. 

In section 12 .2.1 consumers' attitudes regarding the purchase of groceries were 

examined and the consumers were then segmented according to these attitudes. The 

analysis indicated that consumers had mUltiple motives for brand choice and brand 

loyalty. Consumers buy brands repeatedly to reduce fmancial risk due to known 
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performance standards (brands offer the guarantee of consistent quality); to reduce 

social risk and to simplify the brand choice process. 

In section 12.3.2 the analysis of specific brands and consumers' reasons for their 

consistent choice indicated the differing motivations for choosing certain brands. The 

motives differ between people and between product categories. Individuals may therefore 

buy the same brand, but with different reasons or an individual may have different 

motives for buying certain brands within separate product categories. It has also 

become clear throughout the discussion that motives may differ depending on the 

circumstances surrounding the purchase. Brand loyalty may allow the consumer to 

decrease confusion or decision making time in a large grocery store or may reassure the 

consumer that the product they buy is of consistently good quality. 

For washing powder brands the key motivations were confidence in cleaning power 

(91,9%) and knowledge that the brand is the best available (48,4%). For tea, some 

consumers made a choice based on taste (74,4%), others on tea strength (43,5%) and 

7,6% because they know the tea is the best available. When choosing toothpaste 

consumers were motivated by trust (61,4%), need to ensure family's dental health 

(34,5%), taste (18,8%) and the need for a product that will ensure fresh breath (24,7%). 

Consumers chose mealie meal for reasons of trust (62,8%), quality (37,2%), taste 

(29,6%) and 15,3% made a choice based on price. 

It is clear that consumers have different motives for buying brand consistently, for one 

individual the motive may be the qUality of the product and for another the value, based 

on comparison of both price and performance. 

Literature suggests that the psychographics of a consumer may influence their 

propensity to be brand loyal. A person who is averse to change will be less inclined to try 

a new product. Someone who enjoys novelty may like to try new brands as often as 

possible. 

To evaluate the motive of risk avoidance, the risk avoidance statements were combined 

to calculate the number of consumers who use brands as a means of risk avoidance. 

The following statements were used to select the respondents: 
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13.2. THE INFLUENCE OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC 

VARIABLES ON BRAND LOYALTY 

Literature on brands and house brands indicates that some of the influences on a 

consumer's propensity for brand loyalty are socio-economic status and demographics. In 

particular the variables of income and education are acknowledged as influencing the 

propensity for brand loyalty amongst consumers. In order to test such an hypothesis, an 

analysis based on the segmentation of consumers (in 12.2.2.) was conducted. The 6 

Buyers Segments (Brand Loyals, Price Buyers, Social Buyers, Quality First Buyers, 

Habit Buyers, Value Buyers) were evaluated by income, education, age and gender of the 

respondents. The information is presented per socio-economic / demographic variable, 

to evaluate the impact of these variables on motivations for brand choice. 

13.2.1. Income 

Brand Loyals: 

The chart shows that the majority of those consumers classified as "Brand 

Loyals" fall into the R500 - R1399 income bracket. To eliminate the bias of the 

generally low income of the consumers, the percentages of each income group 

who are Brand Loyals was calculated and is presented in the table below. The 

fIrst column of figures indicates the percentage of those who were classified as 

Brand Loyals, who are in each income strata and the second column indicates 

the percentage of the total number in each strata who have classified as Brand 

Loyals. 

I '-~ ~ ',- - , , . -~ ~ . .. ~ .- .. , 

" ., ;r '. 
i: 
<R500 9 46.4 

RSOO-R899 35.7 65.4 

R900-R1399 23.8 52.2 

R1400 - R2499 11.9 43.6 

R2S00 - R3999 7.7 57.9 

R4000+ 10.5 75 
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There is a clear indication that income level does influence brand loyalty. The 

percentages of respondents who are Brand Loyal vary considerably between 

income groups. There are significantly more Brand Loyals in the highest income 

group, possibly because they are able to afford their preferences more often. 

Price Buyers: 

<RSOO 10.7 21.4 

RSOO-R899 44.6 39.8 

R900-R1399 23 .2 20 

R1400 - R2499 12.5 17.9 

R2S00 - R3999 5.4 15.8 

R4000+ 3.5 10 

Recalling that 22,20/0 of the total sample were classified as price buyers, the low 

percentages in the second column are understandable. A smaller number of 

consumers from all strata are Price Buyers as opposed to Brand Loyals. 

Consumers in the R500 - R800 stratum are most likely to be Price Buyers. It is 

noticeable that there are more Price buyers per stratum. in the lower income 

groups than in the higher. This is logical as one would expect consumers with 

lower budgets to look more carefully for lower priced goods. 

Quality First Buyers 

. - .. - . - l 

- - - ---

<RSOO 9.4 32.1 

RSOO-R899 33.3 41 

R900-R1399 25 36.9 

R1400 - R2499 13.5 33.3 

R2S00 - R3999 9.4 56.3 

R4000+ 8.3 40 
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Quality buyers appear to be spread across all the income groups, but are slightly 

more prevalent in the high income groups, where perhaps the consumers can 

afford to consider quality above other considerations such as budget. 

o 

Income does appear to have an influence on choice motivations and propensity to 

be brand loyal. It must be noted that the sample group are all low income 

consumers and thus large differences within a homogenous groups cannot be 

expected. 

13.2.2. Education 

For this analysis, the highest level of education reached was condensed into two 

strata: Low education (Some high school down to no schooling) and high 

education (Some high + diploma to a degree). 

Brand Loyals 

r- - . - . 1 -= .. f' .. ~ ~-~",,;~~ 
.. ~ - , .. , , / , , , - - . i - .. -. .. ' 

I 
I , 

, , I .~.~ - - - . . . 
Low 75.52 60 

High 23.78 48.6 

Price Buyers 

..,~ ':-~ . ::- .. =-:""'1" - -'",~ .--.-_ -. - . ; --. ~--,--,-" ~ - .. --.. ~~. - . - -

.. ; , ' / ( 
_ _ 1_ _-' I j', J - .. .' 

. . , . , 
Low 87.9 2 7 .2 

High 12.5 10 

Only 10% of those who have had a more advanced education are classified as 

Price Buyers compared to 27,2% of those who have had less education. More 

consumers with lower education are brand loyal. The literature suggests that as 
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education increases, sophistication of the consumers and confidence in decisions 

increases as well. This data would tend to support that theory as those with less 

education appear to be more inclined to stick with the same brands. More 

sophisticated consumers are often more confident in making new choices and 

may therefore be less risk averse and brand loyal. 

Qua lity Buyers 

- ... . -- ~ -, . -.-" . , , - ,. .. - . .- ~ . 
, . 

, I " . - . - - . -.: 
Low 81.3 43 

High 17.7 24.3 

More consumers are concerned about quality than price, but it is interesting to 

note that a greater percentage of less educated consumers are concerned about 

quality than more educated consumers, This may be affected by the fact that the 

more educated consumers are likely to have better jobs and higher incomes. They 

are not as constrained by grocery budget and therefore do not evaluate the 

quality and prices of goods to the same extent that less educated consumers with 

lower incomes do. 

13.2.3. Gender 

Although the majority of consumers interviewed were female, there is a group of 

male respondents in the sample. To evaluate if choice motivations differ between 

the genders, the segments are evaluated separating male from female. 

Brand Loyals 
, . - - ---,;-- -~ ~ - - . --- ~ ... -. -- . - . , - -,. .- -
I, 

. -- , . 

Female 88.8 57 

Male 11.1 55 
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There is not much difference in percentage of brand loyal males compared to 

females. It appears that more than half of both genders show indications of brand 

loyalty. 

Price Buyers 

"'" ~ - ~ .J -r" -:- -.-
.. '.' - '-~"-. .- ,,- - - . , . - -' . - - ..... 

I - , . ; 

L.~ I ' .. .~.{ ( ... ; "' ! .,-.. ' . 
Female 87.5 22 

Male 12.5 24 

Again a similar percentage of each gender are classified as prices buyers. 

Quality Buyers 

",';:;'-" - - - -- ~ .. I :;- - .• ' • ~-~~ - - - .' . -., 
• 
" , -, ~ .,' '. _.' -:.: -I ' . : . ' ., -
Female 90.6 39 

Male 9.4 31 

A slightly larger percentage of females are Quality Buyers. 

From the limited information (low proportion of male to female interviewees), it 

appears that there are no significant differences in choice motivations between 

the genders. Similar percentages of each gender are classified in each group. 

13.2.4. 

The age categories were combined into two larger groups for this analysis. The 

younger group (14-40) and the older group (41 +). The segments were 

recalculated on the basis of this age group slit to evaluate any influence on choice 

motivation by age. 
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Brand Loyals 

Younger 61.5 57 .9 

Older 35.7 54 .3 

Slightly more of the younger consumers are classified as brand loyal. 

Price Buyers 

Younger 51.8 19.1 

Older 48 .2 28.7 

There are far more price buyers in the older age group, a 9,60/0 difference. 

Quality Buyers 
-- - -.. . , 

- .. - -

Younger 53 .1 33.6 

Older 46.9 47.9 

There are far fewer younger consumers in the Quality Buyer group than in the 

older group. 

There are differences in motivations between the age groups. Older consumer 

appear to be motivated by quality and price more than younger consumers who 

are more likely to be brand loyal. 
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13.3. PRODUCT CATEGORY INFLUENCE ON BRAND 

LOYALTY 

Cross tabulations between the brand and the frequency with which it is purchased gives 

more insight into the stated loyalty of consumers to particular brands. By comparing 

reported loyalty across product categories, it is possible to test hypothesis d). 

OMO column % 72% 57% 65% 
row % 80% 11 % g% 

SURF column % 16% 20% g% 

row % 78% 18% 5% 

SKIP column % 4% 6% 17% 
row % 57% 14% 30% 

SUNLIGHT column % 4% g% 0% 
row 0/0 70% 30% 0% 

OTHER column % 3% g% g% 

row % 50% 30% 20% 

The table shows that of those people who always buy the same brand (i.e. indicate 

behavioural loyalty), the majority are loyal to OMO (72%). Of those people who buy OMO 

80% report that they always buy this brand. For those people that buy Surf, 78% report 

they always buy the brand, but of those people who are behaviourally loyal to their 

brand, only 16% are buyers of Surf. The p value for this cross tabulation is 0,089. Since 

it is greater than 0,05 it indicates that the results cannot be regarded as significant at 

the 95% confidence interval. The relationships should therefore be regarded as 

indicative rather than definitive. 
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Basic frequency counts show that 77% of respondents always buy the same brand. 

~l~":'"----;->'---; .... : 
~ .. ,..-.. - '";" .. ~. --:-. .,- . . - 4~.'; 

.• t. , - - . - -
"~ 

l". 
i -, - .-

:~-' '" ' . 
. ' ., -or ~- ,- _, __ - • : ~. ___ .! .: ~."""~'- : .. _:,- __ J • • ' -.. 

~ --.' • _ "'1- -.;.- - . .- .. ,-.~ . .- .- ·c . .. 

JOKO column % 52% 57% 29% 
row % 75% 21% 3% 

GLEN column % 21% 14% 7% 
row % 83% 15% 2% 

FIVE ROSES column % 11% 6% 21% 
row % 77% 12% 12% 

OTHER column % 10% 10% 29% 
row % 67% 19% 15% 

The cross tabulation, which is statistically significant (p=0,03) shows that people who 

buy Glen are more likely to be loyal to their brand (83% always buy Glen). For those that 

buy Joko a significant percentage (75%) consistently buy that brand. 

Frequency counts show that 73% always buy the same brand of tea. 

ir.-:""'" -; ' . .. -; 1 '.- .-:- - . ,,- ~ .--, cc-- • -, . ", ~~-;- - ~r _ .. "-. --"I' l - ... 
I", .' . - - - . - '.: " .... -; - - . -

r ?, , . .' 
t ~ _ I ' 

.... . 
:...~~~ , . . -. .' . - .. '. - " 

COLGATE column % 55% 58% 36% 
row % 78% 19% 3% 

AQUAFRESH column % 38% 40% 55% 
row % 75% 19% 7% 

CLOSEUP column % 4% 0% 0% 
row % 89% 0% 0% 

77% always buy the same brand of toothpaste. Of those 55% always buy Colgate and 

38% Aquafresh. Colgate has a greater number of consumers and on the whole they are 

loyal to the brand, this makes it more difficult for other brands to break into the market 

and perhaps explains why there are so few other brand names bought amongst the 

consumer group. The table suggests that most people like to buy one brand of 

toothpaste repeatedly. 
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- -

r 
" .. - - - - . - - -- - . .. . -- ,. - - . - -- --

IWISA column 0/0 70% 64% 100% 
row 0/0 83% 15% 2% 

IMPALA column 0/0 22% 23% 0% 
row 0/0 83% 17% 0% 

ACE column 0/0 7% 5% 0% 
row 0/0 88% 13% 0% 

Mealie Meal has the most brand buyers who report that they always buy one brand. 

80,2% say that they always buy the brand the currently have. The percentages of repeat 

buyers for each brand in the table above also indicates a higher level of brand loyalty in 

the mealie meal category than in any other. lwisa, with 70% of those who always buy 

the same brand, is clearly the market leader with a broad base on loyal consumers. 

The percentages of consumers who always buy the brand they currently have differ 

slightly between product categories. For instance far more people stick to one brand of 

Mealie meal than tea. Focus groups also suggested that brand loyalty differs slightly 

between product categories. While consumers are more willing to choose between 2 or 3 

brands of tea, they are less willing to buy an alternative mealie meal brand. 
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13.4. PERCEIVED QUALITY INFLUENCES BRAND 

CHOICE AND BRAND LOYALTY 

Many consumers make choice decisions based on their quality perceptions of the brand. 

Basic segmentation showed that 38,1% of consumers generally make decisions based on 

quality (see 12.2.2). Over 85% of consumers say they consider the brand's quality fIrst 

(12.2.1). If we examine motivations for consumers to choose specillc brands repeatedly, 

it is clear that consumers believe the products they are loyal to will consistently deliver 

the expected quality, whether it be in a brands taste, functional ability (e.g. cleaning 

strength) or a combination of benefIts. Brand loyalty gives the consumer peace of mind 

that they product will perform to expectations. 

The relationship between quality rating and a consumer's intention to buy specillc 

brands was clearly indicated in section 12.2.2 where correspondence analysis and cross 

tabulations illustrated that brands with higher quality ratings were more likely to be 

bought by consumers. The perception of a brand's quality is therefore critical to the 

choice of brand and secondly the brand's promise of consistent quality encourages 

consumers to remain brand loyal. For consumers who see quality as an important factor 

in brand choice, brand loyalty is a method to ensure consistent qUality each time they 

shop. 

Accept Hypothesis:./ Reject Hypothesis: X Hypothesis Pending:? 

a) Motivations for brand loyalty differ between people ./ 

b) Socio-economic status influences likelihood of brand loyalty ./ 

c) The extent to which consumers are likely to be brand loyal differs between product 

~es ./ 

d) Perceived quality is a major influence on brand choice and brand loyalty ./ 
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14. BENEFITS OF BRAND LOYALTY 

Hypotheses to be tested in this section: 

d) Brand loyalty allows consumers to reduce risks involved in purchasing a product 

e) Brand loyalty allows for the simplification of the decision making process 

The literature review clearly discusses the different benefit brands offer the consumer. 

From the focus groups it was established that the benefits that are important to these 

consumers are reduction of risk (fmancial and social), the guarantee of performance, 

higher quality leading to better value for money. 

The key element that has ansen throughout the analysis is that fmancial risk and 

constraints playa central part of the decision making process for consumers. 

Data presented previously in the discussion of brand choice statements and the analysis 

of individual products is revisited to prove these hypotheses. 

70,6% of respondents say that they stick to the same brand to avoid confusion when 

faced with a multitude of brands. Brands at present are prolific in many grocery 

categories. Considering the complex decision making process that many consumers 

employ, evaluating quality, price, value for money and reliability of performance is time 

consuming and becomes even more complicated and confusing when trying to evaluate 

more than two brands. By reducing the size of the evoked set or sticking to a single 

brand, consumers are able to simplify the decision process. 

Buying brand reduces risk on a number of levels. Many consumers like to buy brands to 

avoid the risk of buying a brand that is seen as inferior by their friends . It is easy to buy 

a "socially acceptable" brand if one simply buys a brand that is preferred by peers, 

79,8% prefer to buy brand that their friends also buy. Similarly 65,5% are concerned 
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about their peers' opinions, they would feel embarrassed to be seen buying a cheap 

brand, because of the message it conveys of being "stingy with money" or not having 

enough money to buy a preferred brand. 

Financial risk avoidance is a key motivator in buying brands for low income consumers. 

With limited budgets consumers cannot afford to make a "shopping mistake" . 86% 

would rather pay more for a brand that they know will perform. From the focus group 

analysis is it clear that consumers believe that buying more expensive or better quality 

brand is cheaper in the long run. The brands last longer and perform their functions 

better and thus deliver more value to the consumer than cheaper goods. Buying good 

brands repeatedly allows the consumer to avoid the risk of spending money on an 

inferior product that they cannot afford to replace. 

67,9% of respondents believe it is risky to try new brands. Because of the combination 

of social, [mical and time risks involved in making decisions about new brands, many 

people will simply continue to buy the same brands. (95% report buying the same brand 

every time they shop). 

Accept Hypothesis:./ Reject Hypothesis: X Hypothesis Pending:? 

d) Brand loyalty allows consumers to reduce risks involved in purchasing a product ./ 

e) Brand loyalty allows for the simplification of the decision making process ./ 
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15. PERCEPTIONS OF HOUSE BRANDS 

Hypotheses to be tested in this section: 

r) House brands are perceived to be of inferior quality 

s) House brands are only bought when consumers do not have enough money to buy 

their preferred brand 

t) House brands/private labels would not be accepted and successful in the township 

retail environment 

u) It would not be feasible to introduce a house brand into the retail outlets in the 

townships 

In order to quantiiY respondents' reaction to house brands, their perceptions and 

opinions of Pick 'n Pay and Shoprite's house brands were tested, in addition to the more 

generalised statements about "no name brands". The interviewer presented each 

respondent with pictures of the particUlar products (see appendices) and then asked 

them specific questions. The hypotheses will be tested by analysis of new data regarding 

house brands specifically, as well as the results of the brand ratings discussed in 

Section 12.3.2 above. 

15.1. PURCHASE PATTERNS 

The interviewer presented each respondent with pictures of the particular products (see 

appendices) and then asked them specific questions. 

Most respondents recognised the house brands, only 2% reported they had not seen 

these products in the shops before. 75.8% reported having bought house brands before, 

while 19.8% had never bought them. From previous data, 87,7% agreed with the 

statement "1 often buy the supermarket no name brands". This establishes that many 
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consumers, despite their apparent loyalty to brand leaders are still purchasing house 

brands. 

In order to quantify the purchase intention of the respondent with regard to specific 

house brands, they were presented with a number of product photographs and asked if 

they would ever buy that product. The following table shows the percentages for each 

product of respondents who would and would not buy the product. The percentages for 

tea and washing powder (asked in a previous section) have been included. Percentages 

over 65% have been highlighted. 

i'70 .. , ~ . . . - .. 

,.. . "..' ~.., ''',:~L~ LY,{] I~ .: 
, ..... . 
...... ! .• ', . , - - . - - ~ ''':', r '" ~, 

Canned Tuna (Pick 'n Pay) 62.3 32.9 

Toilet Roll (Shoprite) 77.4 17 

Canned Spaghetti (Shoprite) 47 .2 47 .2 

Long Life Milk (Pick 'n Pay) 67.9 27.4 

Household Cleaner (P'nP - "Handy Andy") 67 28 
, 

Bleach (Pick 'n Pay) 59.5 35 .7 

Lemon Cream Biscuits (Shoprite) 68.7 25.8 

Packet Soup (Pick 'n Pay) 56.7 38.49 

Canned Beans (Pick 'n Pay) 53 .6 4l.7 

Washing powder (Shoprite) 33 .3 56.4 

Washing powder (Pick 'n Pay) 3l.7 58.7 

Tea (Shoprite) 48 42 .9 

Tea (Pick 'n Pay) 46.8 44 

The basic frequency counts show that that on the whole many consumers are prepared 

to buy house brand products. The figures range from 77,4% who would buy the house 

brand toilet roll, to 31,7% who would buy the house brand washing powder. Acceptance 

of house brands appears differ considerably between product categories. Previous 

research and the focus groups indicate that quality is not comparable between house 

brand products, so while consumers find the quality level of some brands acceptable 

and would not buy others on the basis of their poor quality. 
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The data suggests that purchase intent depends on the product category and perhaps 

the experience the consumer has of the particular product (focus group participants 

discussed how a poor experiences with house brands discouraged them form 

purchasing them again). In general the majority will buy house brands and for some 

product categories (such as toilet roll) a significant number of consumers are willing to 

buy house brands. 

It must be noted that the willingness to buy the house brand washing powders and teas 

is far lower than for any other product. This is likely to stem from the fact that these 

products were tested in a different batch of questions. The effect of asking about well 

known brands lead consumers to be less inclined towards the house brands. The 

"proximity" of better alternatives may have encouraged consumers to be less accepting 

of the house brands. 

It can be concluded, even in the face of clear brand leader preferences displayed in 

previous data, that most township consumers do indeed purchase some house brand 

products. 
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15.2. ACCEPTANCE OF HOUSE BRANDS ACROS§ 

INCOME GROUPS 

Having established that there was some relationship between income and brand loyalty, 

the relationship between income and house brand acceptance was tested . Income 

categories were condensed to create to categories; low (RO - R 1399) and High (R 1400 +) 

The results of asking consumers if they would buy certain products were cross 

tabulated with the income groupings . The table below shows what percentage of the 

consumers is each income category would buy the particular product. All cross 

tabulations that have been presented have a p value of less than 0,05. Those that were 

not statistically significant were excluded from the table. 

~~': ~ 
- - - - - • ._- 1 - . .. 

I 

, 

,~ I , . 
/ [' I ,:,., 

-.~ 

< R SOO 52 83 54 79 71 

R SOO - R899 54 77 57 70 66 

R900-1399 55 77 69 81 72 

R1400-2499 47 66 50 68 61 

R2S00-3999 56 67 56 67 56 

R4000+ 11 32 26 32 21 

There are two noticeable characteristics of the data. Firstly, as shown in previous data 

the acceptance of house brands varies with each different product. Secondly, although 

there is no clear pattern of house brand acceptance across the income groups, the 

wealthiest group is consistently significantly less likely to buy the house brands. 

According to previous discussion, the increased availability of grocery funds decreases 

the need to rely on cheap brands to fill the basket in times of fmancial necessity. As a 

result those consumers, who can afford to avoid house brands, do. 

To further test the hypothesis, a Discriminant analysis was run with "Do you buy these 

no name products?" as the grouping vcuiable and the socio-economic variables as the 
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independent variables . The following indicators show the significance of the model in 

discriminating buyers from none buyers: 

Wilks' Lambda= .96479 and p< 0.0177 

The Eigenvalue for this function was 0, 036 which effectively means that the function is 

not able to discriminate very effectively between the groups. This is because of the 

homogeneity of the group and their attitudes . While there are differences within the 

group, the group on the whole has similar ideas and the range of socio-economic 

variables was limited. 

Cross tabulations between the variable "would you buy no name brands" (from Section 

C in the questionnaire) resulted in one statistically significant table (p value = 0.026). 

Income proved once again to be an influence on propensity to buy house brands. 

Comparing the top and bottom ends of the income categories, there is a significant 

difference in propensity to buy house brands. 89 .29% of those who earn under R500 per 

month would buy house brands compared to 63,2% of those who earn over R4000 who 

would buy the house brands. 
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15.3 . QUALITY PERCEPTIONS 

From the previous analysis, house brands' quality ratings are shown to be significantly 

lower than brand leaders'. 86% of consumers agreed with the statement "[ think no 

name brands are of lower quality". Results from the focus groups confirm this 

perception. Consumers see no names as being cheaper but inferior alternatives. 

Consumers discussed how despite low prices, the house brands did not deliver value for 

money because of the inferior quality of the products . 

In Question 26 respondents were asked about their opinions of the house brands. The 

question was a multiple response item with respondents allowed to choose all the 

statements they thought were true. 

Figure 25: Perceptions of House Brands 

60 
52 

40 

% 

20 

o 
che ap valle tor good qu ality poor qua llty would not don't trust 

money buy 

% respondents 

Figure 25 above shows the responses as a percentage of the respondents who gave that 

response. 52% think house brand like Shoprite's "Yellowband" and Pick 'n Pay's "No 

Name Brand" are cheap. 45% see them as value for money. 20% believe they are of good 

quality while 33.5% say they are of poor qUality. Only 5% said they would not buy them 

because they were of poor quality and 11.7% said they would not trust the product to be 

good. 
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results is appears on consumers to 

Some consumers 

appear to 

the 

Thus it appears 

have few 

these house 

consumers them to 

nT""""'" with value for money. In the context of all 

of brands is are of inferior to 

consumers house brands as 

other than low consumers are to 
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15.4. PERCEPTION OF QUALITY vs PURCHASE 

INTENT 

A cross tabulation of those who reported buying house brands and peoples' response to 

the statement "J think no name brands are of lower quality" results in interesting figures, 

which further explain the relationship consumers have with house brands. Although the 

table is not significant at the 95% confidence interval, the information that emerges is 

interesting to note. The data is therefore indicative rather than defmitive. 

-
~ '-- '. . --. 

.. . . - .. 1 --- -
Would Buy 195 25 

column 0/0 90% 80% 
row 0/0 88% 11% 

Would Not Buy 20 6 
column 0/0 9% 19% 

row 0/0 77% 23% 

Relatively few consumers would not buy the house brands, but for those that would buy 

the house brands, their quality ratings show that 90% of those who rated the house 

brands as low quality would still buy the brand. Only 9% of those who say house brands 

are poor quality will not buy the brand. 

It is clear from the focus groups that house brands are important as "cheap" alternatives 

when the favourite brand is not affordable. House brands enable consumers to still buy 

products when they do not have the money to buy a preferred brand . As said in the 

group discussions, house brand "bail consumers out" when they are in fmancial 

difficulties. 

Such information facilitates an explanation of the apparent conflict between the house 

brand image and consumers' willingness to include them in their shopping basket. 

Returning to the list of 23 statements, recall the statement "[ only buy cheap brands if J 

am short of money at the time". 82,9% of respondents agreed with this statement. 
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Township consumers are 

financial 

usually 

provides consumer with 

only 

constrained by 

money to 

a situation, a 

necessary product, however inferior 

to 

brand, 

affected 

do without. It "' .............. <> ... '" 

throughout LU<"-"U.U,!<, it 

consumers from price buyers. 

It pnlP()Sed. that the J.llJlCU;' .... J..:;u constraints consumers into 

In times of 

brand 

may 

buyahclUse 

"""'-" ........ " .... money 

brand 

a house 

However, a than or attitudinal indication of brand 

~u~~~p and rlp~r1rin,tl of 

quality 

Strong 

~"AAFi,~ and less U""'''' .... ';J.JJLJ.VUi:> of house 

consumers may not always demonstrate their 

ULLLY.J.JliGU loyalty strong for 

It that consumers do accept 

fmancial need. now 

stores. 

Asa of the between .......,'LA"". AU 

to brands 

brand leaders. 

and in 

and attitudinal 

i:>U..~'~"'L that 

their behaviour, 

welcome 

brand 

as 

if consumers are not constrained by a 

tight budget, the 

·mlC11c:atllO!llS of errlOtlOrlal 

motive for house 

attitudinal .......... t.,.'r ....... " .... a 

to brands which will be reinforced behaviourally, if consumers are not fmancially 

constrained. 

the market have 

how fast to what extent not well known. It not 

......... U'UU~.u" status of township as a whole to .... J.J.CU1,!<,C ....... , .. u, ..... 

in the future a. large group of low income consumers will live in the 

the 

that the 

For some 

As 

the of a house or more product spaza 

may be a that the significantly lower priced 

compared to leaders' available in packages. 
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as 

to study environment within townships, 

.... "',Jc, ......... " they can stores. are 

are used 

prices. 

a consumer runs out of an a replacement at the spaza The 

however more expensive than if in a fonnal ", .. c...u.'_~ and the consumer 

a small It may be then that a brand, to 

the consumer until the next successful u'C;'~al.,ti:)'C; of the low 

Consumers 

u ... ' ..... ~,_ .. for 

it 

product 

convenience 

available at a price may 

CTr' ... "''' ...... , shop once a when 

spent. A 

beneficial to 

runs out 

or house 

cQnsumer as a 

Accept Hypothesis: 4 Reject Hypothesis: 7 Hypothesis Pending:? 

r) House brands are n;:>,rr-;:>1t1;:>rI to be of quality 4 

s). House are only when consumers not have '-u..., ..... jll;.,u. money to buy 

their nn~te:rred 4 

t) brands/private labels would not be accepted successful in the 

environment 4 

u) It would not 

townships 

feasible to introduce a house into the 

4 
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16 .. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The "UU'-LU.;:)J.UU;:) for this study 

research set out to 

couched in terms 

for the 

the hypotheses the 

hypotheses are 

discussed as of the \..lJ.;::''-U,;:);:)JLUU to the 

hypothesis. 

16.1.1. Conclusions for the Secondary Hypotheses 

aJ Motivations fOT brand loyalty people 

Although concentrated on a consumers, 

for consumers to remain loyal to a particular brand differed kAi·u''' • ..,. .... individuals 

products. It was clear that some priinary reason 

one brand was reduction of illJ,CUJ,'-J.(U and for 

encouraged brand loyalty. An illustrative is 

differ. Some consumers buy 

the tea IJ""~C""""'" of its "'u''''u~,,''''LJ, 

U"u.u:u. tea 

therefore 

taste to any 

to make more tea per while 

consumers prefer 

more averse, using 

Some consumers ""n? ..... "" 

Y.,uJ.IJ", of risks associated 

to be 

buying 

a brand, other consumers appe.are:d more confident 

on other factors. 

b J Socio-economic status 

Consumers in different ..... ~"','U'......,,'

pr<QP,ensltles for 

and product 

likelihood of loyalty 

education and tend to demcln::.tnate 

consumers are more brand more 

and probably built up years of trust in certain 
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brands. As a the :income consumer a of 

brand loyalty, as a method of fmancial avoidance. But the group, with 

UA.<:;A. .... ~A. ~ •• """.I.J.j'''',;:) are to house brands, as they can to buy 

more frequently those with ">U1CUJ,CJ, 

c) The orl.OMt to consumers are to be loyal 

are flot equally 

who will not buy any other 

across A consumer 

~"""""6 powder brand "'V'''''''T,i- Omo may very well buy house 

Categories such as mealie meal 

and a. ... nu.UJ.L.Lcu loyalty. In the 

house brands acceptance of certa:in products was higher (toilet paper) others 

U..'''LUA''F'. powder). were no house as a 

preferred brand for the 

d) Brand loyalty consumers to reduce risks involved in !rcJ'1ru5ma a product 

Brand loyalty allows consumers to decision 

making process. For complex value decisions brand loyalty the consumer 

to risk, as knows what to for money. use of 

a the reduction of risk attached to buy:ing a lesser-known 

e) Brand loyalty allows for the of the .... c;.,_,..,.'Ij. 

The proliferation of brands each product cate,rory 

consumers 

process. loyalty allows consumer to bypass some 
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f) Township consumers, 

level of brand loyalty 

Township consumers Y.v ........ v'u .. 

low income consumers in 

are consistent behavioural The movement 

intention/preference to the action is 

brand. However 

evaluating ...... ..., ...... 0;:;;:, when money available choices in future. 

Africa, a 

many FMCG 

the ....... Vi'-.... 

unaffordable 

important 

g) Attitudinal loyalty to brands is frequently not carried through to behavioural loyalty as 

a to a brand 

The attitudinal loyalty demonstrated is C'n~ .... "",,,~ ................ .,. .... for fmancial reasons. While 

consumers are 

alternatives, iti 

brand than no 

about 

of ........... CI. .. " ........ 

at 

consumers a less 1"'Ir."T""'.,..,.,,,,1"1 

h) reduction the primary motive ".-.,""'" brand loyal behaviour nnl0Tlr1.<'T township 

consumers 

reduction to consumers, m 

fmancial associated with buying an inferior product. Risk 

a 

of 

attached to products 

a will not 

perform to expectations or needs. The importance this however in the cost 

Ld .... UO;:;U to poor Once a product the budget has 

been used, there little money to an product. The reduction of 

and a 

i) Financial risk an important consideration in brand choice for low consumers 

As a limited OTt"""F'''''T budgets consumers cannot to correct "shopping 

allow the consumer to to a ......... .,. ..... £1 
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with that the consumer can always buy a product that 

an 

avoidance 

j} Perceived quality is a major influence on and 

Quality are two po:nel:Us of value 

component determines whether the price affordable m 

is the the 

determines the evaluation of value. A product high quality 

to 

and the 

. The 

Since 

consumers 

benefits 1.IJ.'JU.l"''--~ longevity (the consumer get 

more use out of quality product). Quality critical the 

process and encourages the consumer to return to the same brand (since brands offer 

the ofvv'L~~.L~~v~~ 

k) Consumers' decision when both grocery store and 

are different in informal compared to the formal retail environment 

Consumers select and ...... f .............. retailers are 

selected on their ability to are. 

chosen on the of co:nVlemieIltCe bought at the 

are 

brands, 

there 

there as a 

packages 

a 

consumer a 

will pay relatively prices for most brands. In a 

", ... ",1' .... ,,,, the 

\"''''<:' ... V.LJ. process is more complicated as there are more options available. Brands are 

of as to 

the intlOTnlal shop. 

l} play an important in the 

making of township consumers. 
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and value are important considerations in brand choice. Consumers may be highly 

for reasons are limited the trr"i"',,·rtT 

of .Ll.1J.CUJ,'-.l<U be by 

evaluating ill context of product benefits. 

m) Township consumers utilise the inJormal retailers in the townships as "convenience" 

stores. 

Informal to grocery 

perform 

provide necessities 

route 

the consumer 

functions to and comer that they 

a convenient location close to consumers' homes or on 

n) hnl'1n1nr1 Jor In Jormal outside the township 1S 

constrained by the lack oj personal transport 

individual or numbers grocery .... """Lr''''TC! are difficult consumers 

vehicle to transport from the ar,"\i"'I"T"'U' store to their homes. Transport 

transport with the amount 

LU'~.L"5 a store .... '-'-J.~>.I.v ... 

purchased at a local store. 

consumers make 

Consumers compare 

when shopping at a cheaper store further 

as mealie 

outlets 

of 

The choice ,"""",l'UT"''''''' 

where they 

with consumers shopping at an 

u.:::;liCVC they will 

outlets are more likely to 

brands consumers can CU.,!,"U.t;; a 

t;;V<U<J.C>.LJUU UUUUH as little 

for money. 

there is a wider price of 

spazas do not a 

range to co:mJ)at~e 
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p) Township consumers limited making the townships, where brand 

choice depends on the brand stocked by the retailer 

........ " .. ,,..vu"" m narrow range of 

spaza. owner stocks shop with a few brands are most popular, . 

the ""v".",.v.u .L.!J.GU"-UJ'5 process consumer. A far 

oPtlons are 

q) undergo a lengthier rlo,,..,"",I"l .... IILLLlUlLU nY,,,.,,,,,,'''' 

'·nn1<' .... in fonnal retail outlets 

A ina 

faced with a 

a 

quality causes value based decisions to become more complex. The more brands to 

a set the longer decision process. 

r) House brands are perceived to be of inferior quality 

House ~ .............. , .... are .... "' .. ,..".,,,' .. rI to be Consumers are not 

buy as also poor value money due to inadequate performance. 

s) House brands are only bought when consumers do not have enough money to buy 

nr~>T&>rr&>rI brand 

consumers not to do 

consumers with, an alternative when are low. House brands 

....... " .... ,"'-, in times of 

provide a 

t) 

in they an 

brands/private labels would not be acceJ'Jlea 

retail environment 

successful in the township 

House brands are accepted on a behavioural consumers do buy them. 

are not on an Consumers on whole 

.uJ.J.'''''~''''::' of and would prefer to avoid them. House brands 

be aoceillea packaged as small are 
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most part consumers are able to to they 

and should have they would 

It would not be "' ....... ".u,.'" to introduce a II""'.'''"' brand into retail outlets in the 

loyalty is a true or than 

to .... u..u.J.<;u loyalty. township consumers u"'.U.UJU;:.L.l.O' ... <:;u 

Based on these attitudes, it is that loyalty will 

as consumers are .LU.(;u.u;o.t; ........ t; 

loyalty most of . brand as a '--H<.JQU may fill a 

these consumers who "",".I.ll'JU<>U will never be brand of choice an 

to 

The consumer shows a level loyalty, brands playing a vital 

role in reduction. A large proportion of township consumers belongs to a brand loyal 

se,qrrrerll of consumers. Therefore, 

at the pn,pY,mTl market would not be viable 

consumers. are an A 

important of avoiding particularly fInancial risk 

grocery UUUI':,CL':>' .... ,"' .... .L"' •. uu .LU.:u:u ... .L~ 

to be looking at numerous 

consumers were unlikely to fall into a 

for brand loyalty 

""p, .... "",."'t"" those who only 

times fmandal need was seen as a 

as income increases, 

have no U.LJC<UJl ... .l.:;u 

house 

consumers 

consumers is __ ._,, ____ _ 

be 

to 

It was 

The ac(~eptarlce 

consumers 

when 

likely to buy 

consumers 

The 

and a preference 

difficult to 

house brands 

UI]'lClleIllt or 

as 
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16 .. 2 .. 

attitudinal loyalty brand's full advantage 

Brands should 

tovrnship / 

behavioural loyalty. 

of high level attitudinal loyalty evident in 

already U'-'U'I..'U<:> and 

and 

on promotional 

packet of sugar a box of tea would offer the consumer 

to buy more with budget without a nT"."Tporrp'rt 

retail to 

to 

can build 

more consumers to 

such as a 

value and allow 

should deals which offer but do not the 

consumer to spend more she would usually budget. (Two of 

one and a half may not be the consumer may not 

available to u,-"en.d.H .. offer) 

Build brand strength around the key motivating jactor oj value jor 

money. 

purchase rnl">+""",+1 

communication should 

the 

strength 

IS To improve and sales, brand 

the brand offers the customer. Advertising 

how 
_______ ] by 

example 

how many cups 

tea a will lUGI.A. ...... 

consumers buy a brand 

decreased 

of LU!='.U ..... quality, 

long nm if 

of more 

expensive ..... ' .... a.I..;'-. alternatives. 
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introduction of house brands 

The wide 

already 

regular 

of a ITp·np·,.., .... or llU.1I:O;:,C:U';';J. "house into the 

not re(;ODlmende(i. 

at a formal retailer U"'PT'P 

bulk of the consumers' crrt"'f'~''''''7 

a house purchase 

are 

sufficient 

~.,..,,,,FArr,,.rl brand. There 

brand buyers, if 

avoid such products. At n .... '''.,'''· ... 

the time as most consumers frequently 

of these consumers into 

and 

of attitudinal loyalty to u'-', ... " ..... brands strength 

brand L ..... "' ..... ". 

accepted 

without uu.QLJ, ..... u;u 

township community. Therefore introduction 

loyalty to 

not be 

of 

since products UUIUC;U..U:U .. C;l,Y be met with perceptions 

of ' .... i·""T"."' .... i .. " and a of a range 

of new under conditions would not advisable. 

consumers who do to buy brands 

more house brands "",T",,,1"P.,...,..,,, • ..-I to a 

completely unknown PT,,'lr., met 

the brand 

is no overwhelming to provide consumers with more low price options, 

the oeln.el:n:s consumers and from 

brand pn~telreIllces. 

A possibility exist to introduce house brands as a generic in selected cateJl~OrleS 

as toilet soap, Unbranded in spaza 

sold significantly as a "in grocery 

could to the consumer would that they would not 

to spend a lot of money on small brand packages when run out of an 

buy a to fulfil a until the consumer can go to a 

larger store where will be able to buy her preferred at a more reasonable 

price. the consumers have no of and 
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buy products suggests the 

U.'-UUH of a brand not be on the 
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Group Discussion guide 

ONE: INTRODUCTIONS 

Good morning. my name is ..... Welcome to discussion group and thank you 
",,...,r_o ... "" to make yourselves and help to n:>tlr&:>.:::hm,,,,n1t.::: as 
we talk. We are going to talk shopping mostly grocery shopping and about 

and how you like to shop. We are going to talk informally. so relax and feel 
.... "' ...... f".rt"',hl"" to say you want to. The aim of this discussion is to understand how you feel 
about certain there are no correct answers and everything say will remain confidential. 

contribution you make will be of value in this study. Please feel to at any time. 

I must you know that this so that all information you 
be studied carefully. but feel that all your information will only be for 
and your name and details will be confidential. 

Everyone will get a questionnaire at the end of this discussion, to tell us something about you. I will 
you fill this in at the end if you need some assistance. 

I think we should start by introducing ourselves so that we can feel comfortable with each other. I'll 
start- I'm ... and I am studying ..... at UCT. I live in .... with ............ . 

How about you ..... 

Today we are to be talking about grocery shopping. What we mean 
cleaning agents, toiletries etc- thinks that you buy for the family that used 
you buy from Shoprite, Pick n Pay, Spar, the Spaza shops, the tuckshops and 

Does everyone know what I'm talking about? 
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STAGE TWO: SI10PPING HABITS 

Let us first discuss who does most of the shopping for the househQld. 
Who would you say in your family is responsible for doing the grocery shopping? 
Who makes the decisions about which products to buy? . 

Where do you do your grocery in the township. in the city, which stores? 

Now, when you go to buy do you buy ~ whole lot at once? Does "'''''.11'''''',''' here go 
for a few things, many times in the week? 

When do you do your grocery shopping? Who goes with you? 

What of things do you buy at shops in 
shops in 

area? Do 
Why? 

like to shop at 
prefer to to the 

What kinds of do you buy at the shops in town? 
How do you transport the gbods back home- does this limit the amount YQU 

STAGE GROCEftlES 

Lets now talk aboutthe kinds of fnt"Afrl'l<::yOU buy. 

Close your and imagine are looking in your cupboardl at yO!,lr shelf where you 
groceries- products do I know I always have rice and tinned 
products do you have in-your most ofthe time. 

shops 

your 
what 

Lets talk now about specific products. I see you have all said you buy mealie meal. What type of 
mealie meal- what name brand do buy? Do you buy the same kind? Why do you buy this 
one? Would you buy another kind? do you it? 
Here are some types of meal- which ones do you like? Which one would you not buy? 

What kind of 
would you do ifthat 
buy the ones from 

powder do you buy? Why? Do you buy it? Where do you buy it? What 
did not have X washing powder? Here are some powders would you 

or Pick 'n Pay? 

What kind of do you buy? Do you always buy the same kind? Why do you buy this one? 
Would you buy another kind? Where do you buy it? 
Here are some toothpaste brands- would you buy the Dentazyme? . 

What kind oftea do you buy? Do you always buy the same Why do you buy this one? Would you 
another kind? Where do you buy it? 

Here are some teas- tell me about the ones you like and which ones you do not like. 

Let us discuss the names - how important is it to you to buy a well known brand. 
Is it important that you buy a brand that is well known rather than one which is cheaper? 
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How important is quality to you when you decide what kind of products to buy? How can you tell which 
product are the best quality? For instance when you buy toothpaste- how do you know which is the 
best? 

STAGE FOUR: HOUSE BRANDS 

Have you all OR Pick 'n 
How often do you there? 
Do you all know about the Shoprite and Pick 'n Pay 
of you buy these products? 
Which of these would you consider 
Which would you never buy? 

What do you think of these products? 
How are the Prices? 
How is the Quality? 

are some of these 1-111..111..11..1 1,,1.::>. Do any 

If you saw a in Shopritebuying a whole lot of these "Yellow band" what would you think 
about her? 
I want to close eyes and think about the these no name Imagine her 

the off the shelves. 
What does lady look like? 
Does she have a job, what does she do? 
Do you like this lady? 

If you had money to buy which ever brands you liked, would you buy the "No Name" brands? 
Under what circumstances would you buy "No Name" brands? 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR WE WILL NOW FILL IN THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
ABOUT YOURSELVES. All this information will remain confidential, I will help you fill out these 
forms if you need me to. 
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18.3. 

FOCUS GROUP ONE 

.... J would like us to talk about rn"""..""rfD to move on to nrtll''''n,,'_<: themselves. 

Ladies, I would like you to imagine what you see when opening your grocery-
J know when I my cupboard, of cans, 

I} I see flour 
What about other things? 

mealie meal and all these things. 

(Rl) the other that I see are <:>1.11. ..... :;"". tomato sauce, .... 1.J, ...... .u<:,:t And then 
handy and Harpic for the toilet. 
What about the bin where the DOW('le1"S are put? 
(Rl) It where I see rices, as I before. 

on brands, what brand is your rice or meaae meal? 
fine it when COOKea 

laugh) 

So you said you can 11TI,nrn1'lP seeing flour, rice in your grocery C710noara_ And when going 
to your toiletries you see Handy Andy, and Toothpaste. 

the kitchen, I am first welcomed by 
spices, Right under 

that one, polish, 
scraper. The next one. 

Lets go on then. 
Okay, when I first open the grocery I see baby's Cerelac and 

and these things, WeetBix the fIrst The second orie is spaghetti, rice on 
one side and mealie the other one, in the buckets, its samp, flour. In the other 

its Handy washing soap and steel wool. all. 

when I open the cupboard I sugar. When oP,erulD.~ I take 
then from the cupboard on top I see Domestos and 

the other side I take out flour, mealie and rice. 

you .. 
I open I see llJ.<:'4Ul'" meal, Iwisa, I don't use Impala. lwisa, samp, Flour, Fish oil 

some spices and on the side it is Mr Min, Handy Andy and Steel wool. 

to toiletries.; 
Its washing soaps, and .. 
an the good smelling things 
yes, all the smelling things 
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the first cup board, on top it's cereal, at the bottom its 
and beef stock. On the other it's rice, mealie meal, sugar, and sugar, 

On the one under the its dishwashing soaps, 
under it it's soap, body 

Well then we've seen that in most households most of 
meal the I mean the ones I 

weve mentioned Uris thing fur 
talk about the brand names 

brand names of soaps, names ~f mealie meaL I believe when soap or mealie 
........ ,,:>LClU.L'_v, you don't just anyone- one' has to choose the one that is I 

would like to take mealie meal for starters .. I would like to meal you 
most often .. Which could you 

(Rl) It's Impala 

Impala (yes, say another) Mly do you buy Impala most ? 

(Rl) "because" it's white and it's taste is, what can I say, it's ~T"".,"cr''' and better) than 
the yes .. 

Ok, so lets say that there's no Impala in a shop, can you 

(Rl) I can buy Iwisa if there's no 
or forget it. 

and then if both are out I can 

If there's not either 2 of them, you forget it , but your first choice is ULJq .... "u.Q. (Mhn- agrees 
lady) OK . 

You lady, which mealie meal would you "use" ? 

(R2) I like Impala, the reason I say 
Whether how the others are, I don't 

it's (ok) 
mouth to me (Ja) 

It only d~pend on how you it. 

Oh, you eat Impala it (I grew up eating it) and then its Okfor 
you, there's no problem. So no Ittl ..... U.·L you won't... 
(R2) I can eat another mealie meal don't have problem with another one) I don't 
have a , no) (ok) 

Mlatabout 

(R3) I now favour 
not "pure" , its colour 
So lwisa is 
cooks perte:ctllv 
lady- I mean ... 

when you look at it it's 
agree (all laugh) 

to look carefully, just 
eat that's all- comments the 

we in any case, the (R) We never really 
there's no need for in cooked pap, not even lwisa (all 

OK, say there's no lwisa now a shop .. There's those you with 
spots. What 8!e you to do then? 

so 
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(R) No, I'd rather eat instead , or maybe 
",,:,,;oJ.I.J./,; it. No Brother. 

at home, rather than 
dirty food and 

You like it nhe ? 
No, I love it rather die one adds- laughs) 

what you? 

I also love lwisa, the only mealie meal we use, because it's fluffy, 
because Impala neea,s to be 'sifted before cooked, you understand (OK) 

Does it really have brown granules? 

Umm,yes. 
Let's say, you'll never you don't 
Impala? 

Mhm, other than what? 

I mean '-''''''''.1.''''''''''' 
I can buy it if there's no Iwisa but, just 

But not liking it? . 

Yes. 

another favourite mealie than 

because fIrst of all it cooks It doesn't take too much time like 
J..I..I.J'IJ"'u,o. • .1.""""'.1:'''''..1.''''', you longer and while cooking, you'll taste is 

its We're ,,"' .......... j:;.. I 
U,.I.'Ju.;II:J..I. I never used it and wont 

So these mealie meals, where are they bought, where do you buy these meaae meals? 
(all) At Pick 'n Pay, ... 
(R) it when you buy this size .LU'.Uo..;a. ..... H~ by her U"',I.J .... ,"'- ,when 
like you want to cook porridge in the you then buy in local 

now talk about powder, 71"''''''''..-,'1'7 powder. We 71 follow the same procedure, 
. because it seems it's the way. way. Which washing powder can you say this 
one is one, nothing beats 
(Rl) oh, sorry, (all laugh). I like OMO 
in there's now Omo use, in 
your clothes (yes), the fat goes yes. 

So you won't optforanother 
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(R) I can use it (if you can'tfind Omo?) Yes, slightly the same 
Those you buy, it depend on ... 
(R) on when you finished it off, when are you to do your washing, and I 
quickly send a child to buy it, in the "tuk shop" in New Crossroads or in 

because surf also you don't to soak your clothes. As well as 
punch ... "'''-''' .... ,,'''' it's not the same as the in the 1""" ... .,""" Today's 

like Omo. 
yes 

I like surf it melts fats quite nice (all it's worse because I 
a baby, surf takes stains away, I it. 
Is there something wrong with Omo? 
Its not Omo, if you have an "allergy", Omo micro. 
(R) It's a time since I used I don't have because I have a friend 

"' ..... U. ... '5A.,u. and has 

And you lady, what about your soap? 
My soaps are Oroo, I don't have any with 
The reason you like can you 

surf, micro all your clothes will be fatless and 

I like Oroo because it has that I like it's 
And you lady? 

I like any microed powder, be it Surf or because when you wash 
"' ... " ............ "', it takes the dirt away, you can even see the water 

Ok, we'll show you different washing powders. (they all converse about the washing 
powders) . 
Please me can you see the between these soaps. 

It's "brand" (brand- nhe- these are "no-name brands" 

Lets say, within these soaps which would you prefer to buy? 
It's and Omo- oh even the "no-names" do if you don't have money, as 
~~~~ ~~~ ~~~ 
them but we like these. 

you do buy these "no name" brands (all 
But when you are fmancially safe, you stick to your favourite brands. 
Oll, it on how money you have (all say yes) and situations. Is there a 
difference in with no name brands? 

There's no you need to soak for quite a long time. 
OK, so they consume time (yes-all) and have no foam, nhe? 
I wouldn't say it consume time more than it takes much of 
need to pour as much for foam to form. 

soap itself because you 'II 
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OK so lets talk about toothpaste, ..,"',,, .... <-<.:>'" it seems when we U;L~>"U'~~"'\A. about nncIL<:;,,,,n,nln 

""""""''-L . .;:t you mentioned (aU this what kind 
of toothpaste is your favourite lady? 

Teeth remain "tatar"less the whole day (Mmm) I when I use, what's the 
name,ohDentazyme your teeth form tartar on within "three or four hours" 
Mmm- oh So you won't a than Where do you 
normally buy it, in tourn or in the location? 
Shoprites are here in the' isn't it? (Mmm) I buy it 

Ok and you 
I (use) because the notice or 
tongue just 
(alright) .. 

your teeth- you can end up not satisfied 

(R) I as I don't like smells .. 
It seems we all like the same (Mmm- all ligree)How about 

It's time I hear this one, eh. 
Your stays fresh with Close-up, especially the blue one "and" when you go to 

and wake up the "following" your teeth feel like it's been already, 
even you have not laugh) 
Oh- that's a good one. 
I and Colgate because in the mornings when , .. ,,::, .......... l.l~Up, I usually have a 
breath problem, so Colgate all goes away. 
So about the ones that on TV, I don't really I have a 

with 
(R) I use Close-up 
taste is and 

Aquafresh (Mmm) In Close-up I like the red one because its minty 
one with "soda" 

(Moderator produces Dentl2Z1t1m!e TI101'n1l,a$:Te, Would you buy this to(J'thJ'Ja~)te. What do you 
think about Dentazyme? 

it's and it stays in toothbrush even when 
I'm sure and your teeth becomes dirty very after it. 
It's clear to me that you don't like 

it can be as as No. 
The powdery tartar control, have any of you ever tried it? 
No, No, it's the first time I hear about it. 

you go to a shop and there's only tartar control powder and Dentazyme, what would 
you do? . 
Well it's obvious will have to use just while my favourite is not found (A-a) 
(all ___ ",, __ , 

Tea, we will talk about tea now- which tea do you prefer? 
You see, Roses and Joko, they're "number one" 
What's the reason? 
It's nice and Take Glen for J.H"n<:llU'-'C 

it's aroma when stirring your cup. I prefer 
Lady you mentioned Glen 

at home use it's and I don't like 
.u. .... 'Io..t.J.A.6 tea at work not at home (Mmm) 
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mentioned it , that's it, anyway I don't like tea or 

one, I one I particularly don't 
like, Rooibos. 
Don't usually say Rooibos is for 

when you want to gain 
quickly, in that way you 

because what happens 
fat. 

when you drink it, 

Rooibos. Yes 
it 

, I don't drink the cal:le1:na1ted one (ok) 
and Five Roses 

what kind 
so I "prefer" Glen. 

you eat especially when you drink too much 

I Glen of course I do drink other teas, but is cheaper, ja. 
Lets see, what in the brand name such that you choose to use a specific kind of 

Oh no, don't get me wrong, the no names are quite easy to get, you see, 
laugh) It's that one wants to use something out of satisfaction. (ok-Mm) 
What more is the besides brand name. 

Ok lets consider the as all mentioned the quality products. 
When you really like something, you don't even look at the "price" agree), you just 
put it in the trolley and go pay, that's it. The no names come as a second {all 
agree We buy them on occasions there are lots of people 
we have to Shame we buy at least. You have a 
..... LAM .. ' ... ". for you visit someone, if offer you and you it very 
""""'''''''''''L, you have to drink it (all 
You cannot buy Joko for a crowd people. 
It's like Yes. 
OK, how do you compare the quality ingredients of a tea written on it's container UJith the 
actual taste you drink. 
"I think" when talk about quality the torn out 
mess up your ja, unless you prick it with a teaspoon, 

We are to talk no name brands - 'look at aU the products in front of you. TeU 
me which ones you would and which you would not 

toilet paper, soap, """"~Q.'~LL, meat.. yes we buy 
No we don't like andy or tuna ... 

I am not sure about 
is loose and easy to 

toilet paper, lady said would not it. The no name 
you have to double it when you use it. It does help with 

it causes becau'se it is 

what about the " .... ,,,..0,,,,, 
The are low, they are so cheap. 
R3,OO the one may be 
thought I use for a whole month, I can't. It lasts about two wee ..... ,"'" 

buy one. Then you count how mush is left form The -,.----..1 

even though it you more m month. 

about 
I 

to 
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What wauld you think oj a women pushing a in the to you, who 
has only no name brands in her trolley? 

I think that 1S to save, but she doesn't know she 
money time. 

she mustn't 
ClI,,,, •. AJ..U.5 liquid, I will buy 

and will buy one which is weak. I would have to tell her 
mine lasting and that hers is weak, she will need to buy another bottle I 

mine. I wonder why doesn't see the 

she 
bought and 
to buy more OTI'Il'pn 

person no name 
money. Others may 

they are cheap. 

No - it is a waste money. 

hn'r'\r11r"" or Pick 'n Pay to 
time because of its -,. ~--~J 

What kind ojwoman the one who 
She a baby and her 
so that can buy more <rrr'I'''''M 

good to sit down her to . 
She be to 

the brand I it will last a 

no name brands? 
her R 1 00. She will 

to buy the 

no name brands 

she is and products are all the same. 
may tell 
to some 

advice. Buying the cheaper things gets you poor quality products. 
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FOCUS GROUP :2 

We are to talk is shopping at home, who makes 
. decisions. We will all 

you who does the shopping 
a tum to talk about shopping in our homes. Lets start with 

still young and no is 

My are I am a I get once a month , 
but it is fmished very quickly. Sometimes when something short I will borrow from 
someone to item. 

father has a car so I just write a list give it to 

when your father buys the groceries who takes the Ut:::(";L.::>Ll/1 about what to buy? 
I do, I write the I want. 

I look over what 
also I like to COInp~31 

I at home I see 

send the children shopping, they always forget 

I like to look my 

Ok, where you do most of your shopping? Here in the location, spaza in town .. ? 

Most· 

Slll[)Dl:nn.{l at Pick 'n Pay 

at Shoprite because 
I 

....... ,~,,'-.o .... in town things are cheap and 

you buy a load at once? 
u"'~,, .... "" I look at what I need 

month. 

work, I I-'Uvu.'-' my 

are 

we 

to 

can help me. I 
out. I 
week 

Shoprite in Claremont. It 
and maybe you'll find there's a 

easy because at work I am sent to buy 
on then you can borrow R5 to buy 

at ,89 a I buy what 
the week I at work and take home one at a 

What things you buy in the location that are different to what you in town? 
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In location we and milk: - In town we things 
sugar, meat, butter and toiletries. 

Do you have trouble with transporting this all 
Oh it is a big we use taxis and us money - I'll pay two seats for 
me and my 

we're to talk about grocery in at homes, lets prClce,ea. 
Which toothpaste are most liked by people, can you please mention their 
Names. 
(R) It makes my your and 
strong. 
(R) Close-Up is best because it cleans up teeth, to pure whiteness. 
I like Colgate it's not only good, your but small burns !by just smearing it 
on top) get healed by Colgate. It's the one 
Really, (Mmm) 
11Ihere do you normally buy these to()th.na,r:;te 

I mean where we most often do, (at orin town?) 
(R) I my at the most of the At when we run out 
one-we do 

Okay, we see toothpaste's, 
And also these washing powders? 
(R) You see, this of washing have as a result I don't 
usually I only do when I don't have enough 
hand. I noticed that you to use a lot of in order for foam to be 
sufficient your washing. 
011, so most of you only use these no-name brands when out of money, ole, I understand. 
(R) And to add a you see that one over it doesn't even 
a nice taste. You'll even feel some hard granules you've brushed your 

Let's say, we have or Pick n' why? They ItLLLH ..... t 

you buy them? 
their own L<lV'UtjiJ""""'U:::; 

or powder or what have you. 
(R) I wouldn't 
11Ihy? 
(R)·Most 
Yes, I do 

the time, these brands do not exactly do the "same job" as the named ones. 
They're more than the named brands - but shame are 

"" ........ a.r.. (all laugh) 

And you mom, would you buy this no name tea? 
Oh no, I would not buy it you see, alleast this toothpaste I would buy 

old and focus on taste as as my teeth are 
I must say I to hear what I 

And even the washing powder, in the no - name doesn't dissolve ""1"'(\"","'1"1" 

go right beneath your washing and do much work 
later notice the clothes are still dirty at times. 
Now I see, let's now on yes, let's talk about tea. Which tea would you is 
your favourite, let's start with you mother. 
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(R) I like Joko it's smell and taste is so 1't'n"t.11 

when I hear the smell, I get tempted. (some "' ........ 5 .... ' 

not to drink, but 
, it doesn't matter if I 

didn't pour milk it's just great all the way, 

So would you buy another tea either than Joko? 
(R) I don't usually buy other teas, but if in any case 

which I can resort to, but all I love 
when I end up buying it will mean I'll 

because it's strong in taste.' 
your point Lady, what about you, number one tea. 

its Boland tea, yes, some call it 
one, for milk will spoil it's nice taste. 
do it most oftert as coffee blocks up my 

You don't need to pour milk in this 
I switch on to coffee, I don't 

stick to this Rooibos because 
it my appetite balanced. 
So mom, you buy another you don't find your Rooibos in a 
supermarket 
(R) I can always buy Joko 
use one tea bag up to three 

of all, Joko stays for longer, as you may 
case with Rooibos (only used once and 

it's done), but it's my 
Ok, can you tell us about tea issue lady? 
(R) I also like Rooibos and nice. Even with children, when you 
want to make them 
their appetite. 
Oh, it's also medicinal? 
(R) Yes. 

them Rooibos tea - they would 

So now, we all see those teas over there! (all agree). Who can buy these teas. Let's leave 
Joko and Five Roses out, I'd like us to on no - names. Whofrom, you can 
these no - names, saying no all, any tea is the same. 
(R) I for one, might buy the no name tea, when I realise that I have no tea left + no 
money enough for my tea. I only have one problem with it though, is it 
doesn't matter if you boil no You only see that it's tea 
but you cannot it no "taste" and it's "weak". And one you 
only use the tea once, and you'll need to throw it away because it's 
Ok, You cannot use it (No) 
(R) It's a waste. 
Lady, what do you think about no - name tea? Would you buy it 
(R) I once it but out you need to use more than one in a cup, 
which is wasteful. I never it again. 
011., you say, it's a waste 
(R) Yes, I must it's affordable ("cheap"). That's why you need to use it 

So, 
worth it! 

you ne,onle bother about economising, as as what you eat is 

(R) You can save money even on the named brands. Let's yes it's expensive, 
but you can use one tea in cups So in the no names in cups you must 
"use" four tea you can double them if you want see that one, it won't even last two 
weeks, but 100 in a packet (it would be like it's 26 tea 
There you are, Now let's talk about the bmnd names; you see. How important is it 
for us to which is satisfying? For I want to nhe, 
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there 
(all So now 
the quality of the nrrln7J.'·' 

(R) It can be 

powder, there's no 
('Load') But .......... " .... ,you 

not dwell 
honestly 

Ok, we'll now go into our of the session. We have to on the no-name 
in particular. those who use them, how good or helpful ar Now, we all buy from 

n' Pay and isn't it? agree). How do you use these Supermarkets? I 
understand it's not in the where we to go in town once in six We 
now go three or more times a week, and you do these no-name brands on the 

and no, 

no-name brand they don't it properly, it that what you mean? 
(R) I even once the no-name toilet paper, it's too you have to it 
thickly it won't 
You lady, what do you about the no-name brands? 
(R) They're not right. you your sweaty with a paper, it 
crumbles onto face, have to it at once. 
I see what you mean. When I to go to church, our priest was preaching 

sweat. He took out his toilet paper and wiped 
and we all laughed. not knowing what we're it was fun. Ok, let's pT()ceea, 
from no-names which can we say we could rather resort to. 
(R) I'd resort to the no-name tinned beans you don't have to eat them alone, 

making you'll to mix 

(Ok, would buy it) 
tuna 

Which products you think 
(R) Washing powder, 

the 

won't even resort to in no-names? 
toilet roll, tea (it's like tea is 

on top) 
or not boiled 

1 
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There's I can't my finger on, this toilet paper, we all we use in 
the private. Is there any reason to be quality toilet paper whl1st we'll just use it on one 
thing 
(R) 
just a 
You to it; my 
tilhat do you say about the 

(Mmm) and 
laugh). 

(R) The is'the same ... " .. ,~""",.""",, there's only one 
the you use it many 

are too soft and 

three so the is almost same. 
no-names do not have quality, is it? 
no quality. 

Now next to you 

you with 

even if 

aU the no-

to yourself. 
cheap 

her along the way very soon. 
not I.l"TlCn1T11"'1 that 

them before and see how they really are (Ok) 
you anything groceries, what do you presume she 

would dress like? 
(R) No, I wouldn't way. 
Or what would be her Oc(~uf.)atlton 
Her work? I'm not sure. 
Because really, if you say knows nothing about groceries, ""UTP'IH you would alsp think 
that she doesn't cook herself, nhe? 
(R) (yes) or I say someone else cooks for her. 

where is this person most of the time? 
At Work 

do you think her? 
How? 

say would you like that person? 
(R) I would be worried about because she misuses money, Ja 

very much, and lady? 
I'm with her, I be very worned for her because she won't know about the 

know until she'd her money away. Shame, 
concerned with (laughs) but will keep on buying. 
tilhat do you think she would dress like? 

She? (yes) oh I cannot say she's a shot or miser because even myself, I 
buy those for the low all. There is no 

,",>r",,,,I"'" in dress. can buy them. 
!think we have generally rounded off your habits and covered the essentials. Now 
it's time to thank you. 
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FOCUS GROUPS 3 

to discuss our buying about who does the at 
home and side we7l also cover who makes decisions 
about the products to be bought, in general. So could of you tell me who decides 
what's gonna be bought for household purposes. Starting with lady, you don't 
that is. 

(R) At home, since we're composed of myself, my husband and our three adolescents -
me and my both so we the grocery money, for instance, he would 

me R 200 I about R 100 to all the products. 
Sometimes he all the grocery money to me on what's to be 
bought, or maybe my children would me in and the 
things we need. 

all, you say basically at your home you all co-operate but the husband is not 
UUAClUf<r;;;, involved in the decision-making of household buyings, is it? 
Yes 
Ok, you can you tell us how you do it at your house or home? 
(R) Oh, I live with my father, brothers and my two children. I work 

,",U.=V.u. , so we both the money, but most of the time he 
money for I'm not to be a.u ..... ", ..... 

to be bought for us. He some of our 
males are still hooked on the to take part 
in the "kitchen environment" so to <>u.:;an-

I think on, it? . 
Yes, that's it 

Alright, now can we move on, what do you have to say lady? 
(R) r live with my still young, so know about crrr',....,. .... "" 
Wait, no I think do take in the in that, sometimes tell me 
what to bring from town, things like "mom, us yoghurt, 
chocolate and so on". (laughs) 

I was to think your children are frighteningly obedient that they don't even 
nag you as a mother sometimes? (all Right, do you have to say 
(R) I live with my two and and we all make decisions as to 
what to be bought for the household. the ones who do most of the so 
we make a list and they do groceries. 

Alright, can we now step. First let us start with toothpaste, 
what . you to toothpaste. 
(R) I love clean and teeth, so I go for close-up red 
because it does a major job for my teeth. Ja 

Well, let's hear about you lady. 
r like most, because it my pure white and my breath fresh 
longer. 

is the best for me for it does it all in one (all It's no need to brush 
your teeth after just have to rinse your mouth and it goes clean all over .. 

I also like Colgate for it keeps my breath all day, and my oh they're 
n' span shiny, you know. 
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so basically aware of reasons to buy a 
on to coffee, what do you have to Ladies? I 
no-name coffee? 
(R) I stick to it's inviting taste makes me wanna drink it 
one hour. it black as I milk spoil all freshness 

taste. I buy a no-name coffee, I mean, I never 
.... U'l"\Tl'" is the one me as it a good strong to put one teaspoon 

the smell so great. I it (laughs) 

I love 
in, the 

not instant one, I you boil it and put some milk 

I like 
(laughs), it is 

taste is so 
(smiles) 

it makes me want to it all day 

Okay, can we proceed to what will buy if all your favourite are not available 
where you normally wouldn't buy one no-name brands? 

Ah-a, I wouldn't dare Ricoffy. I think I would buy tea 
Joko, till I my coffee 

I I would buy the no-name brand because cheap, even though it's 
one will to put 3 of it's way too weak. 

No, I would not buy the no-name too 
U;UAUU,;U with inviting I believe I 

I not buy coffee. 

Ok, what you generally think about no-name 

(R) I think obtainable a no-name 
tea example, or something (all 
laugh), I once a friend so she made me tea and I couldn't help the 
packet, was a no-name , we in the 
it was as I won't it, and you know I couldn't 
warm (laughs) 

the toothpaste, too thick, it when I 
too much to repay, I to 

economise as much as possible. 

you ever bought a no-name itis 
one has to it's . This 

you'll 
by the' 

days and not to mention 

"'People", a no-name "butter" I recently I forgot to it on 
the grocery so I to buy it a Spar, like Holsum, 

honestly cannot spread it on a slice - I up 'V"' .... v.u ... 

(ha-ha) ways. 

I once a no-name tinned it was and sauce was '" ...... " ....... ,.ul:,..:1 

watery. I even had to pour as much cubes so as to make my sauce "tasty". I 
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I never had the desire to it ever again. 
; this stuff not good, really But it's not to say we don't 

them because we do - at hard of course (laughs) 

It's true 
and are 

she says, shame the no-names are only there to bail us out on bad days, 
out our minds 

Ladies, Tn,rrnK"'" your input, we appreciate it. 
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18.4. SPAZA SHOP QUESTIONNAIRE 

SHOP QUESTIONNAIRE 

Questionnaire 
Interviewer Name: _________ Time ____ to ____ _ 

Hi my name . I am a UCT. We are a of 
habits in townships around Cape Town. I wonder if I could have a few minutes of your 
time to answer some questions about your I can assure you that all information 
will be confidential and will be only this "U .... 1U"'llJ.J'''-' 

If I would like to speak to the owner/manager of shop. (reintroduce yourself 
to the oumerifnecessary) 
I would also to record some about your by around after J 

asked you some if you do not mind. 

Days of the week: MON TUES WED THURS FRI SAT SUN 
Hours: am to pm 

2. Who are your main customers? What do you think the reason is 
choose to shop here? 

3.1. Where do you buy the stock for your 

Does any stock delivered to you? If so, which products ? 

shop 

3.2. 
YES NO _____________________________ _ 

3.3. . When! how often do you buy your stock? 

? 

3.4. 
total? 

When you go to buy .. 1"., ... 111 about how much do ,....,. ... Tll... each time in 

3.5. How do you the stock back to your shop? 

3.6. What are your .. .&jltlII:.'O;,,,, .. problems with S1:4::tCIEm,i[ this 
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4.1 What are the 5 items you would say that you sell the most of (customers buy 
most frequently)? 

4.2 Would you say there is one particular product that all your customers buy 
regularly from you? 

4.3 How do you decide which products you are going to sell in your shop? 

4.4 How do you decide which brands of prod.ucts you will stock in your shop? For 
example if you are to sell powder in this shop, how do you 
decide which name you will choose? 

4.5 Do any of your where you buy offer you SDeCllU 
prices on the brands, or any other incentives to buy a particular product? 

nl'l""t~> ... "" pictures or adverts UUIA(;L':>- ask the following) 

5.1 Where do you get the pictures/adverts for these products from? 

5.2 Do you think this advertising mlUu.elllCEtS consumers to buy certain. UriD.lUu."" 

6. Could you describe what kind of shopping most of your consumers do at your 
Are lots of groceries, small they have just run out 

are they everyday things that are convenient to buy here? How would 
you describe the reasons for your customers to cts here? 
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11.2. Name of the Shop 

11.3. Structure the 
SHACK PART OF 

.... "'."'''''v.J..U../<.'''' for Cooking (Aromat, 

SEPARATE BUILDING 

helrOCJIIJ.llX etc) 
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1 English Questionnaire 
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Questionnaire: PROJECT LOYALTY 

Hello, my name is .... I am a student at UCT (show student card) and we are doing some 
research, for a report, on how people feel about shopping and what kinds of things they buy. 
We are talking to people from all over. From the Nyanga, Guguletu and Cross Roads areas. 

From a map of all the homes in the area you have been chosen to represent the opinions of the 
people in this community. I would like to ask you some questions that will take about half an 
hour. Your opinion is of great value to this study and you will be helping me a great deal if 

you agree to be interviewed. I promise you that anything you say will be kept entirely 
confidential. 

I SECTION A: INTRODUCTION AND SCREENING QUESTIONS 

1. I must ask who in the household is responsible for the majority of the grocery shopping for 
the family. Ifpossible, this is the person I would like to speak to please. {find correct respondent 
and reintroduce yourself-repeat paragraph above) 

First I'd like to ask you some personal details. Please be reassured that lots of people are answering 
this questionnaire and your name and address will only be used for my supervisor to check that 
indeed I have asked you all these questions. All your details will remain confidential. 

Respondent's Name: Sample Nu.mber: 
Residential Address: Interviewer Name: 

Telephone No: Date: 
Comments: Time Taken: 

Back Checked By: 

1. Gender 
yourself, live with you, alto ether sharin the same meals? 

We are going to be discussing grocery shopping, by this I mean food, household cleaning 
products, snacks, personal toiletries etc. The goods you buy on a regular basis for the 
household. We are also interested in how and where you do your grocery shopping. 

I SECTION B: SHOPPING HABITS 

3. Where do you do your grocery 
shopping? (multiple answers allowed) 

OSpaza OTrade Centre OMakro 
OWholesaler OMatro Cash & Carry OHyperama 
OShoprite/Checkers/OK OPick In Pay 
OSpar OLocal cafe OSeven Eleven 
OSmall local shopl trading store OSentra 
OServcice station shop OWoolworths 
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4. When do grocery 
shopping? more 01"n.,""<>1"' 

.........................•... .• (multiple we need for that day 
answers allowed) 

I am going to read out some things that people have said to us. For each statement I'd 
like you to teU me whether you agree with it or not. You can answer: SHOW CARD 
1. YES, YOU AGREE - FOR OR 
2. NO - DISAGREE - NOT TRUE FOR YOU OR 
3. YOU SAY "PASS" YOU NOT IT DEPENDS OR 
YOU DO NOT KNOW (interviewer- rotate starting point) 

area. 1 2 3 
item - it is convenient 1 2 3 

buy goods there oec:am;e there is 123 

time 123 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 

uality 1 2 3 
tia'l-",r,,,,,t brands, so I always buy 1 2 3 

1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 

U"'''',Q.U':'''' I know it will 

3 

su ermarket no name brands 
z I think no name brands are oflower quality 
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talk about some specific products. We win be discussing 4 different products: 
u"' ..... j;" powder, tea, mealie meal, and toothpaste. 

What kind of washing powder do you have in 
your house today? 

How often do you buy this brand ? 

8. needed to o 
o ,",VULt ... ", ... , 

o 
cheapest 

OSkip OBio 

Other... . ........ .. 

it was 
borrow some washing 
powder how would you 
feel about the product 
you had bought: o nervous nn,YrlE'r wo uld not well, but it was 
read out answers • one I could afford 

9. What kind oftea do you have in your house 
today? 

10. How often you buy this brand? 

11. I buy tea I ..... , ....... ~"', 
(read out answt:rs 
many as want) 

OJoko 
OGlen 
( 

OFive Roses OTeaspoonTips 
OHouse brand OTrinco 

OAlways 
OMosttimes 
OOccasionally 

Other. .......... . 

OWhen it is the only kind the shop stocks 
• 0 has best taste 
I 0 makes strongest tea 
o I believe is the 
o I can afford at the 

I know and always buy 

What kind of toothpaste do you 
house today? 

in the 0 

How often do 

14. I buy this 
toothpaste for my 
family because ... 
(read out 
answers- multi Ie 

buy this brand? 

o Mentadent 
OralB 

OAlways 
OMosttimes 

• OOccasionally 

... , ........ , . ~. ~ . .. ,., ..... . 

• OWhen it is the only kind the shop stocks 
() it is the cheapest· the one we can afford 
() I am prepared to pay more money to 
() I can trust this toothpaste to clean my 
o I know this will 

we like the taste 
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16. How often do you buy this brand? OAlways 
OMost 
OOccasionally 
OWhen it is only kind the shop stocks 

o it is the the one we can 
o I know I can trust it to well time 
o it is the quality 
o I can trust this mealie meal to taste 

I know that this meal is -------J to eat 

Here are some pictures of different products and brands, I would you to rate 
the quality brands on a scale 1 to 5 SHOW CARD where 5 out 5 is 
"' ............ "'.u quality 3 out of 5 is average quality and I out of 5 is poor or bad 
quality 
SHOW With Number 

5 Perfect/excellent/the 
4 
3 between, not good or 
2 bad 
1 the worst 
o ::;;;;; Do not know 

OMO 
Surf 
Daisy 
plnp 

Shoprite 
Unmarked 
Joko 
PnP 
Shoprite 
Unmarked 
Aquafresh 

Toothpaste 
Dentazyme Toothpaste 

Iwisa 
Induna 

mealiemeal 

verbal 

1 2 3 4 5 OYes ONo 
12 3 4 5 OYes ONo 
12 3 4 5 OYes ONo 
12 3 4 5 ONo 
12 3 4 5 ONo 
12 3 4 5 OYes ONo 
12 3 4 5 OYes ONo 
1 2 34 5 OYes 
12 3 4 5 ONo 
12 3 4 5 ONo 
1 2 3 4 5 OYes ONo 
12 3 4 5 OYes ONo 
12 3 4 5 OYes ONo 
12 3 4 5 OYes ONo 
12 3 4 5 ONo· 
12 3 4 5 OYes ONo 
1 2 3 4 5 OYes 'ONo 

19. going to through names of the brands again and for each I'd like you to 
tell me if you would ever buy it or not. 
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like to ask ou some 
you prefer shopping at a 

large shop Pick Pay rather 
than at the local spaza or shop 
near our home? 

(If answered yes) Why do you 
say that? NOT READ OUT) 

22. (ifanswered No) Why do say 
that? (DO 
OUT) .............................. ... . 

uestions about where 
OYes ONo 

OFFICE 
OThere are so many to choose from 
OThe prices are low 
OThere are often special 
O'fhey always have the brands I usually buy 
o local shop is too expensive 
o the local shop doesn't have brands I want to buy 
o the Jocal shop is very small and cramped- it is difficult to 

things 
o the local shop often runs out of the I 
o there is no choice of brands in the local shop 

o the 
o the shops are 
o the big shops are expensive 
o big do not I want to buy 
o bigger shops are too away 
o I the owner of the local 
place 
o The local shop is COrJlveIuern:- quickly! 

to my. 

23. I am going to some ........ AI..LII.I!!.0:11 that people have said us. 

each statement I'd like you to tell me whether you agree with it or not. 

YES, YOU AGREE TRUE FOR YOU OR 
2. NO - YOU DISAGREE - NOT TRUE FOR YOU OR 

YOU SAY "PASS" IF YOU NOT SURE, IT DEPENDS OR 
YOU DO NOT KNOW 

In big grocery stores I compare prices many brands buy the best value 123 

grocery stores there are so many goods it is easier just to buy the same brand 
eve 
I buy the same brand regardless of whether I shop at the 
store 

grocery 
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We are now to discuss products that you can buy Shoprite or from Pick 'n 
These products are "made" buy shops- we are talking about . "No Name" 

and "Yellow Band" Interviewer- use show card and photographs to ascertain that 
the and understands products you are dealing with. 

. Have ou seen these kind roducts in the sho s before? 
Have you ever bought any of these ty 
When you see products 0 

on the what do think 0 
of 0 are good quality 
(multiple allowed) 0 They are 

o They are to brand name products 
o I would not buy them because are poor quality 

I do not trust the to be good 

27. Here are some pictures of "No Name" "Yellow Band" products, I would like 
to look ateach picture and me if you would ever buy that product. 

No Bleach 
No Biscuits 
No Packet 
No 
No 

I am now to ask you some personal questions - please feel reassured that this 
information wiD remain confidential and that the information is necessary for academic 
purposes only. 

28. old are ou? 
29. Into which ofthe following 
categories does your combined 
monthly household income fall for all 
salary earners in this household? 

~O"'i11P~'JPr use show card D) 

o 
o 
0R900-
o R1400-
0R2500-

R4000+ 
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30. Which of these o Married 
descriptions best o Not married, but living with someone in a stable I 

describes your rela tionship 
marital status? o Single/never married 

o Divorced 
o Widowed 

31. What was the No schooling 
highest educational Some primary school 
level you had the Primary school completed 
opportunity to Some high school 
reach? Some high school plus trade/diploma 

Matric 
A post-matric qualification (e.g Diploma! not a degree) 
A degree 
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Questionnaire: PROJECT LOYALTY 

Molweni, Igama lam ndingu •.. .Ndingumfumdi e UCT. (show student card) 
uphando nzulu ngendlela abantu abakubona ngayo ukuthenga ukutya kunye nezinto 

abazithengayo. Siphanda kubantu base Nyanga, eGugulethu kunye nase Cross Roads. 
Kuluhlu Iwamakhaya nikhethwe ngokohlobo ukubonisa iimbono zabantu bale ngingqi. 

Ndingathanda ukuba ndikubuze imibuzo engathatha 30-45 (min). Iimbono zakho 
zibaluleke kakhulu kolu phando kwaye ungabe undincede kakhulu ukuba 

ungandiphendulela lemibuzo. Ndiyakuthembisa ukuba yonke into oyiyhethayo iyakuba 
yindaba yakwamkhozi. 

Okokuqala ngubani apha ekhaya ojongene nokuthenga ukutya komntu wonke. Ukuba 
kungenzeka ndingatbanda ukuthetua nalo mntu. (find correct respondent and reintroduce 
yourself-repeat paragraph above) 

Okokuqala ndingathanda ukufumana iinkcukacha zabucala ngawe. Ndiyakuthembisa ukuba 
baninzi abantu abayiphendulayo lemibuzo kwaye igama lakho ne dilesi zakusetyenziswa 
ngumphathi wam ukujonga ukuba ngaba ndikubuzile yonke Ie mibuzo. Zonke iinkcukacha 
zancho zakuba yindaba yakwamkhosi. 

Igama laJowo uphenduleyo: Sample Number: 
Idilesi yakhe: InterVll;';Wl;';1 Name: 

Iinombolo zomnxeba: Date: 
Comments: Time Taken: 

liackChecked By: 

Sizakube sithetha ngendlela othenga ukutya kwekhaya, izinto zokucoca indlu, 
amashwam-shwam, izinto zokucoca umzimba, kuye nezinye. Sithetha izinto ozithenga 
qho apha ekhaya. Sikwanomdla kwindlela othenya ngayo kunye nalapho uthenga khona. 

3. Uyithenga phi UU"'Ol'4;>rv 

yakho? (multiple answers 
allowed- OUT) 

OHyperarna OLocal cafe OMakro OMetro & 
Carry OPick 'n Pay OSpaza OShoprite/Checkers/OK 
OSpar OSeven Eleven OSrnalllocal shopl store 
OSentra 

OTrade 
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4. Uyenza xa kutheni igroceri? 

(multiple answers allowed- DO 
. READOUT) 

Kukho izinto 
Ndizakufundela ezo zinto 

OWoolworths OHawker 
Other. ........................... . 

4. EWE, NDIYA VUMA INJALO NARUM LOO NTO 
HAYI, ANDIVUMELANI NALEYO INTO 
ANDAZI, UNGAKBE UBE UGQITHA KULEYO 

(interviewer- rotate starting point) 

a) 

b) 
into 

apha. 

c) Zibiza kakhulu eZlvenkile zalapha, kodwa ndiyazithenga izinto apha kuba ayikho 
en e indawo onokuthen a ku 0 xa u helelwe zezo zibalulekileyo. 

SECTION PERCEPTIONS AND ATTITUDES 

rhoqo. 

n.angabahlobo bam. 

ixabiso kuqala. 

i) Ndijonga umgangatho kuqala. 

j) 

k) 

ukutya. 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

I) Ndiyaxakeka evenkileni xa into enamagama amaninzi ngoko ndikhetha 'elo 1 2 
gama ndiqhele ukulithenga. 

m) kakhulu into yokuba ndichitha maUni. 1 2 

okukhangela ezona zinto zinexabiso elilingana nemali yazoo 1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

r) 1 2 

s) 1 2 

t) I 2 
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u) Ukuba 123 

v) 1 2 3 

eliphantsi kuba eliphantsi 1 2 3 

z) 

Masithethe ezithile ngoku . ..:;fU,"".,.' ...... ,"' .... "" ezahlukeneyoze 
ngemveliso. Washing powder, tea, mealie 

6. Yeyiphi intlobo yomgubo wokuhlamba impahla OOMO 0 
OSunlight 

OSkip OBio 'V .... ",.'" 

ooayo wakho namhlanje? 
Other ............... . 

7. rhoqo 
kangakanani olu hlobo lomgubo? 

OQho 
Olxesha elininzi 
ONgamaxesha athile 
OXa ilulo kuphela uphawu oluthengiswayo 
venkile. 

8. Ukuba umhlobo o ukuba izakuyihlam ba .".p_"'"'''' icoceke. 
wakho o kuba uyazi ukuba "'~"'Iw"'_'" owona ugqwesileyo ....... !;, ........... 
umgubo wokuhlamba, 
ungaziva njani ngaloo 

o unganeentloni ukumboleka uzakufumanisa ukuba 
eliphantsi. 

...... _~.~ unawo I ..... 1:; ... "" ........... "' .. ,0. .. kuba uqonda 10 mgubo awuzokucocisisa, 
kuphela obuphuma kwimaH ebendinayo 

9. Loluphi uhlobo lwe'tea' onalo kwakho 
namhlanje? 
10. Udla ngokuluthenga rhoqo 
kangakanani uhlobo lwe'tea'? 

OQho 
Obesha elininzi 
ONgamaxesha athile 
OXa ilulo uphawu oluthengiswayo kuloo venkile. 

ndithenga rtea' ndikhetha leyo ... 
out answers to 

as many as 

o 
o 
o 
o 
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Udla ngokuluthenga rhoqo 
kngakani olu hlobo 
Iwe'toothpaste'? 

• OQho 
.Ohesha elininzi 
. ONgamaxesha athile 

14. Usapho lwam 
ndiluthengela 
toothpaste 
kuba .•. 

out 
answers-

I OXa ilulo kuphela uphawu oluthengiswayo kuloo venkile. 

o yeyexabiso eliphantsi yeyona ifikelelekayo kuthi. 
o ndixolele ukukhupha imali eninzi ukugcina amazinyo osapho Iwam 
ecocekile 
o ndiyithembile Ie toothpaste ukuba izakuwacocisisa amazinyo osapho 
Iwam. 
o ndiyayazi ukuba Ie toothpaste izakusinika umphefumlo onuka kamnandi 

15. Ngowuphi u Mealiemeal owuthegay 
Other.. ............ . 

Udla ngokwuthenga rhoqo 
hlobo 10 mealie meal? 

OQho 
Ohesha elininzi 
ONgamaxesha athile 

17. Usapho lwam 
ndiluthengela 
oluhlobo 10 Mealie 
meal kuba ... 
(read out answers
multiple response) 

OXa ilulo kuphela uhlobo oluthengiswsa kuloo 
o yeyexabiso eliphantsi - yeyona ifikelelekayo 
o ndiyayazi ukuba ndingayithemba ukuba izakuphekeka kakuhle ngalo 
lonke ixesha 
o yeyomgangatho ophezulu. 

. 0 ndingayithemba Ie mealie meal ukuba izakungcamleka kamnandi ngalo 
lonke ixesha. 
o n4jyaya,i uf;;.uba Ie mealie meal inesondlo ngoko ikulungele ukutyiwa 
lus~pho lwam. 

6na flf!asa igqwe~ileyo n obumnandi 

18. iifoto zemueliso kunye neentlobo.zazo ohlukeneyo. Ndicela ukuba 
undilinganisele ezi ntlobo ngokomgangatho wazo, ukususela kumgangatho wesihlanu, 
ongowona uphezulu okanye ogqwesileyo ukuyokutsho kumgangatho wokuqala, 
ongowona uphanstsi. 
Nokuba uyithenge i"product" sicela usixelele ukuba ntoni 
ngomgangatho wayo. 
6 Ibalasele 
4 
3 Iphakathi 
2 Ayilunganga 
1 Ayigq ibelelanga 
o = Andazi 

OMO 
b) SUIT 
c) 
d) P 'n P Washing Powder 
e) Shoprite Washing Powder 

·1 2 3 4 5 
12 3 4 5 
123 4 5 
12 3 4 5 
12 3 4 5 

OYes ONo 
OYes ONo 
OYes 

ONo 
ONo 
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f) Washing 1 2 3 4 5 
g) 1 2 3 4 5 OYes ONo 
h) 1 2 3 4 5 OYes ONo 
i) Shoprite 12 3 4 5 OYes ONo 

Unmarked 12 3, 4 5 ONo 
k) Colgate Toothpaste 12 3 4 5 ONo 
1) 1 2 3 4 5 OYes ONo 
m) Toothpaste 12 3 4 5 OYes 
n) Toothpaste 12 3 4 5 OYes ONo 
0) Iwisa 12 3 4 5 OYes ONo 

Induna 12 3 4 5 ONo 
q) mealie 1 2 3 4 5 ONo 

19. Ndizakuphinda amagama ntlobo, ze wena kwigama 
ngalinge ukuba uluthenge na? 

SECTION D: INFORMAL 

(DO NOT READ 

(if answered No) Uyithethiswa 
",.",.-tn,,,' 100 nto? 

•.. (DO OUT) 

OYes ONo 

to choose from 
OThe 
OThere are 
OThey buy 
o the local shop is too expensive , 
o shop the brands I want to buy 
o shop is very and cramped- it is difficult to find 

o the 
o the 
o the are expensive 

groceries I need 
local shop 

o The big shops do not stock the I want to 
o bigger are too far away 
() I know the owner local shop It IS a 
o local shop is I can buy 

23. Kukho izinto ngabanye abantu ngendJeJa abethenga ngayo 
Ndizakufundela ezo zinto bathe bazithetha. Ndicela wena undixelele ukuba: 
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EWE, NDIY A YUMA INJALO NARUM LOO NTO 
2. ANDIVUMELANI NALEYO INTO 
3. UBE UGQITHA KULEYO 

rotate starting point) 

i a) Kwiivenkile ezinkulu ndithelekisa into 

b) ezininzi, kuba lula ukuthenga uhlobo olunye 1 2 3 

• c) 1 2 3 

d) ndithenge olohlobo luthengiswa 1 2 3 

e) uthotyelwe 1 2 3 

1 2 3 

Ngoku sizakuthetha ongazithenga kwa Shoprite okanye kwa 'n 
Ezi "products" kwa zezi sithetha "No Name" kunye nee 

"Yellow Band" "products. Interviewer- use show card and photographs to ascertain that the 
with and understands products you are dealing 

24. Ukhe wazibona ambili? 
khe waluthen 

Xa ubona ezi"products" o zezexabiso eliphantsi 
"shelves" ntoni o imali abayibizayo' ~"'''5''''~ umgangatho wazo 

ngazo? o zezomgangatho ophezulu 
(multiple responses allowed) o . 

o ......... ' .... ·"5· .... "6' .... • .. '" lwee"products" 
o au ... "ug..l:\. .... ,,'" u ............. . 

imiboniso yezinye Name" nee"Yellow Band" "products", ndicela 
ujonge umboniso ngamnye, ze undlJ[el,ele ukuba ungaze uyithenge na 100 product leyo. 
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ndizakubuza imibuzo ngawe; ndiyakuqinisekisa rumba ondixelele 
yindaba yakwa- mkhozi, kwaye siyifunela izifundo nje kuphela. 

28. Umdala kan akanani wena? 
29. Ingaba umrholo wabantu () 
abaphangelayo apha xa () RSOO-R899 . 
idityanisiwe ekupheleni kwenyanga 
LOU,IiO"'."" koluphi uluhlu? 
(interviewer use show card) 

o Utshatile 

0R900-
o 
o 

kwezi nkcazelo zilapha 
yeyiphi ehambelana 
nobume bakho? 

o Anditshatanga, kodwa ndiyahlalisana 

. (interviewer, 
i answers) 

out 

Heliphi ibansa 
lemphundo othe 
wanethuba 
lokulufumona? 

o Zange ndatshata 
o Ndawuqhawula umtshato 
) Umhlolokazi 

ONo schooling 
OSome primary school 
OPrimary school completed 
OSome school 
OSome high school plus trade/diploma 
OMatric 
OA post-matric qualification Diploma! not a degree) 

A 

kuyakuba 

Enkosi ngexesha lakho osiboleke lona, iimbono zakho zibaluleke kakhulu kuthi. 
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